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P R E F A C E 

This volume is part of a series of assessment studies on Secondary 
Raw Materials that have been prepared under the sponsorship of the 
"Commission of the European Communities" (Directorate General for 
Research, Science and Education). 

The decision to carry out such studies, as well as other work to 
be published under the general heading "Raw Materials Research and 
Development", results from current concern about prospects of 
supplying the European Community with raw materials in sufficient 
quantities and at acceptable costs in the mid- to long-term. An 
essential part in defining the purpose and scope of the work 
was played by a Sub-Committee of CREST (1), established to 
investigate on-going activities in the member states, both 
in the areas of primary and secondary raw materials, in order 
to determine what R & D actions, if any, should be undertaken 
by the Community to alleviate its supply problems. 

This study was carried out under contracts with the European 
Economic Community, by the BRGM, Orleans <contract 273-76-9 ECI F) 
and the K.R.I.-T.N.O., Delft (contract 274-76-9 ECI NL). The 
report was first submitted in November 1977 under reference 
"77 SGN 547 MIN" from the B.R.G.M., and slightly revised later. 

Acknowledgments and note from the authors 

We wish to thank the Commission of the European Communities for 
having given us the opportunity to carry out this survey and 
for having decided to publish it. We are also grateful to all the 
companies and organizations which supplied us with useful informa
tion and data and allowed us to use them in our report. 

It takes time to collect data, to write a report and to publish it. 
A number of figures will no longer be up to date when this report 
becomes available. Most of figures can be considered as fully 
valid in 1976 or 1977. 

(1) Set up by the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of 
the European Communities of 14 January 1974, the Scientific 
and Technical Research Committee (CREST) is responsible 
for assisting the Community Institutions in the field 
of scientific research and technology development. 



ABSTRACT 
=============== 

On tne request of the C.R.E.S.T. Committee (Scientific and Technical 
Research Committee) of the E.E.C .• a technical and economical survey of rubber 
waste recovery processes has been carried out, by B.R.G.M. (Bureau de Recherches 
Geologiques et Minieres) in France, as the pilot (EEC contract 273-76-9 ECIF) with 
the agreement of D.E.M.P. (Delegation aux Economies de Matieres Premieres) and by 
KRITNO (Kunststoffen en rubber Institut TNO) in Holland, as the copilot (EEC 
contract 274-76-9 ECIN). 

KRITNO has carried out a survey of literature and studied processes 
for recycling used tires in the rubber industry (retreading and reclaiming) ; 
B.R.G.M. studied all other processes to reuse scrap tires {pyrolysis, incineration, 
road and sportground surfacing, reefs building, water pollution control, and so 
on ..• ) and size reduction (traditionnal shredding and cryogenic grinding). 

The report gathers technical and economical data on studied pro
cesses and a specific conclusion has been set out for each class of processes. It 
also contains a synthesis of information collected during a symposium on used 
tires disposal in june 1977 in Washington {U.S.A.) by Mr. GELUS {Compiegne Univer
sity, France), on the request of B.R.G.M. 

Four classes of recommendations in decreasing order of priority 
have been set out in the conclusion : 

1. Retreading and size reduction are recommended fields for 
financial assistance regarding research and development. 

2. Incentives for research and development are also recommended 
for some aspects of reclaiming, road surfacing, pyrolysis 
and fight against pollution. 

3. Some fields are of interest but do not obviously need public 
help to research : incineration with heat recovery, playground 
surfacing, artificial reefs building. 

4. Further research do not seem to justified on protein synthesis 
and agricultural uses. 

Statistical and economical studies on production and collection 
of used tires are also recommended. 
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RESUME 
=========== 

A la demande du comite C.R.E.S.T. (Comite de la Recherche Scienti
fique et Technique) de la C.E.E., une etude technique et economique des procedes 
de recuperation des dechets de caoutchouc, a ete realisee, par le B.R.G.M. 
(Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres) en France comme pilote (contrat 
CEE 273-76-9-ECIF) avec l'agrement de la D.E.M.P. (Delegation aux Economies de 
Matieres Premieres) et par le KRITNO (Kunststoffen en rubber institut TNO) aux 
Pays-Bas comme copilote (contrat CEE 274-76-9-ECIN). 

Le KRITNO a fait une synthese bibliographique et a etudie les 
procedes de recyclage des vieux pneus dans 1 'industrie caoutchoutiere (rechappage 
et regeneration) ; le BRGM a etudie taus les autres procedes de recuperation 
(pyrolyse, incineration,recouvrement de routes et de terrains de jeux, recifs 
artificiels, lutte contre la pollution •.. etc) et la fragmentation {dilaceration 
classique et broyage cryogenique). 

Le rapport rassemble les donnees techniques et economiques sur les 
procedes etudies et des conclusions specifiques sur chaque classe de procedes. Il 
contient egalement une synthese des informations recueillies au cours d'un sympo
sium sur l'elimintation des vieux pneus a Washington en juin 1977, par M. GELUS 
(Universite de Compiegne, France) a la demande du B.R.G.M. 

Quatre groupes de recommandations par ordre de priorite decrois
sante se degagent dans la conclusion : 

1. Deux domaines prioritaires pour 1 'aide publique sont le 
rechappage et la fragmentation. 

2. Une aide a la recherche et au developpement est aussi 
recommandee pour certains aspects de la rege-
neration, la couverture des routes, la pyrolyse et la 
lutte contre la pollution. 

3. Quelques domaines presentent un interet certain mais ne 
requierent pas necessairement d'aide a la recherche des 
pouvoirs publics : incineration avec recuperation 
d'energie, couverture d'aires de jeux, recifs artificiels. 

4. Les recherches ne semblent pas meriter d'etre poursuivie 
sur la synthese des proteines et 1 'usage agricole. 

Aucun jugement n'a pu etre parte sur les autres procedes mentionnes. 

Des etudes statistiques et economiques sur la production et la 
collecte des vieux pneus sont egalement recommandees. 

0 
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PAT<f 7. CONCLUSIONS ANV RECOMMENDATIONS 

Each chapter in parts three to five incltrle specific a:nclusicns 
in which a judgenent an the processes concemed is set out, and in which our re
ccnmmdations an research programs required to develop the process are explained 
with sare details. Moreover, info:r:maticn to carpare processes which belcng to 
the sane class are also included in chapter 4 • 2, 4. • 3 and 5. 3. 

Havever, it is useful to briefly surrmarize and ccmpare these spe
cific conclusions here. 

Table 1 gives a short canparison of the classes of proresses ac
cording to induced rEM materials savings, potential rnarlret, eccnanics and obvious 
advantages and disadvantages. 

Table 2 surrmarizes our reccnm:mdations on a research and develop
rrent policy at EEl: level, and very rough evaluations of tirre and cost needed for 
these research prograrmes. 
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CLASS CF POl.'m1'IAL RAW PO'lEtm:AL 
DISAD<J11NTAG::S 

PRX:ESSES MM'ERIALS SAVINGS MMKEl' 
B:ONCMICS AD\lANl'AGES OR BARRIERS TO 

llEVEI.OFMENl' 

Optimal mtreading re- EUA 23,<XX>,<XX> annual real recycling : mi- image of retreaded car 
places 64,<XX> ten of savings .in total or leage retreaded car tyre and marketing 

RE.'TREI\DIN:; 
new car tyres (rubber, lazge EUA 350 per ten of ad- tyre = mileage new need inproverent. 
c:hemica.ls, energy, diti<Xlally ccnverted tyre. 
steel wir.ing, etc ••• ) waste. 

Optimal reclaiming EUA 25,5(XX),<XX> annual ~s rutiler pro- image of reclaim and 
saves 75,<XX> ten of sav.ings in total ar oess.ing - mplac:es n111 marketing need improV'-

REX:LAIMIN; waste, :teplacing nl1l lazge EUA 355 per ten of ad- rutiler .in rutiler Jrent. 
materials. (raw rubber ditimal.ly ccnverted articles. 
chanicals) waste. 

Energy (solJd and u- good if use of pro- ctwicus if :real recy-
pm)LySIS quid fuel) or can- unlalcwl as C1UCtli lll rubber incl.us- cling of char residue 

pou005 pertlaps sui- market do not try or similar is is possible. market to be found. 
table for rubber well defined. possible. 
industry. 

IN:INE- Enexgy. lazge very good if so new inllaiiately possible high inveS1::nent, low 

RATION investnent is needed ; and saves sate fossil profit and low savings 
IIBdiun .in other cases fuel. 

Stone or bitmen (ac- for bitmen 
ro!\0 co~to choosen substitution. 

SURF.l\CIN; process). large pranising for bituren high potential profit rre<".hniCil] anO '!!COilO-
substi tuticn sll'lc:e by making a good qua- pucal barrier.; for 
generating lcng life lity surfacing. stale substitution. 
surfacing. 

SPORl' about 50 OX> GRXJN[) 
t/}'ear in EEX: ? very gcod safety, ccnfort,profit 

~ 

;a; am: InCt'ease of available 
unkncwn. expensive disposal. perllaps positive envi- enviranllental iitpact 

om:; sea focd. :z:amental inpact. not perfectly knaom. 

ABS:lRJ?TIGl Positive enviranllental several 10 OX> tedlnical msea.rch 
CF inpact. t/yearinEEX:? unlalcwl. effic:i.enc:y. still needed before 

PCU.tJrANrs l;uge scale applicatic 

PlVl'EIN difficult:lss of deve-
SYNIHESIS protein? loping an effic:lsnt 

process. 

"mBLE 1 : ~ARI&:N OF 'lliE CLASSES CF ROCYCLING P:RX:ESSES 



I<EIX"tKlll!ITICJ< CJ< niE 
ClASSES CF PR:CESSES P!OOriCJ< CF fURI1IER JIJSTIFICATICJ< CF 'DIE ~CJ< lll'<ruR& (I POSSIBlE RESIWOI 

RESEIIIOl CJ< TilE PRO:ESS 

Retnading a the 11108t direct way of l.Fleld reoeazdl - the avail.ab1lity 

First priority reoamended. recycling tires. It io the -t way to of 80iftl c:esirogs In the EB:. 
save rl!ftl materials an:! its eoalCII\i.c: Z.J:.Ibor&Uzy- of tbo cpW.ity of 

REmCADIN:; balance u good. r:et.read nti>er ord ~ -
In the m:. 

3.Aeaeor1:h '"' quality testa of ... -

-- tyata. 
l.All - IDle to clec:%uM coat of 

'Jdlld1noJ. For lnllt.lnco • 
Size reductiCJl is the key of a lot - - of clMal.c:al _, to cool rub-
of recycling proce•••. be ... tertala llefon ~-

SIZE mxrt'ION First p-iori ty recomanded. - nductim of-~t 
(shzeddlruJ ond grinding) fer ahrec!dlng ord grlndlnq. 

- tachnoloql.c:al optimiatia!. 
2.Infl18100 of puticlea ._ m tl-.ir 
-by-u..a--. 
3.~ atulies abwt ~e 

grlndlnq. 

J<eeping alive an already exl.ating 
l.LIIIx>ratory ... - '"' the quality of 

It!ClaJm (grldlnq sys-
recycling industry which ...... tira 2.Loboratory research an tl-. influence 
rejected by the retzead1rq induatry. of reel&lm on exiating nti:>er ccm-

~ pclnla (..S t'etteod """'.). 
and re~llnq of rubber p<Wler 3.-orch on size - of steel 

1n the """"'r industry bnlced ror1ial cor tyata. 

Reoamended. 4.Lobor&Uzy reseaxdl on tl-. Wluonoo 
of putiele oi2e of nti:>er p<Wler m 
the nechanical _.-tiea of wleo-
nizatee. 
5.- m ml.xtuzas of vizqln rlilber 

p<Wler ord scrap nti:>er p:J«<er. 6.- en aaitable binden In 
_.s """"P· 

Peoamended, but ml::.• to invertiqab! Pyrolyaia ia only attroetive if Induatrial ac:ale -l.nent of - of 
t'YRJLYSIS char residue market ~ not to p-od\Cta """ be recycled In part of pyrolysu chor realdue by nJ~:t>or In-

stu!y new processes. rlilber Industry or In otl-.r lM18try dustry er otl-.r lnduotr:y. 
with a hit#'~ value. 

Dt::DtEAATI0-1 lani HEAT No research reoamended, except Inelneratim is al%eady induatriol Help to acne po:ojoeta of lne!neratl<ln 

J!IX.'CNERY 
perhaps for IIOtl! uperi.nl!nts of but generates .... u profit ..S anall of t1ree by tranafomatia! of an 
recc:nversim of old fashialed lllllteriala oavinqs, elCCept if .., Clbaolete o1c1 fuucnecl grid ooo1 
coal boilers. existing old plant can be uaed. boiler. 

Research ~ to uae X\iDer Using rlilber In bi tunen provides lcnqer Detailed ltlalblnatia! of tho ecxnanl.cs 
-'IS a sW&titute for bitUTen, but not life to toads ond ooots oovlnqs mi~t In - m: cx:nt.ct. 

101\D SIJRFACIN:; to use it as substitute for stc:n!. be 8\i>otanei&J.. 1hh io not true for Tec:nn1cal .valuation of SRI process 
prooeaoea In ~icb 11t<n0 is zeplaoo<l by tleld testa. 
byrlilber. 

Prooesaes are tec:h\1o&lly well dew-
SPORT GKl<ntJ SIJRF.>ciN:; 

lcped and provide good profit to 

-~-
Industry. So, no pblic t1IOeorch ia 
llr90"t. 

'1't'e proo!SS is feasable, ~t - lnpr<M!mont of lcnolledqlt of enviral-
attractive, but wry expensive.. 111!1\tal~. 

ARI'IFICIAL REEFS BUILDN> 
ReaSO'lllAble but not highly - IIMistiqatia! aboUt tho fioh 
reoamended. pro&lctivity of ti-e p-oeooa, IO'Id 

lta~ta. 

1he process ....,.. efficient tofiqht - -., atulies. 

1\BSOI<PTICN CF Pa:.UJ1INI'S hydroearl>als p:>llutia> In riven, ..S - Inwatiqetim m the way to handle 
l!easa>noble. 

.,.,_ In - -· CN1b af- abeoq>tl.on - tD 
4ilpeoe it ( lnelnoratim ••• ) • 

PA:m:IN SYNIHESIS lt:Jt at all recamalded. llnn!oliotie proceaa. no 

Not zecamended, but the prcceBMa 
l\GRictJI.1UIW. USE ha"" not been deeply studiecl during No positiw results until new. 

tho enquiry. 

O'll!ER No recamen<lOtioo. No ouffic:ient data. 

IIERIC KJial L'IINa4'IDI ~ <Xlln' AK> TIME 
JeJUIRfll Fat RESENC11 I'RJGIUIM 

a:1ST TIME 

1. ' 60,ooo-$ l:ZO.oco 1-2 ysor 

2. ' u.ooo-s 10.oco 1 year 
3.$tolle~ to be-· 

l. At leaat 500 OCO ru. (EuEq>un 
~it of ll<:cl<utt) 

2. :10 OCO EUA 

3. JO oco-

.tobe- to be .t. 

a:1ST 'l'b£ 

1. ' u.ooo-s 60.oco 1 year 

2. ' 60.ooo-$ ao.oco 1-2 year 

J. $ 60.ooo-$ eo.oco 1-2 year 

4. $ s2.ooo-$ 10.oco 1-2 ysor 

S. $ 70.Cl00-$IOO.OCO 1-2 ysor 

500 OCO EUA (Europeool ~it of lv::ccu1t) 

2 ysora. 

Eccnan:I.CB I 6 ftalths 
30 oco E!IA 

Techn1c:o • 500 oco mA-l oco (X)() E!IA 

2W oco E!IA 
2 or 3 ysora 

2W (X)() E!IA 
z years 

no 

POSSIBlE DIP.ICT ~ IIESEi\ICH PR:lGIW4 
CJ< EEX: 

- Uble 1, lllllb!riala aav1nqs ..S 
ecxnanl.cs. 

~t of tbo ea:nanica of all 
processes IBing gran!. rlilber. 

See table 1, materials savinqs and 
eccnanics. 

Rncwlodqe of a nwket to develop pyro-
lys18 as a D!lal recycl.inq process. 

~· of capital oS\d useful reuse 
of plants. 

Re~ling lorqe 811CUlts of tires -
cm»iderably 1ncraasinq life of roads. 

Rncwl.edqe of a way to -., safe ..S 
efficient reefa. 

lfnc:Nledge of a way to use •varal tens 
of thouBancla of tons of tires by 
fighting p:>llutim. 
possible energy tecoVery. 

no 

C/1 

I 
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1.1. FIRST PRIORITY FIELVS. 

First ~riority fields for public help are recamended for 

1. 1. 1 • R Wr.eacUng. 

Retreading which is the best wey to save raN materials, labour and 
even energy, and is alnnst a kind of repairing. 

In IOOst EOC countries retreads of truck tyres have a share of a
bout 50 % in the repaoercent ll'lal:Ket as these tyres are retreaded 2 or 3 tines. 
In the case of car tyres the situaticn is different and increased retreading to 
an optimal ccnditicn is p::>ssible. In chapter 3, the potential effects of increased 
car retread production are described and canclusicns are given in chapter 3. 2. as 
well as recamendations in chapter 3. 3. 

In optima.l conditions an increase in car tyre retreading fran 
12,6 % to 22 % of the total tamage of worn car tyres can be obtained (see chap-
ter 3.2.2.). · 

1. 1. 2. Size Jr.edu.dion. 

It is not a process to :reuse scrap tire, but it is the key of many 
processes of incineration, pyrolysis, road and ground surfacing, reclaiming, absorp
ticn of pollutants •• Size reduction is expensive and several ways to decrease its 
cost should be investigated, a very premising one being perllaps cryogenic grin
ding without liquid nitrogen. 

1.2. OTHER RECOMMENVEV FIELVS. 

Support of research and developrent prograrrrces is recamended in 
other fields : 

1. 2. 1. R e.c.Wmi.ng. 

Reclaiming is one of the oldest classes of recycling, which will 
shcM a revival in tlires of increas:ing prices of reM rubber. 

The potential effects of increased reclaim production are descri
bed in chapter 3, shc:Ming that substancial savings can be obtained in raw materials. 
(see conclusicns in 3. 2. ard recamendatims in 3. 3. ) • 
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In optimal ccndi.tions, an increase in reclaim prodootian flXm 
22 % to 37 % of the total tonnage of wom car tyres can be obtained. (see chap
ter 3.2.2.). 

1. 2. 2. Road .6WL6a.c.-i.ng·. 

'ltle cnly kind of prooesses which seem prani..sing cal.Sists of us:ing 
ground scrap rul::ber as a m::xlifier of asphalt p~rties. '!his kind of processes 
provides lcng life roads and very large savmgs. The eccnanics should be further 
investigated and if our cxnclusion is ccnfinred, large scale applications must be 
prcm:>ted. On the other hand, it is not recamended new to support research about 
stcne substituticn. -

1.2.3. Py4oty..s~. 

'!he main products of pyrolysis are a liquid fuel which looks like 
fuel oil and a cartx:naceoos residue (char). The carl:x::naoeous residue can be used 
a a substitute far coal and probably as a semi-reinforcing charge :in lcw quality 
rubber prcducts. Unfort1mately, it is· not suitable for use :in tiE tire industry. 
As the eoonanics shcw that pyrolysis is attractive only if char can be recycled 
in the rubber industry or in other industry as a substitute for a high value raw 
materials, the only recanrended field of research is the pranoticn of :industrial 
scale tests of pyrolysis products, for instance by financing a production of oil 
and char, and by helping industrialists :in trying to incorporate these prcducts 
in their production. 

1. 2. 4. Ab..s o4ption o 6 po.u.utant.~.> • 

Absorpticn of polluants, mainly of liquid hydrocaxbons in rivers 
and at sea, is an attractive field. Both econanics and technology still need to 
be investigated. Problems of recovering solid particles after absorpticn, hand
ling and disposing it for instance by incineration with heat recovery still have 
to be investigated. 

1.3. POTENTIAL RESEARCH FIELVS. 

other fields for research are also reasonnable but not very re
carnmended for public help, for various reasons : 
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1. 3.1. Inci.neJta.t.ion W.uh heat ILeJ!-OVe!uj. 

Incineration with heat recovecy raises no I'COl::e technical or en
vironnental prd:>lems with new available furnaces, but it requires expmsive in
vestments and its t:hel:nal efficiency is lc:w. It can thus be ccnsidered as a short 
teiin soluticn and no public help is mcc:mrended except for scree experinents which 
can help to mamtain in use existing old fashioned grid coal boilers, which have 
a suitable design for tire incineration. 

1 • 3. 2. Spow gMund a.rrd pla.v gJtOund .6UJL6a.c.ing. 

Lots of processes are included in this class. M:>st of them are 
industrially awlied and provide high profit. 'Itlere is no med to help research 
in this field. The cnly recarmendation. is to open this market to recreational area 
(school yards ••• ) and sate other public points in which safety, or silenre might 

be rEqUired. 

This might be a useful way to dispose several millicns of tires 
with a positive enviramental ~t, and so scree research in this field can rea
sonnably be carried out. But, it is an expensive disposal and roreover there are 
two main risks : 

- First, envi.romental lltt>act is not well enough knCM!l and it 
would be dangerous 'DOll to build quickly large reefs in Europe. 

- Seccnd, there is a risk that people would just put tires any
where and anyhc:w :in the sea and call it artificial xeefs building. 

1.4. NOT RECOMMENVEV RESEARCH FIELVS. 

There is a last group of fields about which it is actually :recan
rrerrled not to spend any public IlOileY. 

1. 4. 1. PM.tei.n .6 !fYI.theA-<-6. 

Prote:in synthesis by microbiological action en scrap tires is not 
a realistic project. The prOOability of solving problems related with toxicity 
and ext:reirely lON efficiency is very small and tire is not the suitable material 
for the research. So no public help is :reccmrended. 
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1.4.2. Ag~ ~e. 

No :research is .recamended s.ince it does not seem a pxanising way 
acconiing to the results of past experinents. 

1.5. STATISTICS ANV ECONOMICS. 

Other :recatmmdations deal with sare prd:>J..em; which a:re out of the 
scope of this report. 

Arcounts of scrap tires available for :recycling industries in EEX:: 
are far fran being well knCMn. Detailled statistics, as collected in Genrany in 
197 4 should be cbtain.ed each year ir1 all EEC countries to know the overall ari
sing of used tyres, and the~ of retreading, but also the ano.mt of scrap 
tires used by other :reuse industry (agriculture, incineraticn, sport ground sur
facing ••• ). Sudl figures a:re :really needed to neasure the actual ~rtance of the 
prcblem ani the inpact of any govemnental policy. It is a difficult task which 
can be drawn by an organisation such as BLIC. 

1. 5. 2. CoUec..Uon a.nd :tAa.Y!hpoJLt. 

'!he collection and transport of rubber scrap is a general problem 
in :recycling and the resulting costs will remain ~rtant factors in the eccnani.cs 
of all existing and DeN :recycling processes. A technical, statistical and eccnani.
cal stuiy on collection and transport of rubber scrap is :really needed, to knav 
hav it would be feasible in practise and what would be its average costs. 
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PART 2. GENERAL REVIEW 

2.1. INTRODUCTION. 

2.1.1. FJt.ame woJLk a.rui ~c.ope o6 :the ~tudy. 

The CREST Carmittee {Scientific and Teclmical Research Ccmnittee) 
of the EOC has decided, in 1976, to inq;>larent a survey of rubber waste :recovery 
technology, :research and developrent, in the EOC and in other countries. 

France has been chosen as the pilot country and the Netherlands as the 
coptlot country. In France, B.R.G.M. {Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et MilUAxes) 
has been chosen by the D.E.M.P. (Delegation aux Eccnanies de Matie:res Premieres) 
to carry out the study {EOC contract n° 273-76-9 :OCIF). In the Netherlands, work has 
been done by KRITNO {Kunststoffen en rubber institute '!NO - EOC oontract N° 27 4-
76-9 Er:I N) • 

The stuiy is essentially focused on ti:re :recovery, and does not 
deal with collecting and gathering ti:res. Its main chjective is to gather teclmical 
and econani.cal data about all processes, "Whatever state of develcprent they have 
reached, to identify the tepics oo. which ccinplerrenta:ry :research programs would be 
necessary for a further developrent of processes, and to set an ecoo.anic jud.c]rent 
on the usefulness of these research prograrmes. 

The study started in June 1976 and lasted until Nove:rrber 1977. 
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2 .1. 2. Mdh.odology awl. pallti;U.on o6 the. woJtk.. 

'1be survey has been plarmed in such a way that it can schernatically 
be divided in five step~ which are representated by the follONing table : 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Available material 

- Governmental organi
zatic:ns. 

- Tedurlcal associatic:ns 
- Available literature. 

- Adresses of cacpanies 
laboratories 1 • • • etc 
involved in the field 

- Filled questionnaires 
- Ietters 
- Literature. 

- List of people who can 
cr::tually help. 

-List of definite can
plenentary data to 
collect. 

- Collected information 
- Statistics ( fran 

step n°1). 

Action 

- Visiting 1 writing 
~g. 

- Surveying. 

- Setting and sen
cling a question
naire with an 
accarpanying let
ter. 

-Analysing these 
results. 

-Visiting. 

- Analysing the 
infonna.tion an a 
technical and an 
econanical point 
of view. 

Output 

- List of carpanies1 la
boratories 1 • • • etc 
involved in the field 
of rubber waste recy
cling. 

- Statistics. 

- Answers : (filled ques 
tiannaires 1 letters 1 

call>lerrentary lite
rature). 

- Hypothesis about re
search OJ:.pOrtunities. 

-List of definite ccm
pl.em:mtary data to 
collect. 

- List of people who can 
actually help. 

- M::>re or less CCJll>lete 
infonnaticn. 

- Classificaticn of the 
processes 

- Ea:nanical juignent 
- Recamendaticns for a 

research program at 
Ccmnunity level. 

Partiticn of the work between KRITNO and B.R.G.M. during step 1 
and 2 has been done en a geographic basis, except that literature sw:vey has 
been carried out by '!NO and that B.R.G.H. only supplied it with listings fran 
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an autanatic search of "chemical abstracts" and french C.N.R.S. (Centre National 
de Rechen::he Scientifique). B.R.G.M. has carried out the enqu:icy in Belgium, France, 
Gennany, Italy, LUxernl::x:>urg and countries out of EOC (U.S.A., Japan, ••• ) , while 
'IN) was ~ing in Great Britain, Danemai:k, Irelarrl, the Netherlarrls. 

Partition of wo:rk in the field of infonnaticn analysis, visiting 
CCI'Iq)Bnies arrl laboratories, and writing the final report has been dooe according 
to the follaving table. 

'IQPIC IDRK of KRI'INO WORK of B.R.G.M. 

Literature Redacticn of a synthesis 

survey report. Providing KRI'INO with "Che-
mica! abstracts" and "CNRS" 
listing related to the tcpic 

Study of EEC Providing BRGM with already Redaction of a synthetic 
rubber waste oollected infonnaticn. chapter. 
mass flews. 

IetJ::ecrli.ng Visits in EEC countries and Assistance and organisation 
redaction of technical and for visits in France. 

Reclaiming econanical chapters. 

Pyrolysis 

Incineraticn 

Road surfacing 

Trcditicnal arrl 
cryogenic size Visits in EEC countries arrl 
reducticn redaction of teclmical and 

Fight against econanical chapters. 

pollution 

Artificial 
reefs building 

Protein 
synthesis 

Public works, 
agriculture and 
miscellaneous. 

CON:LUSION Redaction 
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2.1.3. Conte.nt6 o6 :the. Jr.e.poJc:t. 

'!he report has been divided in five parts, each part containing ene 
or several chapters. At the end of each chapter is printed, an green pages, the 
appendix of the chapter. This presentation has been crlcpted since the report is 
mainly a juxtaposition of chapters, the foiin of which is not always hanogeneous 
since they deal with different types of processes, and since sare of them have 
been written by B.R.G.M. and others by 'liD. 

- Pa.Jtt one. sumnarizes oonclusims and recamendatiens en a research policy at the 
EEC level. 

- Pa.Jt;t two, called "general review" cmtains statistical infonnatien en rubber 
waste fla.vs and recycling in the :E:EC, ani a detailed survey of the literature 
mcrle by 'liD. 

- Pa.Jt;t :thJLe.e. has been ccnpletely written by KRI'IID and deals with two industrial 
ways to recycle tires in the industry : retreading and reclaiming. 'Ihese are 
technics which have already been used an an industrial basis for tens of years. 
A sumnary of the KRI'lNJ study is given in 3 .1. 

- PaM: nOWL has been written by B.R.G.M. and deals with all other methods to reuse 
;:;cr-ap t.u:es arrl to save various Jdnds of rOJN materials : pyrolysis, incineration 
with heat recovery, road surfacing, sport grourrl and play ground surfacing, ar
tificial reefs building, absorption of :£X>lluants, and other reuses. It has been 
divided in seven chapters, one per class of processes. 

- PaJt:t n-f.ve. has also been written by B.R.G.M. arrl provides information and conclu
sicn en size reducticn (shredding, grinding, cryogenic grinding, ••• ) • It is not 
really a way to reuse scrap tires, but size reducticn is extrenely ~t as 
the key of various processes for reclaiming, pyrolysis, incineraticn~or 
sport grouni surfacing, absorpticn of polluants, ••• 

Parts three, four and five oontain in each chapter as detailled as 
possible technical and econani.cal infonnaticn and a specific conclusicn. 

For this purpose, B.R.G.M. has developed a definite methodology 
which has been as for as possible applied in parts four and five. This nethodology 
is explained in part four, chapter 4 .1. 

2. 2. MAIN FLOWS OF RUBBER MATERIALS IN HIE EEC COUNTRIES. 

A general view of the materials involved in this study on waste rub
ber is derived fran several sources 

KRITNO survey of literature 121/77, 
RAPRA report by G. Cheater c.s., 
De Nederlandse Rubberindustrie 10/76, 
Frost a.rrl Sullivan Handbook, 
Rubber Statistical Bulletin, 
and others. 
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2. 2.1. Coru,umpUon o6 v-iJlg.irt ILUbbeM (JuXW ILUbbeM). 

In 1975, the world prcxluction of rubber anounted to about 10 roil
liens ten, 33 % being natural rubber, fran Asia and the balance synthetic rul::iJer 
produ::ed in the U. S.A. ani Europe. 

According to figure 1 the main ccns~tion pattern is : 

Japan 1 000 <XX> tal 
EEC 2 <XX> <XX> ton 
u.s.A. 3 <XX> ooo tan 

'!he prcxluctioo of gocxls in 'Vbich these annmts are processed can be 
described as follows : 

tyres 
other transport uses 
shoe soling 
technical articles 

65 - 70% 
10% 

8 % 
15 - 20 % 

M:lre than half of the rubber prcxlucticn is required for the manu
facture of tyres, that is mainly for the prcxluctioo of treads (about 70 % of the 
weight of the t~) • 

The tread cc:Jiq:lOund is OCitq:IOsed of the follCMing materials : 

Natural rubber or SBR (or both) lOO parts by weight 50 % by weight 
Carbon black 55- 60 parts by weight 30 % by weight 
Process oils 20- 30 parts by weight 15 % by weight 
Zinc oxide 3 parts by weight 2 %by weight 
Others, as sulphur, accelerators 

anti -oxidants etc ••• 7 parts by weight 3 % by weight 

185-200 parts by weight lOO % by weight 

Carposition of tread crnpound 

This rreans that the tread has a rubber ccntent of 50 % ~ truck 
treads are mainly m:rle from natural rubber and car treads fran SBR. 

Furthel:JIDre the trecrl contains a ccnsiderable anount of carbon 
black as a reinforcing agent. 

NR is a world ccmrodity and I"ClCllket notaticns are available in S:inga
pore, London and New York. The trend to :increasing prices of NR (RSS) is indica
ted in figure 2. 
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2. 2. 2 • P Mc:luc.tl.o n o 6 Jtubb elL compound&. 

A rough estimaticn of the tcnnage of carpound produa:d in the EEC 
can be made by assuming a rubber content of 40 %. '1lle total tamage of CCJ11?0U11d 
processes is : 

2.2.3. c~ population6. 

2 106 

0.4 
= 5 millicns t/a 

In figure 3, the ];X)pUlaticn of cars in the different cam tries is 
i.rdicated. It is exp3cted that in 1985 the car ];X)pulaticn in the U.S.A. will reach 
150 millim wits. '!his would nean a growth of 35 % in the next dee&E, probably 
with a trend to smaller cars with rro:re efficient rrotors. 

In the EEC, the car pq>ulaticn is expected to grc:M fran 70 millim 
to about 100 million in the next 10 years with a rate of groNth of 3, 5-4 % per 
armum. 

BRD had in 1975 the highest car populatim in the :E:OC of about 
17 million mits, Italy, England and France follow in with 14 million wits on a 
average and Benelux with about 6 million wits. 

The production of cars is decreasing in the u. s .A. and EEC but it 
is expected that the ~ trerrl is returning soon. 

2. 2. 4. PMdu.c.tion o 6 tfjll.U. 

'!he prodootion of car tyres shOflS a decreasing tendency up to 1975 
according to the figure 4 as a consequence of the energy crisis. HoNever, U.S.A. 
figures indicate an upwards trend in the production to 187 million wits in 1976. 

The production of car tyres in 1975 in the EEC is about 110 rnillicn 
lU'lits, France lea:ling with about 34 millicn units. 

Regarding repla.ceirent sales of car tyres a snaller rate of grCMth. 
is exp3cted than in car sales. An increase of about 2,5 % per annum to 1980 is 
predicted with a slower rate in the period 1980-1985 of 1,5% (see figure 5 and 6). 

2. 2. 5. SCJta.p tyll.eA pMdu.d.i.o n in the. £EC. 

Waste :rubber is canposed of used tyres for the greater part as can 
be noted from the foll<Ming french data. 
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Year Used car and truck tyres Total rubber waste 

1971 320 000 ten 400 (XX) tal 

1975 350 (XX) tal 400 (XX) too 

1980 430 000 too 600 000 ton 

Rubber waste in France (Gumni Mayer) 

About 70-00 % of the total waste is crnp:sed of tyres and in the 
next pages we will cmsider mainly this type of waste. The waste in the fcmn of 
clippings, refuse articles, inner tyres, d~d rubber goods etc ••• cannot easily 
be quantified. 

An investigatim into scrap tyre arisings has been made in England 
sate years ago. Accoming to the report by G. Cheater c.s. the situation in 1974 
calld be described as follCMS : 

Cars Trucks 

Total wom tyres 23 467 588 units 3 394 319 units 
159 580 ten 135 773 tan 

Tyres in vehicle scrap yam 23 % 19 % 

Tyres to reclaimers 22 % 0% 

Tyres exported 5 % 7 % 

Tyres retreaded 16 % (50 % suitability) 28 % (65 % suitability) 

Tyres rejected by retreaders 16 % 15 % 

UnknCMn rema.iner 18 % 31 % 

'lUl'AL 100% lOO% 

This table reveals that there are 3 sources of scrap tyres, being 

Cars Trucks 

1. tyres in vehicle scrap yards 23 % 19 % 
2. tyres rejected by retreaders 16 % 15 % 
3. unknONI'l remainder 18 % 31 % 

sub total in % 57 % 65 % 

sub total in tonnage 91 <X>O ten 88 000 too 
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Though the nurrber of truck tyres is nuch lower than that of car 
tyres the tormage of waste is about the sane. 

In figure 3.1. page 108, these percentages are indicated in order 
to shcM the english methodology of estimating worn tyre arisings. 

It is oovirus that the hale arisings of worn tyres and the arrounts 
of retreadable tyres cannot be counted easily or rrughly estimated. Instead the 
estima.ticn of worn car tyres is based on the hale replacement sales of new tyres 
and the anount of tyres on wrecked vehicles in scrap yards. Both arromts are often 
published. This method has been used in the report by G. Cheater and is denons
trated for England in figure 3 .1. page 108. 

About 7 to 8 % of the car populatioo is scratp:rl per a.nmm, however 
it is not known exactly what is happening with the tyres on these vehicles. Pro
bably they are in bad carrlition for the greater part and not worth to be renoved 
and inspected. Acoording to figure 3.1. page 108, the hare arising of used car 
tyres is mainly caracterized by the hare replacem:mt of new tyres and the anount 
of car tyres on wrecked vehicles in scrap yards. The ootcane of the Cheater's 
nethod has been used in analogous way to make an estima.tioo of arisings of used 
car tyres in the EOC. 

The results are sketched in figure 7. 

Fran figure 7, it can be seen that in 1980, the EEI:: will prcx:luce 
a total of about 100 million worn tyres. 

Twice this aiiDllllt is expected in the u. S .A. 
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'Ibtal weight of worn 338 CXX) % 
tyres (ten) 

Dulp3d 185 CXX) 55 

Retreaded 90 (XX) 27 

Reclaimed 20 CXX) 6 

PcMder 30 CXX) 9 

Incineration 7 (XX) 2 

Horticulture, :reef 6 cm 1 

Total 338 CXX) 100 

Reference publicaticn UIIDE 1976 

Disposal of used t.yJ:es in BRD 1974 

Total weight of worn 317 900 % tyres (ton) 

"~d" 247 900 78 

Retreaded tourism 6 CXX) 2 
truck 39 CXX) 12 

Recla:i.Ired 11 600 4 

Pcwder 11 CXX) 3 

others 2 400 1 

Total 317 900 lOO 

Reference Ministere de l'Envirame-
rrent 07/73. 

Di~sal of used tyres in France 1971 
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2o3o7o1. Rett~. 

Intensification of tyre retreading will decrease the need for 
new tyres and thus lower the present scrap arisings. 
Retreading of large tyres is close to its maximum in most coun
tries an·d has been accepted as a reliable operation. 
Car tyre retreading is below its potential maximum in most 
countries - particularly in France - and should be promoted 
by technical assistance and quality control. 

2o 3o 7 o 2o Rec.la..im pJWdu.cti.on. 
Reclaiming should be promoted by decreasing its present costs 
and by the development of new markets. 
Research will be necessary to find use for 
the main by-product {fibres} and to evaluate the technical merits 
of reclaim in special rubber and asphalt compositions. 

2o3o1 o3o Sho4e and o66-~ho4e applicatlo~. 

The reuse and disposal of worn tyres in artificial reefs and in 
shore and bottom protection might be the most simple and fastest 
solution to dispose of large quantities of rubber scrap. 
Little or no size reduction is needed and cost is mainly governed 
by collection and transport. 
The feasability of these methods should be seriously considered 
in densily populated coastal EEC areas with large scrap arisings. 

2.3.) .4. Road b~ and 4e.pa.bt. 

Some applications of reclaim and tyre crumb in asphalt pavements 
have been accepted by USA authorities or are being seriously 
considered. · 
Large potential scrap outlets have been calculated. The best Ame
rican results should be evaluated under practical EEC conditions. 

2. 3.1 • 50 Re.uh e .in IW.bb M. pJWdu.c;U. 
Small amounts of reclaimed or powdered rubber scrap are tradi
tionally recycled into the rubber industry and new markets are 
growing in sporting and sound damping applications. 
Though it is not to be expected that scrap could ever replace most 
of the new rubber in compounding, there are strong indications 
from recent publications that by using very fine powdered scrap 
relatively large amounts could be recycled in high quality pro
ducts including tyres. 
More systematic research in this field will be needed to find the 
optimal combinations of scrap particle sizes, of types and amounts 
of new rubber and of other compounding ingredients. 
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2 • 3 .1 • 6. 1 n.c.,l,neJtctt.W n. 

Tyre combustion would have a very limited effect on the EEC 
fuel consumption. 
The economy of large incinerators with tyres as a single feed
stock is doubtful because of the high costs of transport and 
environmental protection. 
The use of shredded tyres as an additive in coal and domestic 
refuse incineration will be a more practical approach. 
Relatively small tyre incinerators for unretreadable tyres 
might be economic at the retreading plants because tyre cost 
are minimal there and the generated steam could be returned 
into the retreading proces. 

2.3.1.1. Py~ly4~. 

The pyrolysis of rubber scrap is still in the pilot-plant stage and 
its economy is mainly determined by the value of the solid residue. 
Pyrolysis installations are rather complicated and are less attractive 
for small scale local operation. 
Large scale installations for rubber pyrolysis will require high ca
pital cost and - unlike in incineration - additional costs will arise 
from the grinding operations which are generally judged to be 
necessary. 
The marketing value of the present products is insufficient. Moreover, 
only part of the products might be recycled to the rubber industry. 
Like in combustion, the problem of proper location of pyrolysis plants 
is generally overlooked. 
Tyre pyrolysis might be considered in combination with new or 
adapted installations for domestic and agricultural refuse. 
In this relation the need and the extent of size reduction should be 
studied. · 
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2. 3.2. IntJwdu.ci:-Um. 

According to the contract 274-76-9 ECI-N between the European Econo
mic Community and the Organization for Industrial Research TNO, the 
latter Organization was charged with a "Technical and economic study 
on the recycling and recovery of waste rubber within the Community". 
This study is being carried out by the Plastics and Rubber Research 
Institute TNO (KRITNO) of Delft, The Netherlands, belonging to the 
TNO Organization, in cooperation with the Bureau de Recherches 
Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM) of Orleans, France. 
In this cooperation BRGM is the pilot and KRITNO the co-pilot institute. 
As a part of this work a critical survey of the relevant literature on the 
subject has been prepared now by KRITNO. The details of this survey 
are presented in the additional chapters of this report. 
The state of the art as derived from literature and presented in this 
report will be combined in a final report with the experience of BRGM and 
KRITNO from the responce to their questionnaires and from personal 
visits to a number of factories. 
In this final report definite conclusions and recommendations will be 
presented regarding the feasability and selection of methods for the 
recycling and disposal of waste rubber. 
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2. 3.3. Eva£ua:tion o6 me;thocU, 6oJt Jtec.yc.Ung oJt cU6po.6al 

06 cu,ed JtubbeJL pMdu.c.t&. 

2. 3.3 .1. Exi&ti.ng methocU, 6oJt JU.tbbeJL Jteu6e. 
2. 3.3. 1. 1. Retreading 

In tyre retreading the worn tread is replaced by new 
rubber to recondition the tyre for a second or even more 
equal life-times [ 1, 2]. 
In fact it is the most direct road in rubber recycling be
cause the complicated construction of the tyre is not des
troyed and because the amount of rubber lost by road 
wear is relatively low. Estimates of this amount vary 
from 8-8! [ 3 ] to 15-20% [ 4] of the original tyre weight. 
As retreading prolongs the useful life of the tyre it de
creases the number of scrapped tyres as well as the con
sumption of energy and raw materials for the production 
of new tyres. 
The waste arisings from the retreading industry are rela
tively low. Of the original tyre weight 6-15% is removed by 
grinding the worn tread to prepare a fresh and uniform sur
face [ 3, 4]. Besides that about 3% of the retreaded tyres are 
rejected. 
Large amounts ·of these "peelings" and "buffings 11 are reused 
in the production of reclaimed rubber, floorings and as
phalt compositions. Exact information on these amounts 
is not available however. 

A great number of retreading processes is mentioned in 
literature [ 5, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8]. 
In all processes the worn tyres are inspected for damage in 
carcass and beads and for absence of ply separation. 
After acceptance the treads are peeled and ground to 
the required dimensions, brushed to remove adhering 
dust and covered with new rubber as soon as possible 
to prevent contamination and surface oxidation and to 
assure good adhesion. Of large tyres only the tread 
section is generally renewed (top capping and re
capping). "Bead-to-bead" remoulding is often used in 
car tyre retreading to give the sidewalls a more 
attractive appearance. 

All retreading processes can roughly be divided into 
two main groups : 
- processes using unvulcanized new rubber and 
- processes using prevulcanized treads. 

Unvulcanized rubber is mostly used in the form of 
"camel-back" which is an extruded strip of the re
quired cross-section suitable to cover the area to be 
retreaded. The casing is coated with an adhesive, the 
camel-back is uniformly applied, the two ends are linked 
and the whole 1s carefully pressed onto the casing to re
move entrapped air. 
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Instead of using camel-back it is also possible to apply 
the new rubber directly from the extruder onto the ca
sing. 
As the extruder presses the hot rubber onto the casing, 
a better adhesion is claimed and no adhesive is needed. 

Other variations are mentioned but are of minor importance. 
In all these processes the new rubber is vulcanized and 
bonded to the casing in one single operation, using a 
patterned mould and an airbag inside to provide sufficient 
pressure. 
The temperature of the mould has to be high enough to en
sure good vulcanization of the tread in a reasonable time. 

The use of the prevulcanized treads is of growing impor
tance, especially for large tyres and radial tyres. 
Because the tread is already cured and only a thin layer 
of adhesive has to be activated for bonding, the actual re
treading operation can be performed at lower temperatures 
and in shorter times. 
It is claimed that overcure of the carcass is minimized in 
this way. At the same time better mileage is claimed be
cause the freedom in compounding the treadrubber is not 
limited by flow requirements during retreading. 
Prevulcanized tread systems are operated under the names 
of Bandag, Kenprest, Duraband, Vacu-lug, Vulcap etc. 

The importance of tyre retreading in the replacement mar
ket can be judged from figures given by BIPAVER (Bureau 
International des Associations des Vendeurs et Rechapeurs 
de Pneumatiques) and presented in table 1 below [ 4]. 

Percentage of retreads in the replacement market of 1972 

Country: % of car tyres: %of truck tyres: 

France 5 49 
Germany 27 49 
Netherlands 15 49 
Italy 27 50 
Norway 31 40 
Sweden 15 30 
UK 28 35 
USA 22 38 
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Obviously the retreading of large tyres is a considera
bly more accepted pratice compared to car tyres. 

Roughly the same figures are still holding for the present 
situation as far as .truck and bus tyres are concerned. 
For various reasons the relative share of retreaded car 
tyres has been further decreasing since. 

·Aside from tbe price competition from new tyres, this 
decline can be ascribed to the marked change from cross 
ply to radial tyres. Many car tyre retreaclers were not 
prepared to adapt their equipment or able to find enough 
suitable worn casings during this continuing switch [ 4]. 

In the UK figures have been published concerning the 
"retreadability" of worn casings [ 4]. These figures are 
given in table 2 below. 
Retreadability is defined as the percentage of worn ca
sings that are technically suitable for retreading. 
It was found that car tyres could be retreaded only once, 
but that the larger tyres could be retreaded up to three 
times (a fourth retread could be neglected). 

Retreadability of worn tyres 

Type: 1st., 2nd. and 3rd. retread: Retreadability (%): 

~r retreaded once 40 - 50 (45) 
~ruck and bus 1st. retread 60 - 80 (70) 

2nd. retread 40 - 45 (42. 5) 
3rd. retread 10 - 25 (17. 5) 
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Taking the mean values (in parenthesis in table 2) valid 
for the whole EEC, the technical limits for the percentage 
of retreads in the replacement market can be calculated. 
These calculations are given in appendix 1. 
For car tyres the maximum was found to be 31% and for 
truck and bus tyres it was found to be 51% of the replace
ment market. 
Co(Ilparing these percentages with the share of retreads in 
the replacement market (table 1) the following can be con
cluded. 

Truck and bus tyre retreading is very close to the calcula
ted maximum in most of the EEC-countries mentioned, except 
for the UK. 
Car tyre retreading is very intensive in Germany, Italy 
and the UK, but in some countries there is enough room 
for further intensification, especially in France. 
Because of technical and ecpnornic reasons mentioned be
fore, the actual gap between retreadability and the present 
share of retreaded car tyres in the replacement market is 
even greater than suggested by table 1. 

The economic barriers to car tyre retreading will decline if 
the prices of new tyres continue to rise due to the increasing 
cost of energy and raw materials. 
The retreading industry is studying means to improve its 
position. Several recommendations resulted from the 
BIPAVER conferences in Oslo and in Venice in 1975 and 1976 
[ 9] with special attention to the retreading of the radial tyre 
and the running characteristics of retreaded tyres. 
The retreading industry should be assisted in solving its 
technical problems and by the creation and acceptance of a 
system of quality control and guarantees that will .conv.inc.e 
the consumer that r.etreaded car tyres are as safe as new tyres. 
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2. 3.3. 7. 2. Reclaim production 

Reclaim x is produced from vulcanized rubber scrap by brea
king down its vulcanized structure by the action of heat, 
chemicals and mechanical work. Though reclaim has the 
plasticity and appearance of a new unvulcanized rubber corn
pound it is different in that the original sulphur network is on
ly partly removed or modified and the molecular weight of the 
main chains is reduced. Moreover it may contain rests of the 
reclaiming chemicals and - if tyres have been used - of the 
fibre reinforcement. 
As a result reclaim compounds have lower physical properties 
than compounded new rubber and the main reasons for its use 
are price and improved processing of rubber compounds [ 4, 10]. 
The following advantages in rubber processing can be listed: 

1. Faster and more uniform fillerdispersion with less power; 
2. Faster extruding and calendering with smaller variation in 

shape and thickness; 
3. Faster mastication of new raw polymers; 
4. Less tendency to deform prior or during vulcanisation; 
5. Better resistance to overcure; 
6. Less tendency to premature cure by cooler processing; 
7. Improvement of building tack; 
8. Fewer moulding defects. 

x Note: 
The meaning of the term reclaim, given here is in accor
dance with the existing practice within the rubber industry. 
It should not be confused in this report with the more gene
ral meaning of this word. to describe the products obtained 
by other conversion methods. 
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In many rubber products 20- 40% of reclaim can be 
added to the new rubber content without serious effects 
on physical properties [ 4] and even much higher amounts 
are used in economy products like car mats. 
Traditionally tire carcass compounds have been the main 
outlet for reclaim because of its processing advantages 
despite their relatively low reclaim tolerance in view of 
physical properties. It was estimated by 
the US Reclaiming Co. [ 11] that not more than 10% of the 
scrap rubber could ever be used in existing rubber products. 

Many reclaiming processes have been developed. In all 
these processes the scrapped rubber has to be shredded and 
ground into crumb to permit a proper reaction of chemicals and 
swelling agents with the vulcanized structure, to promote 
good heat transfer and to remove the fibers by mechanical 
or chemical action. 
Many chemicals are mentioned [ 4, 10] as reclaiming agents 
like phenol alkyl sulfides and disulfides and various un
saturated compounds and solvents like coal tar and petroleum 
naphtas and tall oil derivatives. 
Sodium hydroxyde and metal chlorides are used to destroy 
the fibre fraction. 
A number of well-known processes [ 4, 12] are listed below: 

The heater or pan process 

Finely ground, fibre-free scrap is blended with chemicals 2 and submitted during 4-12 hours to steam of about 15 kg /cm 
pressure. No drying is required. 

The digester process 

Coarsely ground scrap containing all fibres is mixed with 
chemicals and water and treated in a heated moving auto
clave with an internal pressure of about 15 kg/cm2. 
The charge has to be washed and dried. 
The Rubber Regenerating Company Ltd. in Manchester is 
still using a modified version in which the scrap is finer 
ground and most of the fibres are separated. 

The high pressure steam process 

No chemicals are used and the scrap is coarsely g2ound. 
The scrap is submitted to steam of about 60 kg/cm for 
1-10 minutes. After the treatment the scrap is fragmented 
by a quick release of the steam pressure and has to be dried. 

The Engelke thermal process 

Ground scrap is mixed with reclaiming chemicals and sub
mitted to very high temperatures during 15 - 20 minutes. No 
defibering is needed because all fibres are completely 
carbonized. The product remains dry. 
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The Lancaster-Banbury process 

Like the Engelke process this is also a thermal process 
using a Banbury mixer instead of an autoclave to provide 
mechanical work. It is less effective in destroying fibres. 

The dispersion method 

An aqueous emulsion is prepared of defibred scrap, emul
sifiers, P1£tizers and an alkali and is mechanically treated 
at 50 - 60 C. A high quality reclaim is produced but the pro
cess is time-consuming. 

Of these batchwise processes most have been dropped be
cause their economy is low. ·continuous processes have been 
developed with equal or better quality, high speed and less 
environmental problems from smell or effluents. 

One of the first in this new generation is the Palma-process, 
developed by the Heureka rubber factory near Budapest 
[ 4, 13, 14, 15]. This factory is now a part of Taurus Hun
garian Rubber Works. Scrap tyres are transformed into 
textile-free rubber powder and rubber-free textile flock. 
In 1970 the basic unit to process about 1 ton per hour of 
tyres costed £ 57,000 with an energy consumption of 306 
kwh per ton. Part of the crumb is converted into low cost 
reclaim of high quality. Information about the present state 
and further technical details of the process could not be 
obtained from the factory. 
It has not been adopted in Western-Europe because the 
textile could not be reprocessed on normal modern equip
ment. 
The Reclaimator process [ 4, 10, 16, 17] was originally 
developed in the USA and is applied in the UK by United 
Reclaim Ltd. of Liverpool. 
Tyres are defibred during grinding in hammer mills and 
are further ground to 30 mesh powder. After mixing with 
peptizers and oil the powder is fed into an extruder, in 
which it is reclaimed by frictional heat in about 5 minutes. 
United Reclaim's annual production is 9000 tons of reclaim, 
7000 tons of crumb and 4000 - 5000 ton of textile fibres. 
For these fibres no use could be found up to now. 
The Lurgi-Ficker process [ 4, 18, 19] is a modification of 
the Reclaimator process. The two hollow screws and the bodJ: 
of the extruder are heated by a circulating liquid of 200-260 C. 
The process is independent from frictional heat, the extru-
der merely transports and mixes the material during re
claiming. Factory trials at Dunlop's in Hanau, Germany 
have shown that the product is as good as that of the re
claimator even with 5-10% fibres left in the feedstock. 

Investigations of other processes [ 20, 21, 22] have been 
reported, but did not lead to further substantial improve
ments. 
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The reclaiming industry both in Europe and in the USA 
is facing a lot of problems [ 10, 16, 17, 23] which are 
summarized below: 

l. A decreasing market in the rubber industry. 
Tyre carcasses are a declining outlet because the 
number of plies is decreasing and less reclaim is 
tolerated in radial tyres. 

2. Competition of luw priced synthetics from COMECON 
countries. 

3. The large investments needed for more economic 
installations. 

4. Transport cost for scrapped tyres. 
Because the stronger companies are concentrating , the 
areas to be covered are increasing. 

5. The financial burden of environmental restrictions. 
6. The low value of recovered textile and wire. 

Copperplated wire is deleterious to rolling and drawing 
operations. Many patents exist on these subjects [ 24, 25] 
but practical solutions are still to be found. 

The prospects for reclaim could be improved if new markets 
could be found, preferably outside the rubber industry. 
According to the US Rubber Reclaimers Association [ 26] 
reclaim is a very useful additive in bituminous roads. By the 
addition of 1-2% of reclaim about 60% of all scrapped tyres could 
be recycled into roads. 
Less room is present in the tradional rubber industry. 
However investigations in South-Africa have shown [ 27] that 
large amounts of reclaim can be incorporated into rubber 
roofing sheets of good quality. 
Research on the reutilisation of textile and wire should be 
backed by the government. A relatively small charge on 
new tyres could be used to lower the transport costs of 
worn tyres. 
Apart from these actions the position of reclaim will improve 
with further increasing prices of raw materials and energy. 
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2. 3.3. 2. O.theJL me.thod.6 6M. cLUpo.6o.l a.ncl JLeu..6e, not ~qtWUng 
c.hemic.o.l c.onve!L6.ion oJL g!UncUng opeJl.C(;tionf.,. 

It is generally thought that it will be too expensive to remove all 
waste rubber by size reduction and other conversion processes. 
As a result a great number of ideas has been launched - and in some 
cases tried out - for using worn tyres completely or largely intact 
[ 28]. 

The most promising solution seems the building of artificial reefs 
in coastal sea-areas to promote fish-life. 
Many tyre manufacturers have been supporting reef-building 
projects, particularly Goodyear [ 29]. 
Succesful experiments have been reported [ 2, 29, 30, 31, 32] from 
Florida, A'l,lstralia (Adelafde), New Sealand, Jamaica, Greece and 
Japan. According to the US Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
[ 2] no measurable water contamination was fourid in Florida and 
after 10 years of practical experience no deterioration of the tyres 
was established, while fish-life was strongly promoted. 
Different methods are reported [ 33, 39] to make bundles of 6-10 
tyres by connecting them with cords of polypropylene or nylon 
bolts. Cost estimates from the USA [ 34] run from $ 0. 3 - 4. 0 per 
tyre depending on methods and tyre transport. 
The Osborne reef in Florida was reported to be constructed at 
$ 0. 3 per tyre and was said to contain 75000 - 215000 tyres [ 4, 
30, 39]. 
At the moment about 100 reefs are being built all over the world 
[ 11]. 
In the total USA Atlantic coastal area is a direct need for reefs 
composed of about 1500 million tyres [ 2, 4], equal to the US scrap 
arisings of about 8 years. 
According to Good rich [ 35] about 9 million tyres per annum 
could be used to promote fish-life around the British Isles. 
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Though all artificial reefs are reported to increase fish-life, it is 
too early to judge whether the costs of reef-building are counter
balanced by the profits. It might however be the fastest solution 
for densily populated coastal areas for the time that other methods 
for disposal or reuse are under development. 

Protective systems at or below the waterlevel might also be of 
interest for coastal areas. 
Succesful Iield tests are reported [ 11, 36, 37, 38] in the preven
tion of shore erosion by mats of inter linked tyres. 
The tests have been carried out by Goodyear in cooperation with the 
universities of Rhode Island and Michigan. 
The tyres were linked by nylon cords or by the edges of scrapped 
conveyor belts into mats of 150-300 feet length. 
In the Bay of Narragansett near Rhode Island it was found that 70% 
of the wave energy could be absorbed by floating barriers of these 
mats. The mats are anchored to the sea bottom by means of cables 
and buoyancy is provided by filling part of the tyres with foam. 
The same construction was also succesfully tested as a non -floating 
shore lining. 
Similar results are reported from the New Hampshire Great Bay 
estuary, the Wingfoot Lake Park near Akron, Lake Erie and 
Lake Michigan. 
One floating breakwater of 1000 feet length is said to contain 11000 
worn tyres at a price of $ 7000, -- (about $ 0, 64 per tyre) . 
More than 1000 miles of the US coastal line is reported to be unsuffi
ciently protected and conventional protection systems would amount 
to 1000 million dollars [ 38]. 
An extrapolation from the 1000 feet figures will be flattered of cour
se. Nevertheless it would lead for 1000 miles to an outlet for 58 
million worn tyres at a total cost of 37 million dollars, being far 
less than the conventional cost. 

For the EEC -and the low countries in particular - protection to 
water erosion is expected to be much more important than the often 
mentioned [ 2, 28 ] soil protection of the landscape. 
It is roughly estimated that in The Netherlands 1 million m2 of 
shoreline and underwater bottom has to be protected annually with 
conventional materials. If only part of this area could be protected 
by tyre constructions - assuming an average use of 1 tyre per m2 -
about 20% of the annual scrap tyre arisings in the Netherlands could 
be reused in this way and would replace tropical wood, asphalt, 
plastic sheetings and fabrics. 
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The rest of applications mentioned in literature seems less 
promising for large quantities of scrap. 
The splitter industry transforms only 1% of the US scrap tyres 
to useful products [ 3, 28) though in some countries its contri
bution may be somewhat higher.· 
Worn tyres are debeaded and the remaining parts are punched 
to form gaskets, shims, solid tyres etc. , or is cut into ribbons 
from whicb doormats or dockbumpers are fabricated [ 39). 
Highway abutments from worn tyres have been tested by the 
University of Cincinnati. It was found that the severity of car 
collisions could be greatly reduced [ 28, 40, 41, 42) but the 
aesthetic drawbacks .should also be considered [ 2]. 
Bynum [ 28l has suggested to use complete tyres or sidewalls as 
a road base material. 
The flexibility of such foundations should protect the asphalt 
concrete to damage caused by shifts in the bottom. 
The J&L Steel Company in Cleveland, Ohio [ 43) is using com
plete tyres as an additive in steel production to reduce foaming 
and slag formation. Worn tyres are replacing there wooden logs. 
It is not known whether this method has been adopted by other 
factories. The Dutch "Hoogovens" Steel Works has stated that 
their process does not allow for this method. 

From the above it can be concluded that artificial reefs and pro
tective systems at or below the water level can be useful outlets 
for large quantities of worn tyres, though the latter may have 
aesthetic drawbacks. 
Their economic feasability should be further studied. 
As the cost of these systems are greatly dependent on transport, 
their application should mainly be considered in countries with 
large coastal areas with high scrap arisings within a limited 
distance. 

2. 3.3. 3. App£i.c.a,Uon& ~teqtWU.ng .6-Ue Jteducti.on IQ.£:thout c.01nplete 
c.hem<.cai.. c.onveJZA..ton.. 

2. 3.3. 3. 1. Methods and equipment for size reduction of vulcanized 
rubber 

For most applications and even for ultimate disposal it is 
necessary to reduce the size of worn tyres to various de
grees [ 28, 44, 45) . Mechanical methods at normal tempe
ratures are most frequently used and are still being im
proved. 
The tyres are first broken into hand-sized fragments with 
specially developed punching, cutting and shredding 
machines. 
The capacity of these machines is about 700 tyres per hour 
and special rotary knife cutters are being developed to re
duce even 2000 tyres per hour [ 45). 
The coarse fragments are further reduced in water-cooled 
toothed disc mills to powders and crumbs of 0, 5 - 5 mm. 
Fibres and metal parts are removed by pneumatic, elec
trostatic and magnetic means [ 25, 44, 46). 
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Gezolan in Switzerland is operating a modern grinding 
installation [ 47, 48, 49, 50] that processed 3000 tons 
of worn tyres in 1973 and 8500 tons in 1975. 
Purely mechanical equipment has been developed by 
Condux and Schmalbuch-Lubeca in Germany, by 
J. P. Hennesy and Techniches Entwicklungsburo in 
th~ U.K. , by Telecom Industries, Automotive Industrial 
Marketing, Tire Gator and Applied Power in the U. S.A. 
and by Inariyama Seizakusho and Kebe Steel in Japan 
[ 11, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54]. 
The Palma process in Hungary has already been men
tioned in chapter 4. 1. 2. The grinding and classifying 
equipment of this process is specially directed to the 
production of very pure rubber, textile and metal fractions. 
In the U.K. the Rubber and Plastics Research Association 
of Great Britain (RAPRA} is developing a grinding process 
for the production of 300 mesh powder to be recycled into 
high quality rubber products· [ 4, 55, 56]. 
The rubber is first comminuted to a powder of about 40 
mesh. After that a dispersion of swollen rubber particles 
is reduced to the required dimensions by the shearing 
action of a kind of colloid mill in which parallel discs are 
rotating in opposite directions with a very small clearance. 
After drying a powder is obtained. 

A large number of publications is mentioning cryogenic 
grinding processes. These methods are making use of the 
fact that rubber becomes brittle when cooled below its 
glass transition temperature, after which it can be easily 
ground with less mechanical work, wear of equipment and 
noise. 
Cryogenic processes are strongly advocated by producers 
of liquified gases and are mainly based on liquid nitrogen, 
though other cooling media like dry ice and methanol co2 
are also mentioned. Powders down to 0, 1 mm can be 
prepared [ 45, 57, 58). 
At very low temperatures no problems are encountered with 
the steel parts of the tyres, which are equally powdered and 
can be easily separated. 
The very fine textile fibres are causing problems in air flo
tation. On the other hand the relatively high cost of liquid 
nitrogen is generally thought to be unacceptable. A more 
suitable way for using low temperatures could be found in the 
location of tyre grinding equipment at a liquid petroleum gas 
re-gasification plant [ 41. 
The amount of liquid nitrogen to grind 1 kg of rubber is 
reported to be about 0, 9 kg. The figures however vary con
siderably between 0, 25 and 5 kg of nitrogen according to the 
nature of the scrap and the desired size of the end-product 
[58, 59]. 
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In the U.K. low temperature grindiug is applied by 
Cryogenic Services of Corby with a capacity of about 
10000 tons per annum of tyres and various other materials 
[ 4, 59 ] . 
In Germany similar processes have been develop,ed by 
Hazemag of Munster [ 60, 61], in Australia by Commonwealth 
Industrial Gas Ltd. of Sydney [ 11] and in Japan by Tokyo 
Gas Ltd. and Kanto Tar Products Co. Ltd. [ 62]. 
In Poland [ 63] a cryogenic method has been patented by 
the Ministry of Science, Education and Technology to process 
4 million worn tyres using 2 million litres of liquid nitrogen. 
No technical details are mentioned and the reliability of the 
source should be doubted as it can be calculated from these 
figures that less than 0, 1 kg of liquid nitrogen should be 
needed per kg of tyre weight. 

For the time being there are no indications that cryogenic grinding 
leads to better or cheaper products than conventional grin-
ding techniques. 
If the problems of cryogenic grinding can be solved and less 
expensive cooling media can be made available in wide areas 
its advantages will undoubtedly overrule in the future the 
conventional methods of size reduction. 

2. 3.3. 3. 2. Reuse in road building and repair 

The application of rubber in bituminous roads dates back to about 
1930. Originally the experiments were mainly directed to the 
addition of rubber as a latex and they were carried out all over 
the world. 
There is no doubt that the addition of uncured rubber (like latex) 
improves the ductility and thermal stability of asphalt pavements. 
Though most reports on the benefits of latex addition are more than 
20 years old, the results are confirmed by more recent publications 
[ 64, 65]. 
Because latex addition increased the cost of an asphalt mix by 
about $2, 00 per ton of mix [ 66] it had to be proved that the extra 
cost could be offset by lower maintenance cost or longer road life. 
The causes that the early experiments did not lead to a general 
acceptance of latex addition to asphalt have been broadly discussed 
at the Salt Lake City conference in 1971 on rubber in asphalt 
pavements [ 67] and can be summarized as follows: 

1. Road builders were not interested in better durability. 
2. Local authorities at that time would not even consider the 

extra cost of rubber addition. 
3. Field testing for durability is time consuming and expensive. 

Most tests have failed to convince the authorities because 
they were carried out during too short periods, because of 
improper location and by lack of comparative data from con
ventional pavements under similar traffic conditions. 
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Since that time the incorporation of rubber in asphalt has been 
directed to reclaim and ground tyre scrap. 
Mainly because of the lower initial cost of these materials, but 
also because of a changing attitude towards durability and 
conservation of raw materials. 
As the costs of road maintenance are tremendously high, even 
savings of 10% or 5% would be interesting. This is illustrated by 
the fac;t that in 1970 the cost of road maintenance in the USA 
amounted to 5000 million dollars [ 67] . 

The addition of reclaim to asphalt has been studied in the USA by 
the Rubber Reclaimers Association and the University of Connecticut 
[ 26, 68]. 
The U. S. Rubber Reclaiming Co has been testing reclaim in asphalt 
for highway construction, patching, overlays and joint sealings. 
The compositions have been tested by 19 States and 6 States have 
adopted them for routine use [ 11]. It was found that reclaim prevented 
surface cracking and reinforced the road edges. It decreased the 
migration of certain asphalt constituents to the surface during hot 
summers and thus increased the skid resistance of the surface. 
Moreover the traffic could be admitted much earlier over the new 
surface. 
The State of New York is using reclaim compositions for the sealing 
of cracks and joints and has found twice the normal life time [ 26]. 
Also the conference held by the Environmental Protection Agency 
in Akron in 1975 has reported good results with reclaim in road 
building and repair [ 10]. It was calculated that -out of several 
succesful applications - merely the introduction of skid resistant 
overlays might offer a reclaim outlet in the State of Mississippi 
equivalent to 6 million worn tyres. 

Also tyre crumb was found succesful in road repair and particularly 
in stress-relieving-interlayers. 
Stokely and Me. Donald [ 28, 67, 69] developed a mixture of 20-35% 
tyre crumb (16-25 mesh) and 80-65% binder. The mixture was used 
over heavily cracked roads in Phoenix, Arizona. After 6 months of 
severe traffic none of the existing cracks had propagated to the new 
suriac~. 
Even more interesting are the stress-relieving-interlayers (SRI) 
developed by Bynum and Galloway of the US Reclaiming Co. [ 2, 10, 
67, 70, 71]. 
It was calculated [ 10] that 3000 scrap tyres would be consumed in 
each mile of highway in using this technique or [ 2] that the total 
USA scrap tyre arisings would be needed if the system would be 
applied to 15% of the annual USA road resurfacing. 
The system consists of eq~al parts of l/8 11 coarse tyre crumb, asphalt 
and aggregate . A layer of 1/411 -3/8 11 is applied between the road 
foundation and the actual surface layer. 
It was found that a 1/411 SRI could prevent surface cracking at 
displace ments in the underground being 5 times as large as the 
critical value without SRI [ 67]. The system is now under evalua
tion in several States by the Federal Highway Administration. 
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A similar cumposition has been developed by Skega in Sweden. This 
is however not used as a SRI, but for better low temperature and 
skid resistance of the road surface [ 72]. 

It may be concluded that the application in roads of worn tyres in the 
form of reclaim or crumb is accepted by several Local USA 
Authorities. Federal and other local authorities are seriously con
sidering the application. Several applications seem to be very pro
mising and are offering large potential outlets. In order to judge 
their value for the EEC a direct contact with the relevant USA 
authorities is recommended. 

2. 3.3. 3. 3. Reuse in existing and new rubber applications 

Though it will be too optimistic to assume that all scrap 
rubber could ever be recycled into the rubber industry, it is 
generally known that this way of recycling has been 
applicated since long at a limited scale. 
The scrap has been transformed into reclaim or into 
crumb and powder prior to recycling. 
The advantages of reclaim are mentioned in chapter 4. 1. 2. 
The main draw-backs of the present reclaim are its price 
and its adverse effect on the mechanical properties of rubber 
products as a result of impurities and main chain degradation 
of the original polymer. 
Crumb or powder from scrap rubber are not chemically degraded 
and might offer therefor better potentials in new rubber com
pounds, which might be promoted by the advance of new 
grinding techniques producing purer and finer scrap rubber 
powders (chapter 4. 3. 1.). 
Relatively coarse crumb from scrap rubber will be less 
expensive than reclaim. Fine powder may be more expensive 
but its incorporation in high quality products should be considered 
as far as its price does not increase the cost of the expensive com
pounds normally used for these applications. 

Unpublished work of the Plastics and Rubber Research Institute 
TNO in the Netherlands has shown that scrap rubber particles 
can be firmly bound by new rubber compounds into an integrated 
structure. It could be concluded from these experiments that 
the properties of rubber compounds containing vulcanized scrap 
will be determined by the proper combination of scrap and new 
rubber compound and not by structural heterogenities caused 
by insufficient adhesion. 
Keeping this in mind the possibilities of in -rubber recycling 
should not be overlooked, not even in high quality products like 
tyres. 
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Union Carbide [ 73J has mvestigated the addition of a very 
fine 325 mesh powdered scrap to a high quality styrene -
butadiene ru~ber compound with an original tensile strength 
of 239 kg/cm . 
20% of the new rubber content was substituted by 40% of 
powdered scrap. The results are presented in table 3 below. 
ASTM testing m~thods were used. 

Mechanical properties after vulcanization of a high quality SBR rubber compound 
with and without 325 mesh powdered scrap. 

Mechanical properties Original ·compound Compound with 
powdered scrap_ 

Tensile strength 239 227 
Elongation at break 380 440 
Tear strength 44 52 
Fatigue properties in flexure: 
a. 
b. 

KC to first crack 23 48 
KC to 20 mm crack growth 7.6 63 

From table 3 it can be seen that the influence of the scrap 
rubber on tensile properties is insignificant: a slight decrease 
in tensile strength and some increase in elongation. 
The tear strength is somewhat increased and the fatigue 
properties are clearly improved. 
In a large number of other applications good results are 
mentioned about powdered scrap addition to rubber corn
pounds. 
The evaluation of most results is hampered however by the 
fact that the nature of the scrap and the reference compounds 
are not mentioned or because different mechanical properties 
have been considered. 

One Soviet publication [ 74] could be found in which the same 
types of properties were investigated as in table 3, though 
the methods for fatique testing were not clearly defined. 
In this investigation a medium quality polybutadiene compound 
with an original tensile strength of 172 kg/cm2 was used in 
which 30% of the new rubber was substituted by an equal amount 
of .powdered scrap that was approximately 10 times as coRrse as 
in the work of Union Carbide (0, 25 mm sieve aperture). 
In table 4 below the relative effects of the powdered scrap were 
compared with the results presented in table 3 to compensate for 
absolute differences introduced by different testing methods. 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of the change in mechanical properties after vulcanization and after 
incorporation of different powders in 2 different compounds. 

Mechanical properties after scrap High quality compound of Medium quality 
incorporation in relation to the table 3, very fine scrap compound. 
values of the original compounds: (ref. 73) medium fine 

scrap (ref. 74) 

Tensile strength 95 % 93 % 
Elongation at break 116 % 93 % 
Tear strength 118 % 128 % 
Fatigue flexure method a 209 % ---
Fatigue flexure method b 829 % ---
Fatigue flexure method c --- 152 % 
Fatigue in elongation method d --- 269 % 

Methods a and b 
Method c 
Method d 

see table 3 
crack growth in KC, method not mentioned. 
KC to break, repeated elongation to 150 %, method not mentioned. 

Strong indications come from the results in table 4 that the 
improvements of tear strength and fatigue properties by 
scrap addition are consistent for this range of scrap types 
and compounds. 
The tensile properties seem to be imparted somewhat by the 
coarser type of scrap. 
It would be interesting to know more exactly the tolerance 
for fine, powdered scrap of some well defined rubber corn
pounds. 
Varying amounts of high quality tyre scrap in a number of 
well defined particle size distributions should be incorporated 
in some practical rubber compounds of known composition -
particularly in tyre compounds - and the level of all relevant 
properties should be studied. 
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A large number of applications of crumb from scrap rubber 
in particle sizes from 0, 5 to about 5 mm have been mentioned 
in literature. 
The Shoe and Allied Trades Research Organisation in the 
U.K. has reported succesful experiments with ground tyre 
scrap in soling materials [ 75]. 
Spo.rting surfaces have been developed from relatively coarse 
crumb by Bayer [ 62, 76], Avon Rubber [ 77,. 78], Good year 
[ 28, 41, 42], Uniroyal [ 42], Minnesota Mining and Manufac
turing Co. [ 79] and Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk [ 80]. 
The particles are generally bound with a poly-uretl)ane but 
also with latex, tar, asphalt and epoxy-resins. 
The Bayer proces is using very coarse tyre crumb without 
removal of textile or steel and a minimum amount of urethane 
binder. 
The binder can be foamed to produce an even more open 
structure. All these systems can be equally used in 
sound damping applications. Special sound damping systems 
with ground rubber have been developed by Bayer [ 81], 
Japan National Railways [ 82], Malthe c. s. [ 83 ], Good year 
[ 41], Firestone [ 28] and Fibre-Metal Products Co [ 84]. 
Relatively fine crumb can be used in the production of 
foamed carpet underlay and carpet backing [ 4 ] . 
The Institute TNO for Building Materials and Constructions 
in the Netherlands has developed a composition containing 
coarse tyre crumb that enables the bonding of ceramic 
tiles onto wooden floors and other unstabile undergrounds. 
Though reclaim is a chemically converted rubber crumb, the 
application of reclaim in roofing materials might be equally 
interesting. It was shown by the National Building Research 
Institute of South Africa that larger amounts of reclaim could 
be used in weather resistant rubber sheets for roof covering 
[ 27]. 

No quantitative data could be obtained from literature about 
the potential amount of ground or recluimed scrap rubber 
in the existing and new rubber products as mentioned ubove. 
Much researcl:l and development work is still to be done, 
particularly in the field of extremely fine powders. 
Even if it might be proved that- for technical or economic 
reasons - not more than 10% of the rubber now still being 
scrapped could be returned to its origin or to other rubber 
products, this amount would be a useful contribution to the 
problem of rubber scrap removal as well as an attractive 
and direct way of recycling. 
From a grinding method producing a broad spectrum of 
particle sizes, the finest fraction might be recycled into 
high quality products like tyres and conveyor belts, a 
second and less fine fraction into medium quality rubber 
goods and a coarse fraction into sporting and sound 
damping applications. 
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2.3.3.4. TheJrma.l c.onve!L6ion o6 U6ed Jw.bbeJL o:theJL than 
Jr.eciJLim p~r.oduc.tio n. 
2. 3.3 • 4. 1 • Incineration 

Caloric values are reported for worn tyres varying from 
8600 to 10200 Kcal./kg [ 4, 85]. The high values compared 
to coal (7000 Kcal/kg) make worn tyres potentially attractive 
as a replacement or additive for coal. At the same time the 
upgrading of the caloric value of domestic refuse with rubber 
scrap has to be considered. 

Much work on tyre combustion has been done in the U. K. 
[ 4, 86]. The first 'tyre incinerators constructed by Redman, 
Heenan & Froude of Worcester were simple, hand-fired non
rotating furnaces [ 87) that could not cope with the general 
problems [ 4, 45, 86, 88) of the rubber combustion i.e.: 

a. The slow initial burning rate, causing the rubber to melt. 
Molten rubber and ash easily cloggs the grates of the 
furnace. 

b. The·occurrence of very high local temperatures (hot spots) 
once burning, limiting the concentration of tyres in the 
furnace and the useful life of grates and refractories. 

c. Incomplete combustion of carbon black and steel. 

The manufacturer has left therefore the original conception 
and has developed a grateless cyclonic furnace [ 86) that 
operates at sufficiently high temperatures to destroy the tyres 
completely and melt the metal bead wire. 
A furnace of that type was installated in 1972 at the Goodyear 
plant of Wolverhampton. 
Its capacity is reported to be about 80 tyres {500 kg) per 
hour producing 4 tons per hour of steam which is recycled into 
the rubber factory [ 86, 89, 90]. So its output is about 8 tons 
of steam per ton of worn tyres. 
According to other literature [ 4] it is being redesigned however. 

Another improved. construction is marketed by Lucas Furnace 
Developments Ltd' of Wednesbury in the U. K. and Lucas 
American Recycling Inc in the USA [ 41, 88, 91, 92, 93, 94]. 
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In the Lucas TD furnace tyr€:3 are automatically fed to the 
circumference of a horizontally rotating disc where burning 
starts at about 800°C. The tyres are gradually shifted to the 
central zone where final combustion occurs at temperatures 
of 1500-1700°C. The carbon black is completely burnt and 
liquid slag is easily drained at the centre. 
The first Lucas furnaces were installated in 1971 at 2 
retreading compa-nies in the U.K.: 
- the Standard Tyre Co of Leyton, London and 
- the Homerton Tyre Co of Treforest, South Wales, both 
consuming 40 tyres per hour [ 4, 86]. 
The next two Lucas furnaces were placed in 1972. The 
furnace at the Avon Rubber Co of Melksham {U.K.) was 
started with 80 tyres per hour but even 180 - 190 tyres 
per hour have been achieved in the same furnace. It was 
reported that 10. 000 lbs of steam were generated by 1500 
lbs of worn tyres or about 7 tons of steam per ton of tyres. 
Tyre combustion is providing 10% of the factory's steam 
requirements [ 4, 86, 88]. The other furnace with about 
double capacity was built at Good year's Jackson plant in 
the U. S. A. [ 4, 88 ]. 

Pollution Technical Services Ltd has installed furnaces of 
another type in two retreading factories in the U. K. 
In the furnace a "fire tornado" is created for clean and 
speedy combustion. The furnaca.was designed to burn tyres 
as well as other sorts of scrap. 
The first of this type was erected at the Watts Tyre and 
Rubber Co of Lydney, Glos. and was reported to consume 
300 - 350 kg of worn tyres per hour with an output of 
1. 5 - l. 6 tons of steam per hour. This leads to about 5 tons 
of steam per ton of tyres. The lower efficiency is attributed 
to the addition of other waste material. 
The second incinerator was built at Ondura Ltd of Keighley 
[4, 86, 95]. 

In the U. S.A. the Fluor Utah Inc. of San Mateo, California 
[ 28] is producing incinerators of a design much alike to 
the Lucas-type. In Japan [54] a tyre incinerator has been 
developed by Riken Piston Ring Industry Co Ltd. 
Inclined kiln rotary furnaces for tyre incineration are 
marketed by Bartlett-Snow Products Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio 
[ 28] and by Soc. Industrielle de Lillers in France [ 96]. 
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Several systems fdr mixed refuse are mentioned in literature. 
In the U. S. A. the Foster Wheeler Corporation of Livington 
N. J. is producing an installation for the incineration of a 
mixture of 15% chopped tyres and 85% domestic refuse. Its 
capacity is 600 tons of mixed refuse a day giving 75 tons 
of steam per hour [ 28] . 
In Germany the retreading company of Gummi- Mayer K. G. 
at Landau, Pfalz is operating a furnace consuming 900 kg 
of tyres per hour and additional refuse that is covering up 
to 40% of the factory's energy requirements [ 1, 97]. 
In Gislaved, Sweden the Gislaved Gummifabrik is using 
an incinerator for domestic refuse and scrap tyres. 
Its thermal energy production is equivalent to 25% of the 
oil consumption of the factory [ 98]. 
Furthermore it was reported that furnaces are available 
in the U. S.A. for the combustion of 3. 5 tons/hour of chopped 
tyres combined with domestic refuse. General Motors has 
been operating an installation in which coal is fired mixed with 
10% worn tyres, while Uniroyal is working on a similar 
project [ 4, 11, 34, 99]. 

From the above it can be concluded that well-designed 
furnaces are able to convert complete worn tyres into 
energy at an efficiency of 7 - 8 tons of steam per ton of 
worn tyres. 
Size reduction is generally not required, which is an 
advantage compared to other conversion processes. 
Tyres can also be used to upgrade the caloric value of 
other refuse, but in that case some size reduction is 
recommended. On the other hand Goodyear has stated 
[ 2, 26, 42) .:hat its Jackson installation was not a 
"money saver" and calculated that the combustion of 
tyres is about 40% more expensive than the use of coal. 
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The contribution of tyre combustion'to energy 
is small. It was calculated that the energy content of the 
total U.K. scrap tyre arisings would be less than 0. 1 % of 
the national energy consumption [ 95]. Various authors 
[ 14, 34] are regarding therefor scrap tyre burning as a 
mere emergency-solution for situations where more useful 
methods cannot be applied. 

The problems of optimal location of tyre incinerators have 
been considered insufficiently in literature. As the cost of 
collection and transport are important factors in worn tyre 
conversion, tyre combustion should be located in densily 
populated areas where most of the scrap is generated. 
In these areas however the environmental stress on clean 
burning is most severe and the environmental cost of 
special personel and equipment will be an additional 
burden on the economy of the process. 
The feasability of tyre incineration might be linked with 
the future development of retreading operations. 
If more tyres would be collected for retreading, more 
unretreadable casings would be concentrated at the re
treading plants and less would be scattered over wide 
areas. 
Burning these casings in these locations would minimize 
the· transport cost of the incineration and promote its economy. 

t: 
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2. 3.3. 4. 2. Pyrolysis 

A large number of publications, mainly from the U. S. A. 
and Japan, are available on the pyrolysis of rubber scrap. 
Most studies are concentrated on worn tyres, because 
of all types of rubber scrap, tyre scrap arisings are 
largest in volume and comparatively constant in composition. 
The present average tyre consists of more than 90% of 
organic materials that can be converted into a great 
number of chemicals. 
If these chemicals could be recycled, scarce petrochemicals 
would be saved. Inorganic materials like iron, zinc and 
glass might be recovered at the same time. 

The first practical experiments in the U. S. A. were carried 
out by Firestone in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines of Pittsburgh, Pa. [ 11, 28, 66, 100, 101, 102, 103]. 
Batchwise pyrolysis was carried out in the BbM. -A. G. A.
tester with 20-35 mesh tyre crumb at 500-900 C and yielded 
40-50% of solid residue (char), 20-50% of oil and some gas. 
A reducing atmosphere resulted from the generation of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. It was found that the yield 
and the composition of the various fractions was strongly 
dependent on temperature. 
Most char was obtained at the highest temperatures. 
After these first experiments continuous pyrolysis was 
carried out in Firestone's own facilities at Akron, yielding 
30-40% of char and 30-50% of oil. 
The char was tested as a carbon black replacement in 
rubber compounds. From the results it can be concluded 
that it might replace some semi-reinforcing blacks of the 
SRF or GPF type but that its possibilities in the bulk 
of rubber products are very limited. Its quality could be 
improved by chemical treatment but the extra cost are not 
mentioned. By steam treatment the char could be transformed 
into anabsorbent carbon. 
Various uses for the liquid fractions were suggested: as a 
processing aid for rubber and as a carbon black or petro
chemical feedstock. 
The gas is converted into heat. . 
It has been stated [ 42] that the economy of the process is 
not determined by the value of oil and gas but that it stands 
or falls with the carbon black value of the char. 
The high capital cost is said to be an impediment to the 
construction of commercial scale facilities [ 34]. 
Despite considerable effort the process is still under 
development. 
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The Marathon Oil Company of Findley, Ohio has decribed 
the pyrolysis of tyres in a test unit similar to the AGA -tester 
of the US Bureau of Mines [ 104]. 
A char was produced at a temperature of 600-900°C that 
could be effectively ground in a steam operated fluid energy 
mill. 
The char could be used in a tyre carcass compound as a 
semi-reinforcing filler. 

Another Firestone approach that is still under development 
is the DSR process [ 105, 106, 107, 108]. 
Scrap tyres are ground to 35 mesh, though coarser particles 
will be needed for better economy [106]. The scrap is 
depolymerized (DSR = depolymerized scrap rubber) by 
heating it at 250-275~C during 12-24 hours with an aromatic 
process oil and pentachloorthiophenol as a catalyst. 
The scrap is completely conversed into a viscous dispersion 
of carbon black in depolymerized rubber. 
The DSR can replace equal amounts of rubber processing oils 
and part of the carbon black in new rubber compounds of 
medium quality. It was also found that the DSR showed some 
antioxidant activity and improved the tack of the compounds 
during processing. 
As the possibilities for reuse in rubber are limited, other 
applications are being investigated like a fuel oil replacement, 
an asphalt additive for road resurfacing, adhesives, sealants, 
coatings and concrete reinforcements. 

Goodyear has been equally involved in the pyrolysis of tyres 
into carbon, oil and gas [ 11, 109, 110, 111]. The situation is 
obscured by the absence of direct Goodyear publications and 
by the fact that the available literature is not quite consis
tent with respect to the present achievements. 
In some articles it is stated that Goodyear is already conver
ting 77000 tons of tyres per annum [ 109, 112], according to 
others [ 111] Goodyear is awaiting results from a 15 ton 
tyres per day pilot plant in 1977 and might start in 1978 a 
commercial plant for 11 million tyres per annum, while it was 
stated in a report of the International Research and Technology 
Corporation [ 2] that technological barriers have caused Good
year (and also Uniroyal) to abandon the idea. 

The 15 tons per day pilot plant was planned at Rocky Flats, 
Colo. after cooperative research with The Oil Shale Corp. 
Tyres are shredded to rather coarse 211 chunks. The pyrolysis 
is performed at 500-600°C and heat transfer is promoted by 
heated ceramic balls. It was stated that a plant for 11 million 
tyres per annum producing 25000 tons of carbon black, 50000 
tons of fuel oil and 4500 tons of steel would be considered if 
the pilot plant will prove to be reliable and sufficiently 
economic and if sufficient tyres can be collected at minimum 
cost [ 11, 111]. 
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In another development by Goodyear in cooperation with the 
Columbian Division of the Cities Servite Co tyres are ground 
to 3/811 -1/4 11 particle size and 10-30% scrap is mixed with a 
liquid hydrocarbon [ 11, 1130 114, 115] After digestion 
during 1-8 hours at 250-300 C a solution is obtained that 
can be used as a carbon black feedstock in conventional 
equipment [ 11, 113]. 
The slurry can also be digested at 50 - 200°C with free 
radical initiators such as cobalt napthenate or acetate to 
produce coatings or asphalt additives. 
This process seems much alike the Firestone DSR-process 
but commercial realization is not mentioned so far. 

Hydrocarbon Research Inc. of Trenton, N. J. has developed 
a continuous method for tyre pyrolysis in a hydrogen 
atmosphere, the H-Process [ 66, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120]. 
Ground tyres of 24 mesh are slurried in oil made in the 
process and containing a cobalt or nickel molybdate 
catalyst. 
The slurry and hydrogen at a pressure of 70 kg/cm2 a'l:f 
continuously fed into a reactor with a volume of 400 cm 
The scrap is converted into 37% of carbon black, 60% of 
highly aromatic oil and 3% of gas. The properties of the 
black were found to be comparable to semi-reinforcing 
rubber fillers. 
The oil could be used as a rubber processing aid or as 
a low-sulphur fuel (less than 0. 1% of sulphur). 
It was calculated that about 10 kg of hydrogen would be 
consumed per ton of scrap and that the process will be 
profitable provided that the tyre costs (collection, 
transport and grinding) can be kept below 25% of the 
value of the carbon black produced. 
The process has not been commercialized as yet. 

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee has 
been experimenting with tyre pyrolysis in molten salts 
(chlorides) for optimal heat transfer [ 121, 122]. 
The char could be used as an absorptive carbon or as a 
smokeless fuel. Many problems are still to be solved with 
respect to the separation of the solid residue (char, steel, 
glass) from the liquid salts, the corrosive action of the 
salts and the chlorine content of the liquid hydrocarbons. 
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From Japan a large number of experiments regarding 
pyrolysis have been reported. It is difficult however to 
judge from literature whether an installation should be 
considered to be a test unit or a commercial plant. Moreover 
the consumption of 10000 tons of tyres per annum of 
Nippon Zeon, mentioned by Schnecko [ 109, 112] should 
Qe considerd as a prognosis. 
Kobe Steel Ltd [ 62, 123, 124] is running a pilot plant 
with a rotary kiln having a capacity of 2. 4 - 5 tons of 
tyres a day. It converts 10 mm scrap into 30% carbon, 
40% oil and 30% gas within 10-20 minutes at 500-800°C. 
An installation is planned to convert pieces as large 
as 1/8 of a tyre at a rate of 25 tons a day. 
A fluid bed process using sand or recirculated char as 
a heat medium has been developed by Nippon Zeon Co 
Ltd and the Japan Gasoline Co Ltd in cooperation with 
the Hokkaido Institute of Industrial Development of the 
MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry) in 
Hokkaido [54, 125, 126]. 

A pilot plant has been erected in Tokuyama in south
western Japan with a capacity of 1 ton of tyres per hour. 
Tyres are crushed to 20-30 mm and pyrolyzed at about 
500°C. 
The char is treated for use as an activated carbon or 
as a semi-reinforcing rubber filler. 
Similar processes have been developed by the Hyogo 
Institute of Industrial Deve~opment of MITI near Kobe 
(9 mesh powder at 500-600 C), by the Bridgestone 
Tyre Co of Tokyo in cooperation with the BS-Asahi Carbon 
Co and the Osaka Institute of Industrial Development of 
MITI (activated carbon by steam treatment at 800 - l000°C 
of the char) and by the Yokohama Rubber Co of Tokyo 
[54, 127]. 

The information concerning European activities was 
found to be less abundant. 
Since 1970 the University of Hamburg (Institut fur 
Anorganische und Angewandte Chemie, Abteilung 
Angewandte Chemie) has been involved in the pyrolysis 
of various waste materials including tyres [ 124, 128, 129, 
130]. 
A test unit has been developed for fluid bed pyrolysis 
with sand as a heating medium. Using 40 kg of sand 15 kg 
of tyres could be converted at temperatures of 640-840°C 
into about 40% of char, 12-17% of gas and 26-40% of oil. 
It was found that large tyre segments of about 1 kg could 
be used and it was predicted that it would be possible to 
convert complete tyres in a larger reactor at a rate of 
1, 3 tons per hour per m3 of fluid bed. 
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The same lpstitute has also been experimenting with salt 
bath pyrolysis. Difficulties were encountered however in 
separating the solid residue from the molten salts. 

Tyre pyrolysis was also reported from Herl;>old -Pyrolyse 
GmbH of Karlsruhe [ 109, 112, 131]. 
A total capacity was mentioned of 2000 tons ·per annum but 
it is not sure whether this figtJ.re should be considered as 
cm· achievement or as a prognosis. 
The Herbold installations are processing 100-600 kg per 
hour of scrap of 30-40 mm size at temperatures of 400 -
aoo<?c. 
It was stated that coarser scrap would be unfavourable for 
the quality of the solid residue. In a unit for 7. 2 tons per 
day scrap tyres could be converted into 40% of fuel oil, 50% 
of carbon black, 4. 9% of steel and 5. 1% of gas. Part of the gas 
is used to heat the process. 
In France, Albert Miclo of Mulhouse has been licensed by 
Her bold. 

Investigations in the U.K. are mainly directed to the fuel 
value of pyrolysis products and little details are available 
on processes being tested and their value. 
Batchelor Robinson [ l32] is operating a pilot plant for tyre 
pyrolysis and is considering a commercial plant for 10000 -
20000 tons of tyres per annum that will provide about 3600 
tons of low sulphur fuel oil, gas to heat the retorts and char 
from the ash of which zinc oxide will be extracted. 
The Warren Springs Laboratory of Stevenage, Herts 
[ 133] has been investigating the pyrolysis of various 
types of waste including scrap tyres and analyzed the 
products obtained. Pilot plant scale tyre pyrolysis was not 
mentioned. 

From the various experiments in the U. S. A. , Japan and 
Europe the present situation can be depicted as follows: 
Technologically it is possible by pyrolysis to convert 
scrap rubber - and particularly tyres - into a wide range 
of solid, liquid and gaseous products. 
The marketing value of these products however is 
doubtful at present and the economy of tyre pyrolysis 
is considered to be determined by local situations in 
view of the value of the solid residue and the cost of tyre 
collection, transport and size reduction. 
Size reduction is a draw-back of pyrolysis compared to 
incineration. Probably for this reason the University of 
Hamburg is evaluating systems requiring little or no 
size reduction. 
The complexity of the liquid fractions of tyre pyrolysis 
and the variability of their composition is another problem 
that has deterred potential consumers [ 4]. 
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Pyrolysis of tyres is requiring complicated and expensive 
installations and tyres as a single feedstock might be 
considered only in densily populated areas with very large 
and concentrated scrap arisings. 
Even there its economy is doubtful because the quality
price-relation of the residue is low and its market will 
be relatively small. 
The facts that the efforts of large companies like Goodyear 
and Firestone have not resulted in practical plants up-to
now and that Dunlop in Hanau, Germany [ 112] has recently 
preferred incineration over pyrolysis both into this picture. 

Tyre pyrolysis might have better chances in combination 
with the much larger volumes of other waste. 
At the moment that the pyrolysis of domestic and agricultural 
waste will grow under environmental stress and will be con si
dered as a useful method for the production of raw materials, these 
installations should be designed or adapted to the addition 
of worn tyres as a - relatively small - part of their feedstock. 
In this relation the need and the extent of tyre size reduction 
should be investigated. 

,· ' 
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2. 3.4 • Appe.ncUc.u. 

APPENDIX l 

Some calculations about the maximum share of retreaded tyres in the replacement 
market. 

Assumptions: 

l. The total capacity of the tyre replacement market is constant. 
2. Each retreading operation will add to the tyre a new life-time that is 

equally long as the first lite-time. 
3. After each useful life-time every 100 worn tyres are replaced by x units 

of new tyres and (100-x) units of retreaded tyres. 

If r 1, r 2 , r 3 etc. are retreadabilities of worn tyres for the first, the second, 
the third etc. reconditioning operation, it can be easily seen that after a number 
of useful life-times a stabile situation will be generated in which: 

Car tyres 

r1 = 0.45 
r 2 = r3 etc. are zero (chapter 4. 1. 1. table 2) 

x + 0. 45x = 100 x= 69% 

Maximum replacement share of retreads: 31% 

Truck and bus tyres 

r 1 = 0. 70 r 2 = 0. 425 r3 = 0. 175 

r 4 etc. are zero (chapter 4. l. l. table 2) 

x + 0. 7x + 0. 7. 0. 425x + 0. 7. 0. 425. 0. 175x = 100 

X= 48.8 

Maximum replacement share of retreads: 51%. 

It can be shown that the maximum reuse of worn truck and bus tyres by 
retreading cannot be reached in one or two life-times (lLT =about 1! year) 
Starting completely with new tyres this point will be reached after 5 life-times. 
(see example below). 
Starting with an existing share of retreads the point of maximum recycling 
will be reached earlier. 
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EXAMPLE 

Successive Units available 1) 
life-times 

1 all new 

48.8 new 
2 R1 (potentially) 0. 7 xlOO = 70 

Not retreaded 70 -51.2 = 18.8 

48.8 new 
Rt 0. 7 x48. 8 = 34.2 

3 R2 (potentially) 0. 425x51. 2 = 21.2 

Not retreaded 21.2 -17.0 = 4.8 

48.8 new 
Rt 0. 7 x48. 8 = 34.2 

4 R2 0.425x34.2 = 14.5 
R3 (potentially) 0. 175x17.0 = 3.0 

Not retreaded 3.0 - 2. 5 = 0.5 

48.8 new 
Rt 0. 7 x48.8 = 34.2 

5 R2 0.425x34.2 = 14.5 
R3 0. 175x14.5 = 2.5 

all retreadable tyres are retreaded 

6 etc. Situation stabile. 

1). N = new tyres 
R1 = first retreads 
R2 = second retreads 
R3 = third retreads 

Units replaced 1) 

100 N 

48.8 N 
51. 2 R1 
~ 

+ 

48.8 N 
34.2 Rt 
17.0 R2 

nrn:o + 

48.8 N 
34.2 R1 
14.5 R2 
2.5 R3 

rtro."rr + 

48.8 N 
34.2 R1 
14.5 R2 
2.5 R3 

Imr.O + 
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PART 3. RECYCLING TIRES IN RUBBER INVUSTRY 

In the rubber industry two recycling processes are being applied for 
the reuse of 1.vaste rubber since a long time : 

- RETREADING or the reconditioning of worn tyres 
- RECLAIMING or the conversion of waste into regenerated rubber. 

As the production costs of these nvo processes could not be properly 
estimated, a comparison has been made between an optimal expansion 
of these processes and the existing situation in the EEC. 

In this context optimal expansion is defined as a condition inwhich 
all suitable car tyres are being retreaded and the remaining available 
worn car tyres are being reclaimed. 

The existing situation has been calculated as an average from figures 
available from the various EEC countries. 

It was calculated in this report that the optimal production of 
retreaded car tyres could lead to a saving on present production costs 
of rubber articles amounting to- 350 EUA:: per ton of additionally 
converted waste and furthermore to a waste reduction of about 13 % of 
the present tonnage of waste. 

About the same figures are folllld for t.~e increased production of 
reclaim. 

On the other hand it is evident that the success of recycling methods 
like retreading and reclaiming is dependent on costs of the processes 
and market conditions. 

The image of car tyre retreads and reclaim (regenerated rubber) needs 
improvement. Both processes have to be promoted by means of marketing 
assistance and the establishing of suitable quality control methods. 

Governmental aid will be necessary to speed up this promotion ; techni
cally by means of suitable specifications (cahiers de charge) and 
economically by sponsoring research as outlined in the appendices 2, 
3 and 4 of this report. 

:: 1 EUA. 1 European Unit of Account Hfl. 2. 81 ( october 1977) 
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3.2. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT RECLAIMING ANV RETREAVING. 

3. 2. 1. PILe!> ent .6-U:u.a.tion -in .the. lle.tAe.a.d1.ng and JLe.cltumbtg i..ndcud.Jr_y 

Tyre retreading and production of reclaim results in useful products. 
At the same time the contribution of these industries to the waste rubber 
recycling cannot be neglected. 
Further expansion is hampered by technical problems caused by the 
limitations of existing equipment, the changing tyre constructions and 
by marketing problems caused by lack of generally accepted quality 
standards, inproper presentation and image of the recycled products 
and materials. 
The existance of a wide variety of production methods, 
the confrontation with new machinery- presented for better economy but 
requiring high capital investments - and the relatively small price dif
ferences with competitive materials during the last decades are factors 
that make it difficult to get a clear picture of the development of retrea
ding and reclaiming in the near future. No doubt the limited response on 
questionnaires and visits was influenced by the same factors. 
On the other hand the great activity of manufacturers of machinery is an 
indication that the retreading and reclaim producing industries are still 
being considered as an important future market. 

3. 2. 2. The po:terr,Ua,l e.66e.ct6 o6 -i.nCJr.etL6etl.lle.tAe.ad a.rul lle.ci.ahrr FJ)LOdu.c.:t.i.Dn 
A further expansion of both retreading and reclaim production will be 
possible provided the existing industries will be assisted with techni
cal and marketing research. 
A conservative calculation was carried out, disregarding all worn tyres 
on wrecked cars, tyres dumped at locations difficult to access at the pre
sent time and considering half of the remaining available worn car tyres 
to be retreadable. 
It was calculated that the amount of waste car tyres in the EEC could be 
reduced by 139 000 tons annually of which 64 000 tons could be recycled 
by additional retreading and 75 000 tons by the production of additional 
reclaim. 
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At the same time the increased retreading and reclaim production 
would lead to annual savings on raw materials and energy of about 

- EUA 23,000,000 or Hfl. 65,000,000 on RETREADING 
- bUA 26,500,000 or H£1. 74,000,000 on RECLAI~ITNG. 

The potential effects of both processes have been condensed in the 
table and the diagram below. 

TABLE 3.1. 

Economical and ecological effects of increased reclaim and retread 
production. 

Production of Production of 
additional reclaim additional retreads 

Savings on present production costs 
of rubberarticles in the EEC. 
EUA per ton of additionally 
converted waste 355 350 

Waste reduction in the EEC in % of 
the total tonnage of worn car tyres 11 9 
Wasre reduction in the EEC in % of 
the present tonnage of waste 15 13 

The effects of conventional recycling processes on the remainder of 
worn car tyres. 

comparison of present and optimal situation (see appendix 1). 

100 % = total tonnage of worn car tyres (680,000 ton) 

22 % 
reclaimed 

37 % 
reclaimed 

c:::=:=?: J 
12,6 % 

re
treaded 

65,4 % 
remainder of worn 

car tyres 

22 % 
retreaded 

41 % 
remainder of worn 

car tyres 

Present condition 
in the EEC 

Optimal expansion 
of reclaiming and 
retreading 

open for new recycling processes and research 
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3. 2.3. Po.U.C.y 

Both the retreading industry and the production of reclaim are not 
expected to lead to complete recycling of rubber waste. Additional 
methods as mentioned in the literature survey (2.3) should be evaluated 
or developed to fill the gap between total recycling and the capacity 
of existing methods. 
Nevertheless retreading and reclaim production should be further 
assisted and equally promoted and other recycling methods should 
not work out at the expense of the existing industry. 

3. 3. RECOMMHJVATIONS. 

3. 3. 1. V.i6:0Ubu;Uon pa.:ttell.YL on Jtu.bbeJt 4cJta.p 

A clear picture is needed of the distribution pattern of rubber scrap 
in the EEC. 
Key factors in this pattern are local retreaders, reclaimers, scrap 
dealers and the tyre servicing trade. 
A combined effort of these disciplines should be encouraged and 
should be coordinated by a qualified organization. 

3. 3. 2. P li.eo e.ntau.cm a.nd qu.aLUy 4ta.ndar...d6 o 6 c.aJt tyJtU Jr..Wr.e.a.d& 
a.iid Jr..ec::ti$1 

Better presentation and quality standardization of retreaded tyres and 
reclaimed rubber should be promoted and should be assisted by research. 
Related proposals are presented in the appendices 2 and 3. 

3. 3. 3. RubbeJt powdeJt 

An expanding market is expected for crumb and powder from worn 
tyres. 
The present requirements of this market (sporting applications and sound 
insulation) are fulfilled with by - products and intermediate products 
of the retreading and reclaim production processes, but additional and 
better grinding facilities will be needed in the future. 
High quality applications for tread buffings of the retreading industry 
should be investigated as well as methods for the production of very 
fine powder. 

Unretreadable tyres should not be scrapped but converted to reclaim 
or powder for instance. 

Related proposals are presented in appendix 4. 
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3.4. VISITS TO THE RECYCLING INDUSTRIES. 

The results of the questionnaires have been discussed at the meeting of 
February 2nd. 1977 in Paris between BRGM, KRITNO and DEMP delegates. 
The minutes of this meeting are laid down in our interim reportnumber 
59/'77 of February 11th. 1977. 
It was decided to split up the work into subjects rather than into countries. 
Retreading and reclaiming were allocated to KRITNO and incineration, 
pyrolysis, cryogrinding and road surfacing to BRGM. 

The response of the retreaders to the enquiry being insufficient, visits 
were planned to the centre of the rubber industry in France: Clermont 
Ferrand. Unfortunately there was no admission to the Michelin works, :: 
centre of retreading, reclaiming, grinding and incineration (Michelin is 
holder of the patent of the radial tyre dating from June 4th. 1946). 
Therefore, it was decided to visit the Tyre and Equipment Exhibition in 
London of March 22-24th. 1977 in order to be informed about the latest develop:
ments in this field (see chapter 3. 5). 

Furthermore United Reclaim in Liverpool and UMAC Antwerp were visited in 
view of their specific comments in the questionnaires. 

In France visits were paid to Wattelez Paris as their products (rubber powdel-) 
were presented in a good documentation and also to SOGECAP in Clermont 
Ferrarrl an important waste converter. 
In London APEX rubber company was interviewed about the scrap market. 

3. 4 • 1. V .U,ili .to .the Jtec.hUmi.ng .<.nd.u6Vr.y. 

During the past 10 years the reclaim consumption in England has fallen 
from 46 000 t/a to 20 000 t/a. 
United Reclaim processes two million car tyres a year with a yield 
of about 80% or 13 000 t/a of reclaim by means of the Reclaymator process. 
In additim 7000 t/a of rubber powder is grinded. 
UMAC stopped the reclaim production some years ago due to economical 
reasons like low prices of other rubber compounding materials. 
Though the rising crude oil prices may change the market, a drawback 
will be the radial tyre with steel wire reinforcement. New equipment has 
to be installed to handle these tyres. The yield per radial tyre will also 
decrease. 
Discussing marketing problems, it was concluded that the presentation 
of reclaim needed improvement. 
Comparisons were made with the marketing of SMR virgin rubbers. 
Masterbatches of reclaim with carbon black, oil, rubber powder should 
equally be considered. 

:: BRG1 was allowed to visit the works at a later date after a special request. 
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Furthermore it was advocated that new outlets should be explored 
in the building industry and in road surfacing. 
However, governmental support is required for the development 
of these activities (research, investments etc.). 

3. 4. 2. V )A ,{;fA .to the manu.6ac.twLeiL6 o 6 Jo..ubb ell powdeJL 

Two firms were visited, which were active in the rubber powder 
market, having large stockyards with all sorts of waste rubber and 
also plastic waste. 
Discussions revealed that in France rubber goods manufacturers do 
not produce as much rubber powder as in other countries. This job 
is left in France to some specialized firms like 11 Wattelez 11 which have 
the necessary equipment as discgrinders working with a greater effi
ciency than fluted rolls. At present the market for 11 contract grinding 11 

is flourishing and an average production of 700 t/a of special powder 
can be made with a moderate sized installation. 
Transport costs are reasonable within a circle of 500 km. 
Besides contract grinding, rubber powder is sold, however the market 
is limited and the marketing of powder has to be improved to eliminate 
barriers in 11 cahiers des charges 11 of the road building and housing so
cieties, the Government included. 
Research is necessary on the surface activity of rubber powder, as 
some mechanical properties of rubber compounds may be influenced by 
the addition of crumb. Similar comments were made by Sogecap in 
Clermont Ferrand, a firm also active on the recuperation of metals and 
plastics. 

3. 4. 3. V.i6ili .to Apex RubbeJL Company, .6C1La.p deai.eJL 

Rising market prices of virgin rubbers will favour the scrap market. 
The conversion of scrap into reclaim is preferred as reclaim has more 
applications than rubber powder. The market for powder will be limi
ted also as a consequence of the high prices of powder. 
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3. 5. VISIT TO THE TYRE AWV EQ.UIPMHJT EXHIBITION 11~ LONVON. 

This exhibition was visited on March 22-24th. 1977 in order to obtain 
additional information about retreading processes and costs. 

The major technical problems in retreading are related to the complexity 
of tyre sizes, tread widths and the variable expansion of the tyre casing 
during its original use. This forces the retreader to maintain a large 
inventory of moulds. Increasing costs of labour and energy are leading 
to smaller profits. 

At the exhibition demonstrations were given of the two main methods 
of retreading, viz. 11 hot cap 11 and 11 cold cap 11

• 

3.5.1. Ho~ cap method 

The unvulcanized treadrubber compound is applied on the casing by 
hand or it is extruded directly on to the casing without the use of cement 
or cushion gum. 
This latter method has been developed by Barwell in England. 

The Orbitread method automatically builds up a tyre by extruding parallel 
rubber strips on the casing. 

Both methods allow savings in building time and in costs regarding the 
stocking of camelbacks. 
A variety of sectional moulding equipment was shown for the vulcani
zation of the tread at temperatures as high as 180 C. 

3. 5. 2. Cold c.a.p mei:hod 

This method is applied for retreading an increasing number of truck 
tyres, using pre-cured treads in the form of strips, fabricated by many 
rubber factories (Avon, Bandag, etc) or rings (Marangoni, RTS ltd, 
Kenprest etc). 

Curing is carried out at lower temperatures, for instance in hot water 
of 95 C. Interviews revealed that this method will be used for the re
conditioning of car tyres as well. However, material costs will be 
higher than those of conventional camelbacks. 
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3.5.3. Rett~ eo~th 

Talks with the delegates of the firms, mentioned above showed 
that a cost analysis of cold- and hot cap methods is difficult 
because of the large number of variable costs involved, for in
stance, stocking of Cdmelbacks or precured treads, different 
leasing systems of mctchines or whole processes etc. 

ln the USA the American Retreading Association (ARA) has spent 
considerable effort in making some estimations. The following 
data were presented by Mr. Wagner: 

TABLE 3.2. 

Average USA processing costs in pence per pound of tread rubber 

r¥ear 1974 1975 1976 1977 Mass of rubber used: 

Par tyre 38 42 45 49 9 lbs 
rrruck tyre 
(conventional) 47 52 56 61 25 lbs 
rrruck tyre 
(precure) 76 84 90 97 25 lbs 

TABLE 3.3. 

USA material and labour costs per pound of tread rubber also in pence (1976) 

Conventional Precure 
. 

Car Truck Truck 

Material 24 35 64 
wabour 10 10 14 
Overhead 11 11 12 - - -
[I'otal 45 56 90 

The material costs of precured treads compared to ordinary camelbacks are about 
80% higher, however, the mileage of the precured tread is said to be twice as much. 
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3. 5. 4. F u.twr.e. :Ote.nc:L6 

The technical future of the retreading industry is difficult to predict 
as it will be influenced by several factors like : changes in tyre de
sign, the development of other retreading systems and the availability 
of worn casings. 
Tyre design 
Tyre design is related to wear resistance, safety, comfort and vehicle 
construction: tyres are not designed for the purpose of retreading. 
At present there is a change to radial tyres with a trend to lower 
section heights and wider treads. The changes are facing the retreaders 
with problems as diagonal casings will become absolete and radial 
casings need adapted equipment. 
After this turn-over a more stabile situation is expected and the related 
problems can be overcome. 
It is not to be expected that the number of rim sizes and tread 
widths will be greatly reduced by standardization. However, adaption 
of one general code system in view of tolerated speeds and loads as 
proposed by ISO for new tyres as well as for retreaded tyres might take 
retreaded tyres out of their isolated position and promote their acceptance 
by the consumers. 
Other retreading systems 
Simple retreading systems like the ring-tread-system will be of special 
interest to car owners making a high mileage and may have a positive 
effect on car tyre retreading. 
Availability of worn casings 
Worn casings are the feed stock for retreading. 
No clear picture is available about the availability of worn casings in 
the EEC and their retreadability. Moreover the situation seems quite 
variable in different countries. 
Research on this subject will be necessary and is proposed in appendix 2. 
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3.6. RECYCLING HETHOVS FOR TYRES. 

Some important ways for real recycling can be described as follows: 

Reuse of the worn tyre provided with a new tread. 
The retreaded tyre has the same milleage as a new one. In the case 
of truck retreads second and third retreads are possible. 

Reuse of the worn tyres in the form of a rubbery substance by chemical 
means (regenerated rubber or reclaim) or mechanical means (rubber 
powder . 

Conversion of the worn tyre by means of incineration or pyrolysis into 
steam and chemical products. 

In our literature survey (2. 3.) these methods are already described. 

It is evident that retreading cannot be the ultimate solution for reuse of 
worn tyres as sooner or later each casing will not be retreadable any more. 
However, without retreading, the amount of scrap tyres would be 16% higher 
according to the figure 3. 1 . 

3. 6. 1. The. ILeilr.e.a.dhz.g ooU6br.y -Ln the. EEC 

3. 6. 1 • 1 • P ll.e& ent .6li.u.a.t..Um 
Several sources had to be used to trace the numbers of re
treads of car tyres, such as publications of Retreader Orga
nizations (BIPAVER, ARA, VACO, Zentral verband des 
Deutschen Vulkaniseurhandwerks) and the report by 
G. Cheater c. s. 
Some indications on the situation in France are reported in 
Rewe G~nerale de Caoutchouc et Plastiques (October 1974, 
nr. 10, page 691 - 695). 
The Italian situation in retreading is outlined in Pneurama 
(3, 1974, etc.). 

It appears that the situation in the retreading industry is 
different in the various EEC countries. 
Examples are the size of the installations, the links with 
tyre manufacturers, processes used, etc. In BIPAVER 
conferences it has been stressed that retreading contributes 
to economical vehicle operation and leads to savings in raw 
materials and energy. This contribution should be more firm
ly recognised and supported in the EEC by the relevant 
governmental institutions. 
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In chapter 3.5 it is reported that manufacturers of equipment 
in England, Italy, BRD and France are constantly developing 
better methods in order to improve and increase the produc
tion of retreads. The extruder-builder and the precured tread 
are examples in this respect. 
Furthermore BIPAVER is concerned about the condition of 
retreadable casings, which are feedstocks for the process. 
For this reason and for safety reasons a pattern depht of 
at least 2 mm is advocated. 

Calculations about the influence of retreading on the disposal 
of used tyres are difficult as a stable condition in the tyre 
market does not always exist. As the production of cars slowed 
down due to the energy crisis, part of the tyres for "original 
equipment" were put in the replacement market disturbing 
to a certain amount the car retreads/scraptyres ratio. 

3. 6. 1. 2. RetJr.e.a.rling data. about c.alt a.nd :tJr.u.c.k. t.yiLU 
BIPAVER published the following data for the year 1974. 

TABLE 3.4 

Retreads in percents of replacement sales 

France BRD Holland Italy England USA 

par tyres 
(new) 95 73 85 73 72 78 
~ar tyres 
(retreaded) 5 27 15 27 28 22 

Truck tyres 
(new) 51 51 51 50 65 62 
Truck tyres 
(retreaded) 49 49 49 50 35 38 
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This table shows that in most countries of the EEC retreads 
of truck tyres have a share of 50% in the replacement market 
due to the fact that they are retreaded two or three times 
and even more. These tyres are handled with care by 
truckers as considerable savings can be obtained. 

For car tyre retreading, however, the situation is different. 
In the first place the relative price difference between new 
and retreaded tyres is much lower. ·Furthermore the casing 
is more vulnerable to damage and therefore will require more 
inspection prior to retreading. 
At last the market for retreaded car tyres is influenced by the 
fact that these tyres are often considered to be second quality. 
According to table 3. 4 the market for car retreads is on the 
same level in BRD, Italy and England, having a share of 28% 
of the replacement market. 
In F ranee the share of car retreads is low. If an increase to 
the same level would be possible, a capacity increase of 
about 4 times would be required. Also in Holland some in
crease would be possible. 

In the report by G. Cheater it is shown that the maximum 
share of retreads sold could be 1/3 of the total sales of 
replacement tyres if half of the used tyres are accepted as 
suitable for retreading and a stable market is assumed. 
It is, however, questionable whether this maximum could 
be reached under the present conditions of the market. 
In the case of truck tyre retreads a higher replacement 
share than about 50% seems to be impossible: (see literature 
survey (2.3. )) • 
This figure is already realised to a great extent in the EEC 
due to a more stable condition of the market. 

Considering the car tyre replacement market it can be assumed 
that the mean present share of retreaded car tyres in the total 
EEC replacement market is mainly determined by the 4 largest 
consuming countries. This leads to an average value of 22% of 
car retreads in the EEC replacement market (France 5%, BRD 
and Italy 27%, England 28%). 
As no retreads are used as original equipment of new cars, the 
share of retreads in the total consuming market of the EEC (re
placement and original eqwpment) should be lower than 22%. 
In order to calculate this figure it was assumed that the ratio 
between total market and replacement market will be equal in 
all EEC countries and can be derived from the situation in England. 
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From the figures in table 3.S. it can be seen 16 % of the 
total English market for car tyres consisted of retreads. 

TABLE 3 .S. 

Disposal of used tyres in England 1974. 

Car Truck 

Total worn tyres 23 467 S88 lD1its 3 394 319 l.D1itS 
1S9 S80 ton 13S 773 ton 

Tyres in vehicle scrap yar~ 23 % 19 % 
Tyres to reclaimers 22% 0% 
Tyres exported s % 7 % 
Tyres retreaded 16 % 28 % 

(SO% sui tab ili ty) (6S% suitability) 
Tyres rejected by retread~ 16 % 1S % 

18% 31% Unknown remainer - -
Total 100 % 100 % 

In the table 3.4. it is shown that 28 % of the English repla
cement market for car tyres consisted of retreads. 

So the above mentioned ratio for the EEC is estimated at 1~ = O.S7 
and the present share of retreads in the EEC car tyre 
consumption will amount to O.S7 x 22 % = 12.6 %. 

The share of new tyres is 87.4 %which is equal to about 
1JO million new tyres in the EEC in 197S. So the m.unber of 
car retreads produced in the EEC is about 

~~:~ 110 million = 16 million l.D1its. 
From data in retreader' s journals this amol.D1t could be roughly 
divided as follows (in millions) : 

BRD S, Italy 4, England 3.7, France 2, Benelux 1.3 (millions 
of retreaded car tyres). 

3. 6. 1. 3. Po-6.6-ib-i.UJ;..i.u 6oJt .i.ncJr.ea.6ed Jr.Wr.e.ading o~ c.a1t ~yi!.U 
In appendix 1 it is calculated that a maxl.JilUIIl of 22 % of the 
EEC car tyre consuption might be covered by retreaded tyres. 
For that calculation worn tyres on wrecked cars in scrap yards 
and at unknown locations were considered not to be usefull or 
not available for retreading. The net effect of imports and 
exports of worn casings and retreaded tyres was neglected. 
Furthermore was assumed that SO % of the remaining worn tyres 
would be retreadable. 

It was found in that way that optimal retreading of car tyres 
would lead in the EEC to a decrease in tyre disposal of 
64 000 ton annually and to a saving in cost of Hfl. 6S,OOO,OOO 
annually. 
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3. 6. 1. 4. RueaJtc.h a.ctivilieA on JtWr.ea.cUng 
The distribution pattern of used and retreaded tyres has been 
studied in the Netherlands by SVA (Stichting VeiWerking Afval). 
According to this study tyre servicing centres play an 
important part in the distribution of new and retreaded car 
tyres whereas the share of casings handled by scrap dealers 
cannot be traced with sufficient accuracy. 

A research proposal on the availability of sound casings and 
distribution patterns is outlined in the appendix 2 sub. 1. 

In the period 1950-1960 KRITNO tested a great number of camel
backs made from NR or SBR, taken from the market. Quality 
control has been the subject of various BIPAVER meetings, but 
so far no research has been carried out. The existing requi
rements established in above period by KRITNO have to be 
updated. 

A research proposal for quality control of tread rubber is 
indicated in the appendix 2 sub. 2. 

In the USA a start was made with quality control systems 
aiming at labelling of complete retreaded tyres and regula
tions about product liability. 

Up till now these attempts have not been succesful mainly 
because of differences in opinion about the severity of 
testing. Nevertheless a quality control system will be needed 
and related research is proposed in appendix 2 sub. 3. 

3. 6. 2. The Jtecia..Ut0tg huiuJdJl.fi ht .the EEC 

3. 6. 2. 1. PJtuent .6-U.u.a:tum 
As reported in chapter 3.4. of this report, the reclaiming 
industry is facing many difficulties regarding production 
and sales. Many specification; do not allow the incorporation 
of reclaim in rubber coumpounds. During the past 10 years 
consumption of reclaim in England has fallen from 46 000 t/a 
to 20 000 t/a. The drop in consumption is largely accounted 
for by the reduction in the number of plies in tyres casings. 
In the USA reclaim consumption has decreased rapidly as well 
and consequently the production has fallen from 280 000 ton to 
about 80 000 t/a in the last 10 years (figure 3.2.). 

In France only 12 000 t/a of reclaim is produced from the 
400 000 t/a of waste rubber (about 3 %). The use of reclaim 
in non-tyre goods, especially cheap articles as matting, 
soling etc. is influenced by prices of virgin rubber, cheap 
fillers as clays, whiting, extenders like aromatic and 
naphtenic oils and further more the prices of carbon blacks. 
The market price of whole tyre reclaim is now about h 150 -
b 200 per ton in England. 

In the Comecon countries like Poland and Hungary reclaiming 
is furthered ; see our survey of literature (2.3.) 
The present market in EEC and EFTA is estimated at 100 000 t/a 
increasing to 120 000 t/a in the next 5 years. 
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The future may well see a recovery in consumption due to 
rises of prices of above materials. There are processing and 
energy .benefits to be gained. 
MOreover savings in imports of virgin rubber can be obtained. 

3. 6. 2. 2. Po~~-ibiliileA fioJt ..inC'.Il.eJUe.d Jtecla..lm pJwdu.cUon 
In appendix 1 the effect is calculated of "optimal" reclaiming. 
If the present reclaim production in the EEC is assumed to be 
22 % of the total arisings of worn tyres an increase would be 
possible to 37 % using the reject tyres from optimal retreading 
and all other worn car tyres except those on scrapped vehicles 
and at unknown locations. 

This extra reclaim production is 75 000 ton, which could lead 
to the substitution of 1 • 5 % of the existing compotmds. 

The savings which can be obtained at 1.5 % substitution of 
the existing compounds will be Hfl. 74,000 000 ($ 30,000,000). 
After optimal retreading and reclaiming there still will be 
left 41 % of waste tyres, being 23 \ worn tyres on vehicles 
in scrap-yards and 18 % at unknown locations. 

3. 6. 2. 3. Re6ea.Jtch u.cti.vilie6 
The main drawbacks of the present reclaim are its price and 
its adverse effects on some mechanical properties of rubber 
products as a result of impurities and main chain degradation 
of the original polymer (see our survey of literature page 47). 
Research on the improvement of the process has not been 
carried out to a large extent, with the exception of Hungary, 
where the Palma process has· been developed (seep. 39). 

It is known that high energy radiation is causing break-down 
of rubber. This phenomenon is studied in France by CAPRI. 
The results may lead to a new process for the production of 
reclaimed rubber. 
In the USA much research has been carried out on the appli
cation of reclaim in the innerliners of tubeless tyres and as 
an addition in binders, adhesives etc. Many patents exist 
about these subjects. 

In the appendix 3 three research proposals are given on the 
quality control, on the influence of reclaim on existing 
rubber compounds and on the new machinery needed for shredding 
steel braced radial tyres. 

3. 6. 3. The manu6ac.twr.e. o 6 B,IWUnd ~ CJta.p 

3. 6. 3. 1. P!te6ent ~U:u.a:Uon 
Methods and equipment for the reduction of vulcanized rubber 
are described in our literature survey (see part 2). 
At the monent rubber powder is preferably made from waste 
rubber not containing fibres. 
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However, retreaders are producing raspings from treads 
as a by-product amounting to about l kg per car tyre and 
10 kg per truck tyre. 
In England the amount of raspings is about 17 500 t/a which 
at the present time 18 applied in matting and sporting appli
cations. After grinding this amount could be used as a more 
valuable additive in rubber compounding. The advantages 
claimed for powder are better mould release, better control 
in extrusion and stiffening of the cc;>mpound. 

As the total retreading capacity of the EEC is about 4 times 
as large as in England (chapter 3. 6. 1 • 2.) total EEC pro
duction of raspings can be estimated at about 70 000 t/a. 
The total EEC production of rubber compounds is estimated 
at 5 million ton (chapter 2. 2. 2.). 
Powder from raspings would amount to l. 4% of total EEC 
rubber compounds. This amount could be easily absorbed. 

3. 6. 3. 2. P0.6.6.£b~e.t> nOIL .i..n.CJLet16 ed gMurr.d .6CJLa.p pMducti.orr. 
When large markets will be developed for ground scrap 
in road surfacing, sporting and flooring applications 
(literature survey 2.3.)page SO and part of the treading 
raspings will be used for powder production, additional 
grinding of worn tyres will be needed. 

3. 6. 3. 3 • R et> eJVtC.h a.c;U,vilii?.A 
In England SATRA has studied the influence of ground 
waste on soling compounds. In the Netherlands KRITNO 
has also carried out experiments with the incorporation 
of coursely ground scrap in rubber compounds. CAPRI 
in France is studying the effect of radiation on the surface 
of rubber particles. 

In appendix 4 research proposals are mentioned on the 
influence of particle size of rubber powder on rubber com
pounds, on powder technology of masterbatches with virgin 
rubber powder, on suitable binders and on the use of rubber 
powders as an additive to plastics to improve the impact strength. 
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3.7. APPENDICES. 

APPENDIX J 

The effects of optimal car tyre retreading and reclaiming on waste disposal 

in the EEC and on economy of production 

1. General principles 

All retreadable worn tyres will be retreaded. 
The remainder of worn tyres will be converted into reclaim. 
Tyre disposal will be limited to worn tyres that - for technical or logistic rea
sons - cannot be retreaded or converted into reclaim. 

2. Basic considerations in marking the calculation 

Tyre consumption = new tyre consumption + retreaded tyre consumption 
An-nual EEC tyre consumption =annual worn tyres in the EEC = 100 million units 

The retreadability of worn new tyres= 50% (chapter 3.6.1.2.). 

The average weight of a worn tyre= 6. 8 kg. 

Worn retreaded tyres cannot be reused for further retreading. 

Worn retreaded tyres are equally useful for reclaiming as worn new tyres. 

The part of worn tyres transferred in the EEC into reclaim at the present time 
is supposed to be equal to the UK figure presented in table 5 = 22%. 

Worn tyres at unknown locations and on wrecked cars in scrap yards are not 
available and will never be available both for retreading and for reclaiming 
operations. 
The related figures of l;)oth categories as mentioned for the UK in table 3. 5. 
(18% and 23% respectively) are supposed to be equally valid and constant for 
the whole community. 

3. Present situation in the EEC per lOO units of tyres 

Consumption: 

Retreaded tyres 

New tyres 

Total consumption 

12.6 units ( 16 x 22, chapter 3.6.1.2. and fig. 3.1.) 
28 

87.4 units + (remainder) 

100. 0 units 



Destination of worn tyres: 

Worn tyres 
~etreaded tyres 
Reclaimed tyres 

Recycled tyres 

12.6 units 
22. 0 units + 

Disposed tyres (by difference) 
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100. 0 units 

34. 6 units -

65. 4 units 

Situation in the EEC per lOO units of tyres at optimal retreading and 
reclaim production 

Retreaded tyres consumed= worn retreaded tyres = x units. 
Worn new tyres = (100 - x) units. 
Worn tyres on vehicles in scrap yards 
Worn tyres , location unknown 

Worn tyres not considered for retreading 

Worn new tyres in this category 

Worn new tyres available to retreaders: 

23 units (damaged) 
18 units + (vanished) 

41 units 

(lOO - x)) 41 = (41 - 0. 41 x) units. 
100 

100 - x - (41 - 0. 41 x) = (59 - 0. 59 x) units. 

Retreaded tyres at 50% retreadability: 

0. 5 (59 - 0. 59 x) = x x= 22 units. 

Out of the worn new tyres 2x22 = 44 units are transported to the retreaders. 

Retreaded out of 44 units : 22 units 
Rejected = reclaimed : 22 units 

Out of the remaining worn tyres (1 00 - 44 = 56 units) the worn tyres on scrapped 
vehicles and those of unknown location cannot be reclaimed = 18 + 23 = 41 units. 

Available for reclaimers : 56- 41 = 15 units. 

Total available for reclaimers : 22 + 15 = 37 units. 

Consumption: 

Retreaded tyres 
New tyres 

Total consumption 

22 units 
78 units + 

lOO units 
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Destination of worn tyres 

Worn tyres 
Retreaded tyres 
Reclaimed tyres 

22 units 
37 units+ 

Recycled tyres 

Disposed tyres (by difference) 

100 units 

59 units -

41 units 

5. Decreased waste disposal in the EEC by optimal retreading and 
reclaiming of car tyres 

Present disposal per 100 units of worn car tyres: 

Worn tyres 65.4 units = 65.4 x 6. 8 kg= 445 kg. 

The reclaiming of a worn tyre of 6. 8 kg produces 5 kg of reclaim and 
1. 8 kg of waste. 
Waste from reclaim production 22. 0 x 1. 8 kg = 40 kg 
Total waste per 100 units : 445 + 40 = 485 kg. 

Optimal disposal per 100 units of worn car tyres : 

Disposed tyres 41 units = 41 x 6,8 kg 
Waste from reclaim production 37 x 1. 8 kg 
Total waste per 100 units : 279 + 67 

= 279 kg. 
= 67 kg. 
= 346 kg. 

Waste reduction at 100 million worn tyres annually: 

8 
~ x (485 - 346) x 10-3 ton= 139 000 ton 
10 
Contribution of optimal retreading to waste reduction: 

108 -3 ::! (22. 0 - 12. 6) x 6. 8 x 10 ton = 64 000 ton 
10 

Contribution of optimal reclaiming to waste reduction: 

139 000 - 64 000 = 75 000 ton 

6. Economic savings in the EEC by optimal retreading and reclaiming 

The oil equivalents of new and retreaded tyres are 22. 5 and 8. 5 litres of oil 
respectively. x 

x Personal communication. 
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Present situation in litres of oil per lOO units of worn tyres: 

New tyres 
Retreaded tyres 

87. 4 X 22. 5 
12.6 X 8. 5 

= 1966 1. 
= 107 1. + 

2073 1. 

Optimal situation in liters of oil per 100 units of worn tyres: 

New tyres 
Retreaded tyres 

78 X 22. 5 
22 X 8. 5 

= 1755 1. 
= 187 1. + 

1942 1. 

Savings at 100 million units of worn tyres ( =tyre consumption) = 

8 
~ x (2073 - 1942) = 131 x 106 liters of oil. 
10 

As 1 litre of oil is about Hfl. 0, 50 the total EEC savings by optimal car tyre 
retreading amount to roughly Hfl. 65,000,000. = EUA 23.000.000 ($ 26.000.000) 

Extra reclaim production per 100 units of worn tyres: 
(37- 22) X 5 kg = 75 kg. 

Total extra EEC reclaim production: 

108 

2 x 75 kg= 75 000 ton 
10 

EEC consumption of virgin rubber 
Mean rubber content of rubber products 
EEC production of rubber compounds 

2 million ton 
40% 
2 X lOb 5 '11' --- = m1 1on ton. 

0.4 

If the extra reclaim production will be completely used as a substitute for 
existing rubber compounds (containing already some reclaim) this would 
lead to the gubstitution of 

0. 075 x lO x 100% = 1. 5 %by weight of existing compounds. 
(5-0. 075) X 106 --
This relatively small amount could be absorbed by the rubber industry. For 
relating remarks is referred to chapter 3.6.2.2. 
For the sake of practical calculation it is assumed to be completely recycled 
to the existing rubber industry. 

The cost of virgin rubber is about Hfl. 2, 100 per ton. 

The cost of rubber compounds compared to virgin rubber is decreased by the 
dilution with fillers, plasticizers etc. 
On the other hand it is increased by the work for incorporation into the virgin 
portion. 
Therefore the prices per unit weight of compounded and of virgin rubber are 
generally considered to be equal on average. The mean price of reclaim 
(containing) fillers, plasticizers etc. like existing rubber compounds) is 
about Hfl. 1, 100 per ton. 
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Present annual value of EEC rubber compounds: 

5 X 106 
X Hfl. 2, lOO = 106 

X Hfl. 10, 500 

1. 5% substitution by reclaim would lead to annual value of original compounds 

0. 985 X 106 
X Hfl. 10, 500 = 106 

X Hfl. 10, 343 
annual value of extra reclaim 

75 000 X Hfl. 1, 100 = 106 
X Hfl. 83 

Total optimal value 106 ( Hfl. 10, 343 + Hfl. 83) = 106 x Hfl. 10, 426 

Annual savings by extra reclaim production 

106 x ( Hfl. 10,500- Hfl. 10, 426) = Hfl. 74,000,000 = EUA 26.500.000($ 30.000.000) 

Total annual savings by optimal retreading and reclaiming: 

Hfl. 65,000,000 + Hfl. 74,000,000 = Hfl. 139, 000, 000 = EUA 49.500.000($ 56.000.000) 
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APPENDIX 2 

RESEARCH PROPOSALS ON RETREADING 

1. Field research in the EEC about the availability of sound casings. 

Scope of work 
To trace the locations, the types, the numbers of worn casings and the costs 
for the collection and the selection of casings in the EEC. 
To examine the possibilites of efficient transport to collection centres. 

Aim of the research. 
To further optimal retreading especially in the field of car retreads 
(see chapter 3.6.1.3. about savings in costs). 

Time about 1-2 year 

Costs:: $ 60,000 - $ 120,000. 

2. Laborato research on the 
trea 1n t e EEC. 

Scope of work 

and precured 

To examine the quality of tread rubber on the basis of samples taken from 
the market in the EEC. 
To determine the divergence in the levels of quality. 

Aim of the research 
To establish requirements for tread tubber. 

Time : about 1 year 

Costs:: : $ 62,000 - $ 70,000 

3. Research on the or~anization and the type of quality tests necessary for 
the evaluation of car) retreadS 

Scope of the work 
To establish a suitable plan for sampling retreads produced by small and 
big re treaders. 
To carry out non-destructive and destructive testing. 
To make a list of unacceptable defects. 
To design a simulated service test. 
Comparative testing with new tyres. 

Aim of the research 
To impro\~ the image of retreads. 
To further labelling as proposed by ISO 
To develop simple and cheap equipment for the inspection (non-destructive) 
of worn casings and retreaded tyres. 

:: estimated 
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Time to be estimated 

Costs to be estimated. 

This is an ambitious program, which requues a lot of further preparation 
and organization. 
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APPENDIX 3 

RESEARCH PROPOSALS ON RECLAIMING. 

1. Laboratory research on the quality of reclaim. 

Scope of the work. 
To examine the quality of reclaim of known origin on the basis of samples 
taken from the market in the EEC. To determine the divergence in the levels 
of quality by repeated sampling. 

Aim of the research 
To develop a grading system by means of standard compounds. 

Time about 1 year 

Costs $ 44,000 - $ 60,000 

2. Laboratory research on the influence of reclaim on existing rubber 
compm.mds: 

Scope of the work 
To examine the influence of reclaim on the processing of rubber compounds 
and on the mechanical properties of the vulcanizates in different fields 
(soling, basin and roofsheeting, matting, solid rims on wheels, tread 
rubber etc.). To make a marketing study of the usefulness of masterbatches 
of reclaim with powder and (or) oils. 

Aim of the research 
To improve the marketing of reclaim. 

Time about 1-2 year 

Costs $ 60,000 - $ 80,000 

3. Research on the efficienc 
brace ra ial tyres. 

Scope of the work 

for the size reduction of steel 

To carry out tests on equipment with scrap radial tyres wire reinforcement. 
To make cost estimations for size reduction. 

Aims of research 
To promote economic size reduction. 
To recuperate steel wiring. 

Time and costs to be estimated. 
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APPEi''IDIX 4 

RESEAR:H PIDPCY'~ ON 'IHE R!:X:"1CLn~ OF HITBBER PCJ"DER IN 'IHE RUBBER INDUSTRY. 

1 . Laboratory research on the influence of particle size of rubber powder on 
the mechanical properties of vulcanizates. 

Scope of the work 
To sample rubber powder with varying particles sizes. 
To makes standard compounds with increasing content of powder of various 
particle sizes. 
To examine the processing and mechanical properties of these compounds. 

Aim of the research 
To promote the application of scrap powder in rubber compounds. 

Time about 1-2 year 

Costs~: $ 60,000 - $ 80,000 

2. Laborato~ research on powder technology of mixLures of virgin rubber 
powder an scrap rilbber powder. 

3. 

Scope of the work 
To examine dry blending techniques of compounds. 

Aims of the research 
To promote the use of ground scrap by the rubberindustry. 
To make savings in production costs. 

Time about 1-2 year 

$ 52,000 - $ 70,000 

Scope of the work 
To examine existent and new materials to be used as a binding agent of 
ground scrap: 

Aim of the research 
To promote applications of ground scrap in flooring and sheeting. 

Time about 1-2 year 

Costs $ 70,000 - $ 100,000 

~: estimated 
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4. Laboratory research on the incorporation of ground scrap in plastics. 

Scope of the work 
To add rubber powder to polystyrene or PVC compounds. 
To examine processing properties andnechanical properties. 

Aim of the research 
To 1mprove the quality and to reduce the costs of high impact strength 
plastics. 

Time about 1-2 year 

Costs $ 80,000 - $ 100,000 



APPLl~DlX 5 

DEFINITIONS 

Used or worn tyre 

Scrap tyre 

Retreading 

Casing 
(carcass is an obsolete term) 

Bead 

Reclaim 

Crumb and powder 

Tread raspings 

Cushion 
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- A tyre which has been removed from a vehicle 
after use. 

- A worn tyre which is unsuitable for reuse. 

- A method for reconditioning tyres by means of the 
replacement of the tread rubber on the casing. 

- Laminated ply and bead structure of a tyre, con
sisting of reinforcing materials, interconnected by 
rubber compounds. 

- That part of a tyre which is shaped to fit the rim, 
consisting of a steel wire reinforcement protected 
by wrappings. 

- A sheeted, devulcanized polymeric material ob
tained by subjecting vulcanized rubber to a 
chemical process. 

- Finely granulated vulcanized rubber scrap. The 
term powder is used for particles finer than 1 mm. 

- A by-product of the retreading process resulting 
from the partial removal of the tread of a worn 
casing. 

- Thin intermediate rubber layer between the tread 
and the casing. 
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APPENDIX 6 

List of abbreviations 

EEC 

DEMP 

BRGM 

KRITNO 

TNO 

SATRA 

ARA 

RAP RA 

BRD 

BIPAVER 

EFTA 

ISO 

CAP RI 

SMR 

RTS 

RSS 

NR 

SBR 

vdV /RBM 

European Economic Community. 

D~legation aux Economies de Matieres Premieres, Paris, France. 

Bureau de Recherches G~ologiques et Minieres, Orleans, France. 

Plastic and Rubber Research Institute TNO, Delft, the Nether
lands (a subdivision of TNO). 

Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Applied Scien
tific Research), The Hague, the Netherlands. 

Shoe and Allied Trade Research Association. 

American Retreading Association. 

Rubber and Plastic Research Association of Great Britain, 
England. 

Bundes Republik Deutschland. 

Bureau International Permanent des Acheteurs et Vendeurs des 
Pneus Rechap~s. 

Economic Free Trade Association. 

International Standards Organisation. 

A group of: Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de SACLAY, France. 

Standard Malayan Rubber. 

Ring Tread System. 

Ribbed Smoked Sheets. 

Natural rubber. 

Styrene butadiene rubber (synthetic rubber) 
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FIGURE 3. 1. 

DISPOSAL OF USED CAR TYRES II·-.i ENGLAND (reported by G. Cheater c. s. 1974) 
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4. 1. METHODOLOGY 

A rrethodology has been developed by B.R.G.M. to tl:y to give an 
han:>geneous fonn to chapters of part four (reuse of scrap tires) and part five 
(size redtrtlon) • It is a fact that for chapters 4. 4. to 4. 10 arrl 5, there was a 
lack of info:rmaticn, but even for these chapters it has been thoU]ht useful to 
express financial figures in harogeneous units. 

4.1. 1. GENERAL METHODOLOGY. 

'!his report nrust of oourse mclme a synthesis of collecta:l .in
fonnation, but its main aim is to prepare choices for a research policy, and so 
to catq)are the interest- of various ways to solve the problem. Each way has spe
cific i.n"pacts on energy and reM materials supply, envircrment, keepmg in use sc:ne 
activities ••• ~reover, industrial awlicaticn of the processes is mare or less 
quickly possible. '!he duty of tre enguiiy is to indicate all knCMn consequences 
of any choice, but the report nrust also give data which might help to choose : 

- nature and arrount of potential reM materials sav.ings, 
- potential fmancial balance, 
- t.ime needed before actual applicaticn. 

Fmally, it has to set out recamendaticns on the c:pportunity to 
help developn:mt of each class of processes, and to finance research to relp such 
a developn:mt. 

To gather these mfonnations, each chapter will, as far as possible, 
mclu:ie a classification of the processes, a table for the carq;>arison of the pro
cesses and a specific ocnclusion. Moreover, it will be foll~ by an appendix 
containmg detailed technical and ecananical infonnaticn sheets for ecdl process 
m the class. 

Eccnanic calculation has been done according to follcw.ing :rmthod, 
when possible : 
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4. 1. 2. METHOV OF ECONOMIC CALCULATION. 

One of the dete:rmi.ning cri terirn in the choioe of a :policy is the 
financial impact of this choice. It should not of oourse, be the cnly critericn, 
other aspects like savings of rat~ materials, protecticn of enploynent, protection 
of the envi.romrent ••• etc, should also be taken into aa::omt. But it is indis:r;en-
sable to SUWl y the decisicn maker whenever this is :possible, with infonnation on 
figures on investnents, running oosts, market value of the prcrlucts, probable 
profit or cost. 

Unfortunately, when it is a questicn of judging the procedure can
pletely, the oostacles are nurerous : 

- the data at cne • s disposal are usually confused or incCill>lete and 
may :represent ei~ evaluaticn of patentees determined to sell or primary esti
maticns of :researchers for processes which are still not perfect ; 

- the year of validity is often not nentionned : 
- the tax system, the cost of labour, of electrical energy and fuels, 

the transport ex>sts, depend on the oountry and even en the t:cMn in whidl the plant 
is to be installed. In particular, the transport of waste products such as scrap 
il:al, is very expensive canpared to their value ; 

- data ocnceming U.S.A., Franoe and other European oomtries deal 
with very diffe.:rent kinds of ty.:re markets (size, durability, nature of the belts, 
size of installatioos) ; 

- the results can be defonned by the use of inappropirate exdlange 
rate, or a m:xlificaticn of the rate of am:>rtizaticn. 

Of course, it would have been possible to fix rules to get around 
these difficulties, but -we are oonvinoed that the :results obtained would only 
have the aweaz-ance of trust. 

'!hat is why -we have chosen to apply a simple m:!thod : 
- investnents and the physical elenents of the operaticnal oost 

(labour, energy) are whenever possible clearly identified ; 
- the figu.:res retained are those supplied brought-up-to-date, if 

necesscu:y, expressed in U. S. dollars for this cur.:rency plays an excepticnal role 
in the industrial world and has a clear m:!aning in all countries ; 

-whenever possible the cperaticnal ex>sts have been rea:ijusted ft:an 
their physical ~ts en the basis of $ 6 J;er hour of labour, $.04 J;er KWh, 
$ 120 per tonne of fuel, figures which are reascnable for Franre in 1977 ; 

- an approximate cost of t.:reat:rrent has been .calculated fran the 
fonnula : invest:rrent + rurming costs ; 

5 x annual producticn 
- whenever several hypotheses, are worth ccnsidering, 

been set out ; 
these have 

- the oosts of collecting the used tyres or other rubber products 
have not been taken into account. 'Ihis latter :point should be the subject of 
another sttrly. 
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'l1le figures thus given, are then orders of magnitude because we 
would be fooling ourselves to hq:e for better. They are sufficient to <Xni>are the 
financial rentability of classes of processes, like pyrolysis as c~ to other 
classes. 

On the other hand, it 'WOuld be dangerous to use them for canparing 
for ~le, two rrethods of pyrolysis, because of the discrepancies set out above. 
At this stage, the corrpariscn of equivalent processes, should then be made en 
technical and physical criterions. 



4.2. PYROLYSIS. 
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4.2. PYROLYSIS. 

4.2.1. DEFINITION. 

A. ETIENNE defines pyrolysis in the following manner : "pyrolysis, 
pyrogenation or thermal decomposition is the transformation of chemical compounds, 
by heat, without the intervention of secondary reagents. 

This fundamental process is characterized especially by the use of 
temperatures high enough to produce chemical, mineral and organic reactions. 

The processes of pyrolysis are classed among the most important and the 
oldest of the chemical industry for they are, with the processes of air combustion, 
the most direct means of transformation of natural raw materials : wood, coal, 
petroleum, minerals, etc ••• Consequently, the products which they furnish are 
relatively cheap, utilizable as raw materials for other chemical reactions. 

Thus, thermolysis of complex materials, like wood and coal was the basis 
of the first industrial processes for making compounds (gas and liquids) 
simpler than the original materials, and solid residual fuels (coke) ; the same 
treatment applied to liquid oils is more recent. These transformations form part 
of the process of cracking or of distillation (~:) of these complex materials. 

Cracking is defined by the Committee for the study of French Technical 
terms, as the chemical process which breaks and modifies the molecular structure 
of the hydrocarbons contained in petroleum, so as to transform the heavy fractions 
of this oil into light products. The implementation of the processes can be done 
without catalysers : thermal cracking or pyrolysis (:m), or it can take place 
in the presence of catalysers, which consitutes cataZytic cracking or pyrolysis. 
These definitions can be applied to all chemical compounds other than those of 
oil". 

Pyrolysis of rubber waste consists of the breaking up of the vulcanized 
network into constituants of high molecular weight which are, in turn, cracked 
to give a whole range of hydrocarbon compounds of ranged molecular weight : 

- a gas, resulting entirely from cracking, 

- an oil, which is a mixture of the original oil which was used to 
make up the blend of rubbers and of products resulting from the 
depolymerization of the natural and artificial rubbers, 

- a solid residue containing the original carbon clack which could 
come fro~ the pyrolysis and diverse mineral compounds, like zinc 
oxide. 
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The distinction between pyrolysis and reclaiming JS ~ot as obvious as 
it seems at first sight, for if the thermal degradation is carried on at rela
tively low temperatures, depolymerization is not complete and a mixture of 
polymers and of a solid or pasty residue, quite like reclaimed substance, can 
be produced. Therefore it has been decided to speak of "reclai:ning" when a 
single compound product, still partly polymerized is recu?erated and used by 
the rubber industry. All other processes of thermal degradation without oxida
tion, according to this definition , enter into the class of "pyrolysis" 
processes. 

4.2.2. fLACE OF RUJ6E~ ~~7E ?YROLYSIS IN LITERATURE. 

Several tens of laboratories in the world are working or have worked on 
the pyrolysis of used tyres and of rubber wastes, and as indicated by the 
bibliographical survey of KRITNO, the scientific literature on the subject is 
aboundant. 

However, all the articles publishedare less than 10 years old, and most 
of them are less than 5 years old. This explains perhaps the very reduced space 
given to pyrolysis in the various synthetic reports already published on the 
problem of elimination of rubber waste products and of used tyres : 

- a dozen or so lines in the report of 120 pages "Rubber Reuse 
and solide waste management", published by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency in 1968 ; 

- three pages out of 18 in the report "Study of the possibiH.ties 
of recuperation of rubbers and tyres" published in France in 1973 
by the Ministry for the Protection of Nature and the Environment. 
These surveys present only the results of USBM-FIRESTONE in the 
U.S.A. and the indications given have become entirely out of date 

- 4 pages out of 125 in "A study of the reclamation and reuse of 
waste tyres", commissioned by the U.K. Department of Industry, 
published in 1976, and already a little more detailed ; 

- 2 pages out of 40 in "An Economic evaluation of technical systems 
for scrap tire recycling" U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
which also seems to know only the work of USBM-FIRESTONE although 
the study is dated December 1975. 

These is, therefore, a gap, at the level of synthesis, which this report 
proposes to try to fill in. 

4.2.3. CLASSIFICATION OF THE PYROLYSIS PROCESSES. 

The parameters susceptible to intervene in a classification of these 
processes are : 

the chemical mecanism of the reactions (catalystic or not, 
dissolution, hydrogenation) 

- the characterization of the products obtained 
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- the type of reactor, and in particular the reaction medium, 
the heat transfer mechanism, pressure 

- the range of reaction temperature ; 

- the dimension of the products accepted as feed. 

It has been decided to leave out the first two, for the mechanism of the 
reactions is often very badly known and the products obtained have properties 
which show very little difference according to the process chosen and which are 
essentially linked to the temperature used. 

On the contrary, the processes existing at different stages of development 
contrast one from another as regards the last three parameters, and these 
parameters play an essential role in the investment and running costs. 

Thus, the cost of crushing a ton of tyres, varies from ~ 15 for a simple 
60 mm shredding apart to about 70 ~ for a reduction to particles of about one 
millimeter. 

A distinction is necessary between the processes working at temperature 
lower than 300° C for the most recent programmes, the processes working between 
450 and 500° c, and the unique experiment of the USBM at 900° c. 

We have also adopted in the order of presentation of the processes, in 
the appendix, and in the recapitulative table below, the following classifi
cation : 

size 

temperature 

_____. 
~type of 

reactor 

~process 

This classification is not a fundamental one and has as a drawback, for 
example not to leave specific room for catalytic hydrogenation. It has, however the 
advantage of bringing out combinations corresponding to an economic reality. 

An entirely separate place (sheet n° 15) has been given to the processes 
permitting the pyrolysis of used tyres mixed with household refuse or industrial 
waste. Indeed, the massive development of these processes is governed by their 
interest as regards the other methods of treating these waste products, such as 
inceneration with heat recovery and the recuperation of raw materials However 

- it would be unreasonable to propose a rubber policy founded on 
the hypothetical development of processes of treatment of household 
waste ; 

- the relative evaluation of the wa¥s of treating household 
refuse is quite outside the scope of the stud¥· 
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Temperature 
Feed size Reactor type Process Sheet n• Per cent specific Specihc 

range oil recovery advantages disadvantages 

externally long retention time 
goo• c ro ~nfluence heated electr~c US&'! I 20 since heat exchan-

furnace ges are inefficien~ 

externally long retent1on timE 
no influence heated electric USBM I 50 since heat exchan-

furnace ges are ineff~cient 

Archimede screw presently availa- relat1.vely low oil 
in oxygen starved HERBOLD 2 37 ble technology yield 

30-40 mm atmosphere 

ceramic halls TOSCO 
3 50(?) 

orig~nal heating complex process 
heat1ng system GOOD YEAR technology 

RBPROX 4 50 feed size 
450-5oo• c 

50-100 mm fluidised bed Hambourg 
University 5 

(T • 740° C) 

large pieces molten salts 
two studies 

6 feed size 
difficult techno-

available logy 

high temperature 
catalytic hydro- high presure 

120 IJIIl genation in oil H. RUBBER 7 60 high oil yield high cost generated 
slurry by hydrogen consump 

tion 

500 ~m catalytic in 
DSR 8 

ve:cy long retention 
oil slurry time 

? oil dissolution 
9 45 low investments research without catalyst H. OIL stage 

less than expected 

3oo• c 
depolymerised 20 

X. 10 (+20 : depo rubber compounds research stage 
merised recovered;

1 
lOW' 

rubber) temperature 

Canpiegne 11 low investments research stage University expecteJ 

WARREN 12 37 SPRING 
not 

classfied FIASH 13 

IRE 14 

Pyrolysis of FIASB 
urban refuse ANDCD-TORPAX 15 mixed with DESTRUGIIS 

tires PYROGAS 

CLASSIFICATION OF PYROLYSIS PROCESSES 
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The nineteen processes which have been encountered during the present 
survey are described by the technical sheets, in appendix, numbered fron 1 to 
15, each sheet containing, wherever possible : 

- the origin and principle of the process, 
- the flowsheet concisely explained, 
- the technical parru~eters:temperature, pressure, residence time, 

reaction medium, size, 
- the products obtained : yield, chemical and physical characteristics, 

market potential, elements of financial evaluation, 
- a synthesis on the interest of the process. 

4.2.4. CONCLUSION ON PYROLYSIS. 

The examination of the characteristics and calculations exposed in the 
descriptive sheets (1 to 14) of the processes permits one to draw conclusions 
in the following fields : 

overall economic evaluation of the pyrolysis of tyres : investments, 
processing costs market and value of the products, financial 
impact ; 

classes of the most promising processes ; 

- factors preventing development and research into means of 
removing them. 

A first conclusion will be made to compare it with the relative conclu
sions of other methods for waste rubber recovery. 

4. 2. 4. 1 • 0 v ~'1.a.U e.c.o nom.i..c. eval.u.a:tio n o 6 :th. e prpw!.y-6 ,U, o 6 :ttpr.u. 

The investment to foresee for a pyrolysis plant is situated in first 
approximation between ~ 500 000 and $ 1 000 000 per ton/hour of capacity. 

The lowest investments correspond to the processes operating at less 
than 300° C with a simple technology using large pieces of tyres. 

The overall cost of processing, calculated by a method set out above, 
is situated between $ 65 and $ 90 per ton of waste treated. 

The products to be commercialized are for all the processes (see 
technical sheets of the processes for additional details) 

- an oil which can without any doubt, be used as a fuel to replace 
fuel-oil, and which would thus have a value higher or equal to 
$ 80 per ton or which could perhaps be consumed by the rubber 
industry as a raw material; its value in this case could reach 
up to ~ 180 per ton ; 

- a carbonaceous residue which is at least the equivalent of 
powdered coal, the value of which, not counting important 
transport costs, is on average, in the range of $ 30 per ton. 
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This residue can eventually be used by the rubber industry as semi
reinforcing charge, but only for manufactured products of law performance (carpets, 
car-bumpers ... etc). Its value is then, less than$ 320 a ton (remi-reinforcing 
charges are sold in France at $ 0.32 to 0.50 per kg). This use however, remains 
hypothetical, no indstry for the time being, having tried it out on a big scale. 

Taking into account the various outputs of the processes, the market 
value is situated : 

- for a use as fuel between $ 30 and $ 50 per ton treated 

- for a recycling in the rubber industry a little below 
$ 200 per ton treated. 

The processes of pyrolysis do not then appear ready to be economically 
sound for a simple production of fuel, at least, as long as the relative price 
of energy has not gave up by 50 - 100 % compared to 1976. Let us note however 
that the process developed by the Warren Spring Laboratory is concerned to 
produce fuel only. The processes of pyrolysis would be on the other hand econo
mically possible with a potential cashflow of about $ 100 per ton treated if a 
stable market were found in the rubber industry for the carbonaceous residue. 

The tendency of present research is the study of pyrolysis at low 
temperature and low pressure. This class of processes espacially when a short 
retention is possible is economically attractive for the investments and running 
cost are lower. On top of this, it seems that the products obtained may be of 
at least as good a quality as those from thermal cracking at about 500° C. 

However, the processes in this class are only, for the moment, at the 
research laboratory stage and their development is as for the existing processes 
at the pre-industrial stageJgoverned by the market for carbonaceous residues. 

We must insist on the importantce of feed size. A process capable of 
treating pieces of 50 mm represents an economy of ~ 50 or more per ton treated 
compared to a technic requiring particles of 500 ~m. A process accepting whole 
tyres would realize an added sawing of~ 15-20 (cf chapter on crushing) • 

.;.. 2. 4. 3. Co~-Um on pyMhJ.6-U : 6a.ctoM. pJte.ven.tJ.J1g the. de.velopne.nt ofi 

p!fM£.y.6-i6 a.nd Jtec.OI?1'YieJ1da.tJ..o n.6 QOJt Jte.6 e.a.Jtc.h pJtogJtam6. 

Pyrolysis produces oil and carbonaceous residues, the properties of 
which are suitable for use as substitutesof fossil fuels. Their sulfur content 
for instance is better than that of most fossil fuels. But these uses are not 
sufficient to justify pyrolysis on an economic point of view. 

Because of its cost, pyrolysis is preferable to incineration with heat 
recovery only if products are valued otherwise than as simple fuels. 

The difficulty of actually recycle the carbonaceous residue, for example 
as a filler in rubber, is thus the main cause of obstruction noted in the 
industrial development of rubber pyrolysis. 

It is now established that these carbonaceous residues are the equivalent 
of semi-reinforcing chargesof very mediocre quality, for they contain uncontrolled 
impurities and too much ashes (see especially sheets 1 and following). Moreover, 
the quality fluctuates if the nature of treated waste varies. In the present state 
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of knowledge they cannont then be used it the tyre industry and it would be 
better to look towards production of diverse rubber goods, some of which can 
have very low specifications (car-bumpers, carpets .•• ); 

So, the recommendation for pyrolysis is to promote research programmes 
in which industrialists, making for example rubber articles of minor quality, 
would try out, on an industrial scale basis, products furnished by one or 
several processes of pyrolysis ready at the present time. Other uses of char 
which would not really be recycling in the rubber industry but which also 
correspond to savings of high value raw materials can also be tested on an 
industrial scale. 

Some research centres, like the University of Berlin (and Fire-
stone in the past) test the possibility of treating pyrolysis char to make 
activated carbon. We have not collected points of judgment on this subject, 
but it is certain that at the outset, pyrolysis carbon black is very different 
from activated carbon. 

It is also possible, but much less urgent to encourage the study at the 
pilot stage, of processes of pyrolysis at low temperatures (250 - 300° C) and 
short retention times. 



4.2.5. SHEETS 1 TO 15 
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SHEET n° 1 

USBM - FIRES'roNE 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRIOCIPLE OF '!HE PRCX:ESS 

Atthe end of the sixties, the FI~ESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY 
of AKRON (OHIO,USA) entered into a cooperative agreement with the US 
BUREAU OF MINES to determine the feasibility of destructive distillation 
(carbonization) of used tires. The pyrolysis experiments have been carried 
out at the BUREAU OF MINES Coal Carbonization Group at Pittsburg, on rubber 
samples provided by the FIRESTONE Company, and the recovered products have 
been tested by the FIRESTONE Company in AKRON. In a further step of develop
ment, FIRESTONE operated the process on a continuous basis. 

The whole program can be considered as the first thorough inves
tigation in the field of rubber pyrolysis operation and products evaluation. 

The principle of the process is very simple : tires are introduced 
in an electric furnace in which temperature is kept constant, in the range 
of 500 to 900° C. The atmosphere quickly becomes reducing and tires are 
converted into a solid char residue, a mixture of heavy and light hydrocar
bon oils and hydrocarbon gas. No mention is made of a steel scrap residue 
since the converted tires were not of the steel - radial - type. 

2 - ~TIC DRAWIN:i OF '!HE APPARATUS 

I Electnc turnace 
t Retort 
J Tar trap 
' Tubular condenser 
s Elocwstotoc procoPlt•tor 
I Electrostattc prectpttator 
1 Ammoma scrubber 

Steam 

1 Hydroge,..sulhde scrubber 
g Hydrogen-sulr•de scrubber 

10 Tubular condenser 
11 ll&ht oil scrubber 
11 llght-otl scrubber 
JJ Urge wet-test meter 
" Oryon& tube 

U ltght-otl condenser 
16 Small wet-test meter 
11 Gas sample holder 
11 Tw'" oil pump 
If Actd pump 
to Causttc pump 

H2 SO, N10H 

Ool Ool 

11 11 
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The pilot plant used by the USBM had a complete product recovery 
train and provided sufficient solid, gaseous and liquid products for analysis 
and evaluation. 

The drawing and the following explanation have been extracted from 
USSM report of investigation no 7302 : 

•The electric furnace (1) is 26 inches in internal diameter 
and 48 inches deep. A cast refractory block, 18 inches in diameter 
and 11-1/2 inches high, is located at the bottom-center of the furnace 
to support the retort. The furnace is heated electrically by nickel-
chromium resistors, evenly spaced in the furnace wall. The retort (2) 
is constructed of 16-gage mild steel in the wall and 10 gage steel in 
the top and bottom. It is 26 inches high and 18 inches in diameter. The 
effluent gases and vapors pass from the retort through a 2-inch-diameter 
pipe, located at the top-center, and enter an air cooled trap (3), where 
the heavier oils are collected. The gas andvapors then pass trought a 
water-cooled tubular condenser (4), where they are cooled to room temperature 
and additional heavy oil is collected. The last traces of the heavy oil mist 
are removed by one of the alternate electrostatic precipitators (5 and 6). 
The gas then passes successively through packed scrubbers, where ammonia is 
removed with sulfuric acid (7), and carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide with 
caustic soda (8 and 9). In these series of tests, the refrigerated water 
condenser (10) and the oil scrubbers (11 and 12) were bypassed and the gases 
passed directly to the large (13) and small (16) meters, which are geared 
together so that sampling of the gas is continuous and automatic. Dependent 
on the carbonizing temperature, the gear ratios are set so that 99 percent 
of the gas is flared and 1 percent passes through an ice-water cooled condenser 
(14) and a condenser immersed inacetone and solid carbon dioxide (15) to remove 
the light oil. The quantity of light oil recovered, which is from only that 
portion of the gas that passes through the smal.l meter, is calculated of a 
total gas yield basis. The gases then pass through the small meter (16) to the 
gasholder (17). Steam, which is shown connected atop condenser (14), is used 
to remove heavy oil from the air-cooled condenser (3), water-cooled condenser 
(14), and piping at the conclusion of the test." 

- OPERATING PARAMETERS 

The effect of various parameters have successively been tested by the USBM 

. Kind of tires : passenger cars and truck tires, styrene-butadiene 
emulsion copolymer . 

. Feed size : shredded tires with or without beads, 7 cm pieces, 35 mesh and 
20 mesh samples . 

. temperature : from 500 to 900 o C. 

In all tests the pressure was about 150 kg/cm2 and the useful retention time 
was of 8 to 12 hours. 
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The only parameter which appeared to have a significant effect on 
yields and caracteristics of the recovered products is temperature. Feed 
size or presence of fabric had very few implications. 

4 - REOJVERED PK>IX.Cl'S : YJ:E[D AND CARACIERISTICS 

The yields and main analytical caracteristics of the products obtained 
during batch tests are summarized in the following tables : 

. yield of Eroducts for 1 ton of porolysed tires : 

operating solid hydrocarbon oil 
temperature cha heavy light gas 

500 °C 400 kg 479 1 46 1 42 m::s 

900 °C 550 kg 145 l 67 1 336 m3 

It is possible to choose any intermediate yield for any product by 
selection of an adequate temperature during the test. Lowering the temperature 
increases liquid production. 

• main analytical caracteristics of the products : 

Solid char 

operating Ash content c s Heating Value Specific 
temperature (percent) per cent per cent kcal/kg m2 I g 

500 ° c 10 - 15 80 - 85 2 - 3 7500 25 _so 

900 ° c 7 - 8 90 1.7 - 1.9 7500 20 - 30 
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Gas 

Operating Heating value C02 temperature kcal/m3 
per cent 

500 ° c 7000 - 8000 9 - 20 

900 ° c 6300 < 2 

Heavy Oil 

Operating Specific Paraffins and Aromatics 
Tempera tu re Gravity Naphtalones 

(per cent) 
( per cent) 

500 ° c 0.93 30 50 

900 ° c 1 2 - 5 80 

During continous tests operated by FIRESTONE, the yield of 
char was between 30 per cent and 40 per cent, compared to 40 per cent 
to 50 per cent in batch operation. 

FIRESTONE has explored the market value of these products. 

Obviously char which is primarily elemental carbon, is at least 
equivallent to powdered coal with a good heating value. More over, the 
chemical and physical properties of ground char have been compared with 
GPF carbon black, a semi-reinforcing agent for rubber, produced from crude 
oil. A significant difference between GPF black and char black is ash 
content : about 10 weight per cent for char compared toless than 0,75 per 
cent. 

Vulcanizates have been prepared with commercial GPF black and an 
experimental ground char black, and the properties of both have been 
compared. 
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A summary of the results of this comparison can be found in the 
following table : 

Properties Char black data compared 
with GPF black data 

- modulus < {Slightly insufficient) 
- tensile strength < 

- scortch time = {no difference) 
- cure rate = 
- hot stress-strach < 

behaviour 
- aged stress strain = 

behaviour 
- steel tall rebond = 
- extrusion properties = 

Char black has not as good reinforcing properties as GPF black 
and vulcanizates especially have not as good elastic properties. The 
type of rubber fed to the pyrolysis does not have an effect on the 
quality of char : tread rubber allows the production of better black. 

As a conclusion, char black might be used as a semi reinforcing 
agent, but only in ordinary performances products such as carpets, car 
bumpers ..• etc. 

Another potencial use of char black explored by FIRESTONE is the 
preparation ofactivated carbon by a 980° C steam treatment. Such a trea
ment is indeed possible and the activated black might be used for water 
purification. 

Oil properties have also been investigated. Oil can be considered 
as an easily stockable and transportable fuel but better economics would 
be reached if a chemical use was possible. Probably, it could be used 
under certain conditions as a chemical for rubber compounds. FIRESTONE 
encouraged by the presence of resin precursors as phenols, indenes and 
alkylated styrenes, has also tried to prepare an hydro carbon resin from 
this oil. Many difficulties remained unsolved. 

5 - ECCNGITC ASSESMENT 

It has not been possible to collect sufficient data to make a 
complete economic calculation on the process. An order of magnitude of the 
potencial market value of the products can be attempted : 
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minimum value maximum value minimum value maximum value heating 
$ 1977 /ton of $ 1977/ton of $/ton of tire $/ton of tire value kcal/kg 

Product of tire 
product product 500°C 900°C soooc 900°C soooc 900°C 

• •• OH 80 180 39 15.2 88 34.2 4880 1900 
(10 OOOkcal/~ 

supposed) 

Char 3o••• 3oo•••• 12 16.4 120 164 3000 4125 
( 7500 kca 1 /k~ 

total 51 31.6 208 198.2 7880 

• slightly inferior to ordinary fuel oil price in France 

•• special oil for rubber industry in France 

••• powdered coal it should practically strongly depend of the 
geographical localisation 

6025 

•••• co11111ercial semi reinforcing blacks are 0.32 to 0.50 $/kg in France 

The finantial value of the products is 10 to 20 $ higher when 
pyrolysis is operated at 500 °C and then less energy is needed. But as 
the yield of gas decreases with temperature, the energy balance is not 
obvious and no data have been published by USBM and FIRESTONE on this 
topic. 

This is a very wide range of unknown factors, especially on char 
value, related to the above-mentionned technical baniers. These is a low 
probability that char can used by the rubber i;ndustry since its quality 
is too low and might not be constant if the tires are of uncertain 
origin. 

Collected information does not allow us to calculate investment 
and operating costs, but with a retention time of 8 to 12 hours~ pressures 
about 150 kg/cm2 and temperatures of 500 o C and more, one can easily 
guess that investment cost would be rather high compared with other 
pyrolysis processes (a one ton per hour plant should include a 25 m3 
reactor, assuming that heat transfer should remain fast enought). 
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6 - GENERAL E.VAWATIOO OF '!HE P:RXESS 

The USBM - FIRESTONE experimentation has been the starting point 
of tens of studies all over the world. It allreaqy gave a lot of details 
about the three kinds of products which can be recovered and their possible 
use. It has shown that a very important parameter is to find a market for 
char black, and that such a market might perhaps exist in the rubber in-
dustry, but only for ordinary performance goods and with a modification of black 
black specifications. 

However, all research has now been stopped on this process and no 
industrial plant will be built, the main reason being the combinaison of 
high temperature, high pressure and high retention time which lead to 
high investment costs. 
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HEROOID 

1 - ORIGINE AND PRIOCIPLE OF '!HE PR:X!ESS 

This process has been developped in the Federal Republic of 
GERMANY by HERBOLD-PYROLYSE GmbH, with the help of government organisations. 
A small pilot plant, which has been visited, is already operating in 
MECKESHEIM, near HEIDELBERG, and HERBOLD-PYROLYSE GmbH states to be ready 
to build an industrial plant. 

The fundamentals are the same as USBM-FIRESTONE's process, that is 
thermal cracking, in an oxygen free atmosphere, of rubber wasts pieces, 
without any catalyst. The main caracteristic of the process is that a 
fast and homogeneous heat transfer is achieved through in an externally 
heated kiln having a small diameter (two tens centimeters), in which the 
products are transported and mixed by an Archimede's scPew. Such a tech
nology is well adapted to small units as european rubber processors may 
need, to eliminate their own production of waste. 

This process can perfectly treat tires, but can also be applied 
to plastics, painting residues ... 

2- FI.a'l SHEET AND APPARA'IUS 

Rubber pieces are fed into the kiln through a gate. They are then 
transported and mixed by the Archimede's screw which is driven by an electric 
motor, the speed of which is automatically regulated according to the 
temperature of the kiln. The walls of the kiln are made of graphite and 
have a one year long life. 

Black carbon is extracted by another screw and is then discharged 
in a container. Other solid carbJn particles are removed from the hot 
gases in a cyclone. The hot gases are thereafter condensed (cooling can 
be provided by air, water, or even liquid nitrogen). Hydrocarbon oil is 
pumped from the bottom of the column, filtered and tank stocked. Non conden
sable gas is burned to fuel the operation and if it is too abundant, it is 
air burned as waste, since only 1000 kcal are needed to process 1 kg of 
rubber. 
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3 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- According to M. HERBOLD, the optimum temperature is approx. 430 - 450°C 

- The internal pressure is about 0.97 atm, which corresponds to a slight 
underpres sure. 

- A good size for rubber waste pieces is 30 - 40 mm. Such a preparation 
is needed so that the temperature be homogeneous in the rubber mass. 
The process includes a shedder. 

- Retention time is about 15 to 20 min. 

4 - RECOVERED PRODUCTS 

For one processed ton, one may account for 

0.35 - 0.40 ton of hydrocarbon oil (cold water condensation) 
0.45 - 0.50 ton of char black 
0.05 ton of steel scrap 

Detailed information about obtained products caracteristics are 
avaible but only the main data related to char black and hydrocarbon oil have 
been summarized here 

Char black 

ignition lost 88.7 % 
c 79.8 % 
Fe2o3 2.5 % 
CaO 2.6 % 
M gO 1.8 % 
ZnO 2.0 % 
s 1.7% 
H20 3.4 % 
Heating value 8 500 kcal/kg 

H~drocarbon fuel oil 

Start of distillation 135 ° 
5 % 160° 
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10 % 180 ° 
15 % 200 ° 
21 % 220 ° 
26 ° 240 ° 
31 % 260 ° 
36 % 280 ° 
41 % 300 ° 
50 % 320 ° 
49 % 340 ° 
69 % 360 ° 

87 % 380 ° 
95 % 395 ° 
end of distillation 400 ° 
specific gravity 0.94045 

burning point 39 ° c 
vi.scosity 2.5 o Engler 
s 1.12 % 
Cl 0.07 % 
heating value 9 500 kcal/kg 

5 - FINANTIAL EVALUATION 

Since HERBOLD PYROLYSIS GmbH is trying to market the process, all usefull 
data to draw up a finantial balance have been easily obtained. 

Let us first examine the processing cost for a 24 tons per day plant, 
using the previously defined methodology : 
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shredding to pyrolysis products TOTAL 40 mm recovery 

Investment 400 000 $ 400 000 t 180 000 t 980 000 t 

man x hour/processed tn 3 

Labour 
f I processed ton 18 $ 

kWh I processed ton 100 20 120 
Electric 

power $ I processed ton 4 $ 0.8 $ 4.8 $ 

Miscellaneous (including building 10 $ 10 $ 8 $ 28 $ and maintenance) 

fOTAL = 
5 

~ 

Investment about about about 
+ ooerating cost 

x year capacity 29 $ 25.8 t 17 $ 

M. HERBOLD has plenty of ideas to use char black, such as : 
- a semi-reinforcing black in the rubber industry 

72 $ 

- as activated carbon after a special treatment which can be 
a steam treatment 

- a water depolluting agent 
- a b 1 ack charge for shoe shine 
- a colouring agent for black ink 

In some of this theoPiaal potential uses, the market value might 
reach 500 $ I ton. 

The hydrocarbon oil, the properties of which are similar to USBM -
FIRESTONE and other similar process, should, according to M. HERBOLD, be used 
as a naphta oil for rubber processing (sulphur should then be quite convenient) 
with a market value of aprox. 160 $ I ton. 

Steel scrap price evaluation is not easy for we have not been able to 
get any sample. According to M. HERBOLD, it should be around 50 $ I ton, but 
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according to our own experience of this cyclic market, an average price of 
22 $ I ton should be more realistic. 

yield per Price per ton of product Price per processed ton of 
Product processed ton tires 

of tires ·* 
(average) mini max1 mini maxi 

$ •• • 14 $ 235 $ Char 0.47 t 30 500 $ 

$ ••• • 29.6 $ 59.2 $ Oi 1 0.37 t 80 160 $ 

•••• • Steel scrap 0.05 t 22 $ 50 $ 1 $ 2.6 $ 

TOTAL 44.6 $ 296.8 $ 

* According to M. HERBOLD 
** Powdered coal : it should in pratice strongly depend on the 

geographical localisation 
***Slightly inferior to ordinary fuel oil price in France 

*** * Our own estimate, as explained above. 

The obvious conclusion is that the process has an actual finantial 
value only if any use other than poundered coal equivallent, can be found for 
char black. 

6 - GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS 

As it has been seen when visiting the pilot plant, the process is 
presently operationnal, even if it still seems to need industrial experience. It 
is perfectly well adapted for small-scale applications of pyrolysis. 

The problem remains exactly the same as for other process of similar 
type : the finantial balance can be positive only if char black is sold as a 
substituent for black carbon, and this may be difficult to achieve. 
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SHEET no 3 

TOSCO - GOOD YEAR 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

This process had first been developed by the OIL SHALE CORPORATION 
{TOSCO) as a shale-oil extraction process. 

Run of mine shale is first ground then pre-heated in a fluid-bed 
by hot gases, and mixed thoroughly with hot 20 mm diameter ceramic balls 
in a rotating drum. The heat realized by balls is sufficient to realise thermal 
cracking of shales in an oxygen free atmosphere. When the mixture is discharged 
from the drum, warm balls are easily separated in a trammel, and heated again 
by combustion off-gases TOSCO built a 25 ton/day pilot plant. 

THE GOOD YEAR TIRE AND RUBBER COMPAGNY and TOSCO formed an association tl 
apply this technology to tyre pyrolysis. Good Year planned to produce carbon 
char and hydrocarbon oil of suitable quality for replacement of oil-based carbon 
and oil in part of its own products. 

These principles does not differ from the USBM - FIRESTONE process 
but the interest of the process is an original technology to enserre quick heat 
transfer to rubber pieces. 

2 - FLOWSHEET 

3 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- The process requires a feed preparation involving bead remoral and 
shredding to about 3 cm. 

- Rubber temperature is. raind to approximatily 480 o C, when it is 
vaporized, condensed and the oils recovered. 

- Ceramic balls have to be heated at about 540 o C. 

4 - RECOVERED PRODUCTS 

are 
For one ton of rubber waste, the yields published in litterature 

320 kg of char black 
595 1 of hydrocarbon oil 
20 kg of steel scrap 

The oil yelds is clins higher that in the USBri-FIRESTONE process and char 
yield lower. This is correlatedto a slightly lower pyrolysis temperature. 
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But in their answer to our survey, the GOOD YEAR TIRE AND RUBBER 
COMPAGNY indicates for one ton of processed rubber waste 

0.25 t of oil 
0.14 t of carbon black 
0.02 t of steel 

No information has been released on the properties of the products 
but it is most unlikely that they differ significantly from USBM•s. 

The aim of GOOD YEAR was to reuse the products for tire manufacturing, 
and as they decided very quicly after the first experiments to build a 3600 tons 
per year pilot unit (now operating), it can be ~ssumed that it is quite possible 
to incorporate char black in some GOOD YEAR rubber manufactured goods. 

Gases generated by the process are recirculated and burned to fuel 
the operation. 

5- ECONOMIC EVALUATION 

GOOD YEAR is presently studying a 220 000 tons per year plant and has 
indicated that there is a cost banier, related to the location of the plant and 
the tire collection centers. 

It can then be assumed that the out-put value is very slightly higher 
than the processing cost. 

No concordant figures have been published about the economics of the 
process, but the order of magnitude is : 

- investment : 18 000 000 $ 1976 for a lOO 000 t per year plant 
operating cost : 50 $ 1976 I ton 

These figures seem to include shredding 

According to the methodology that has been used in this report, the 
processing cost would be 

18 000 000 $ + 50 $ = 86 $ 1 processed ton. 
100 000 X 5 

A market value of the products can be presented 
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value Value yield per processed 
rubber waste ton $ /ton of product- $/ton of processed 

Product 
A B c D 

published indicated 
in the mini maxi B X C 

enquiry 

Gas burned to fuel 
the operation 

Oil 0.55 t 0.25 t 80. 180 •• 20 

Char 0.32 t 0.14 t 3o*** Joo•••• 4.2 

Steel 0.02 t 0.02 t 22····· ...... 
50 0.4 

Total 25 

• slightly inferior to ordinary fuel price in France 
• • oi 1 for rubber manufacture 

•••powdered coal (dependent of plant localisation) 
•••• semi reinforcing charges one 0.32 to 0.50 ·$/kg 

••••• our own average evaluation 
••••••GOOD YEAR 1 s evaluation 

waste 

B X D 

50 

42 

0.9 

92 

rubber 

A x D 

99 

96 

0.9 

195 

According to the fact that GOOD YEAR is looking at recycling of products 
in the-tire industry and that the economic balance seems very tight it can be 
considered that the potential value of these products is quite inferior to the 
11 theorical 11 maximum- e-g. char black has very bad semi-reinforcing properties and 
its use is quite limitated - and that the yields are probably extremely low. 

6- GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS 

The GOOD YEAR experience has shown that direct recycling of pyrolysis 
products in the tire industry is not unrealistic, but there is a strong presumption 
that the value of the products is still then rather poor. 

The technology used to bring heat simultanneously in all parts of the 
reactor is very good, but the economic balance still remains difficult to equili
brate. 
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SHEET n° 4 

REPROX 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

The REPROX process has been developed by JGC CORPORATION (ex JAPAN 
GASOLINE CORPORATION) and NIPPON ZEON Co in cooperation with the Japanese 
Government Industrial Laboratory. 

It is a thermal cracking process which operates 1n a fluidized bed. 
This kind of reactor provides the best performance in terms of temperature 
contra~ heat transfer, solid/gas reactivity and stability. 

The fragments are fed on an airborne fluidized medium such as char 
heated up to the cracking temperature. When the temperature of the rubber 
pieces raises, they become extremely crumbly, losing elasticity and in the 
reactor this property is used since tire fragments are crumbled into granules. 
Further thermal cracking is then very fast. 

Heat is provided by partial combustion of tire pieces and the thermal 
efficiency is high. 

2 - OPERATING PARAMETERS AND FLOWSHEET 

- The process can be fed with 5 - 10 cm fragments. Such pieces 
are told by JGC Corp. engineers, to be cracked in less than one 
minute. Bead wires do not have to be removed. 

- reactor size : A 80 - lOO cm diameter cracker enables the treatment 
of 140 scrapped passenger can tires per hour to be carried out. 
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3 - POODUCTS 

The produced values are of course of the same type as with other 
thermal cracking process. 

get : 
According to released data, from one ton of tire scrap, one can 

0.5 t of oil, 1.0 to 1.3 weight% of sulphur 
0.1 t of gas 0.5 to 0.6 volum per cent of sulphur 
0.3 t of char 2.0 to 2.5 weight per cent of sulphur 
0.1 t of wire. 

Such a balance is quite approximate since the amount of products 
directly consumed in the process do not appear. 

- Off-gases are actually burned (after dusulfurization if needed by 
environw.ental constraints) 

- Oil is considered as commercial fuel oil 
- Research on reuse of recovered carbon is being continued : this 

is the last, but extremly important, point jet to be completed. 
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4 - OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE P.ROCESS 

No financial data has been given. The only comment that can be 
made is that this process has interesting advantages : 

- relatively large pieces can be directly feed, and so preparation 
cost should be low {complete preparation by a rotary shearing 
cutter is included in the proposed commercial plant) 

- heat transfer is homogenous and quick. 

However, as for other pyrolysis processes, it is obvious that 
actually high value use has not yet been found for recovered carbon. 
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SHEET n° 5 

HAMBURG UNIVERSITY 

fluidized bed pyrolysis process 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

This process has actually been developped for thermoplastics pyrolysis, 
but rubber scrap pyrolysis has also been tested. 

Stable fuidization is obtained with the help of 0.1 - 3 mm diameter 
quartz sand in the bed. The fluidizing medium is preheated pyrolysis gas and heat 
is provided by radiating pipes in which either propane or pyrolysis gas can 
be burned. 

A small pilot apparatus has been built with the help of the government 
of the Federal Republic of Germany and the german plastics manufacturing industries, 
in order to carry out a research program. The present capacity of the plant is 
about 10 - 20 kg per hour and the reator contains lOO kg of sand. 

2 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- Tested temperatures are around 740° C 
- Rubber (or plastic} scrap has to be crumbed to 10 - 25 mm, but in 

some publications, sizes are mentionned as a potential development. 

3 - DRAWING OF THE FLOWSHEET 

Processing of plastiCS scrap m flu1d1zed bed 
1 Plastics feeder hooper; 2 Screw conveyor; 
3 Downp1pe with cooling jacket; 4 Fluidized-bed 
reactor. 5 Electric heat1ng, 6 Temperature measure
ment; 7 Cooler; 8 ElectrostatiC prec1p1tator; 
9 lntens1ve cooler. 10 CydonP., 11 Gas sampler; 
12 G11s meter; 13 Throttle; 14 Compressor; 
15 Rotameter; 16 Cyclone 
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4 - OBTAINED PRODUCTS 

In the answer to survey the following data was included 

product yield per potential processed 
ton use 

carbon 400 kg rubber in-
dustry 

filler 50 kg ZnO recover) 
oil 225 kg aromatics 

recovery 
steel lOO kg steel 

gas 225 kg 

No further information on the properties of thesa prod~cts was provided 
but it seems that the above indicated potential use are opt1m1st1c. 
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SHEET n° 6 

PYROLYSIS IN MOLTEN SALTS 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESSES 

Using molten salts as a heating medium for tire pyrolysis is an 
attractive idea since it solves one of the main technical difficulty of high tem
perature thermal cracking : the bath has a good thermal conductivity and provides 
quick and homogeneous heat transfer to rubber pieces. There is then no thermal 
barrier to the direct treatment of whole tires. Moreover the heat exchanges can 
be speeded up by mechanical or nitrogen agitation. So, the retention time can be 
short and the molten salt stays clear and colourless so that it can be relatively 
easily recycled several times. 

Two research program have been mentioned on this topic : 
-Or LARSEN and his team of the University of Tennesse {U.S.A.) has carried out 

some batch experiments of pyrolysis at 500°C in a Licl-Kcl mixture and in molten 
ZnC1 2 • Following table summarizes the yield of oil, gas and solid residue: 

Salt Temp., oc Oil Residue, Gas 
wt% wt%{ 1 ) wt% (2) 

ZnC1 2 500 43 45 12 

LiCl-KCl (3) 500 47 43 

none >450 45 38 17 

none 500 45,2 42 9,2 

{ 1) Carbon black containing ~ 8% ZnO and Si02 
(2) By difference 
{ 3) 40 mol %. 

Carbon black quality is told to be very dependent of the time of 
contact with salt. 

The process may or may not be catalytic. Or LARSEN has sent us 
a very tentative flow sheet and his bench scale flow experiment lay out, which are 
printed on next two pages. 
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-Or PERKOW and Or SINN in the University of HAMBURG (Federal Republic of Germany) 
have carried out experiments, mainly on plastics but also on rubber with the 

apparatus described on the following drawing : 

Apparatus for recycling of plastic. rn molten 
sa;t. 
~ PlastiC feed hopper; 2 Screw conveyor; 3 Downpipe 
wi~h coo:ins jacket; 4 Thermostat; 5 Reactor flask 
111oith stirrrng mechanism, 6 Temperature measurement 
and regulation with electric heating; 7 Rotameter w1th 
differential preuure regulator; 8 Cooler; 9 Electro
static preclpitator; 10 IntenSive cooler; 11 Gas sampler; 
12 Control manometer with throttle and magnet 
valve; 13 Evacuated gas umple holder; 14 Manometer 

For both processes, a major problem so far has been the deve
lopment of a technology to separate the solid residues from the molten salt. 

According to Or PERKOW the energy consumption is relatively 
good, but severe corrosion problems would have to be solved. 

2 - OVERALL EVALUATION 

This class of process is actually included in the simple ther
mal cracking process group since it concerns the same range of temperature and the 
same kind of products at a similar yield. 

Presently available information is not sufficient to draw an 
economic balance of the processes. It can only be noticed that all research pro
grams have now been stopped. 
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H. RUBBER 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

This process is the result of an investigation by ~drocarbon 
Research Inc. of the use of catalytic hydrogenation as a mean of producing 
recyclable carbon black and other useful products. 

Rubber, ground to approx 120 llm is slurried with oil made in the 
processing operation and fed to a continuous three-phase (hydrogen containing gas 
- liquid- solids fluidized) bed reactor containing a catalyst suitable for desulfuri
zation and hydroconversion such ascobalt molybdate on alumina. 

Although the precise mechanism is not known, it appears that the rubber 
first depolymerises partly in theslurryoil when it enters the reactor, then under .. 
goes a hydrogenative cracking action to form naphta-range boiling components. 

The catalyst acts both to desulfurize these products that are in the liquid 
phase in the reactor and to hydrogenate the hydrocracked heavy oils which prevent 
the formation of carbon deposits in the reactor. 
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3 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- As previously mentionned, rubber products have to be ground to 
approx 120 ~m (100- 500 ~m) and cleaned of any metallic component 

- The gas contains over 60 per cent hydrogen 

- The temperature in the reaction zone reaches 450° C 

- Pressure is beetwen 35 and 200 kg/cm2, the optimum being 70 kg/cm2 
The gas rate must be sufficient to maintain the particulate material 
suspension in the liquid in the reaction zone. The space velocity 
of the slurry (1200 kg/h/m3) is such that any inconverted inorganic 
compounders of small particle size are carried over while the rubber 
particles are converted to lower molecular weight liquid hydrocarbons 

- A good catalyst size is 0.8 mm. 

4 - OUT PUT PRODUCTS 

According to the fact that part oil is recirculated in the process, 
the net out put for one ton of rubber waste is around 

- 0.61 t of low sulfur (0.1 per cent) and highly aromatic oil. 

- 0.03 t of fuel gas (including 0.018 t of H2S) 

- 0.37 t of carbon and inorganic compounds 

There is a presumption that oil is of a better quality that with simple 
thermal cracking process, for it contain less sulfur. 

The carbon product, with a specific area of 100 m2/g and 15 % ash content 
is not obviously of better quality that in the USBM process. 

No mention is made of steel scrap, but if any (as for instance when 
processing average european tires) it should be extracted after grinding and 
should probably not be of great value (submillimetric sizes, high impurities 
content) 

5 - ECONOMICS 

1973 figures related to an hypotetic 270 000 ton per year plant have 
been published by HYDROCARBON RESEARCH INC. It has been attempted to actualise 
them according to previously defined methodology 

- processing cost. 

Investment 10 000 000 $ 1973 30 000 000 $ 1977 
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Running cost per 1977 processed ton . . 

Hydrogen 180 m3 0.14 $ /m 3 25.2 $ 

Labour 0.12 h 6 $/h o. 72 $ 

Miscellaneous 50 $ 
(including energy, 

replacement) 

76 $ 

So, approximate processing cost should be : 

30 000 000 + 76 $ = 22 $ + 76 $ = 98 $-This cost seem unrealistic according 
5 x 270 000 to the very small size of rubber feed. 

_ output value 

One can set a table in the same way that for simple thermal 
cracking processes. Of course this table should be modified for application 
to steel containing european tires. 

Value 

product yield fm $ per tonne of ~ per processed 
one tonne product tonne 
processed minimum maximum minimum maximum 

• 300. carbon 0.37 t 30 11 111 

oil 0.61 t lOO • 180* 61 110 

total 72 220 

• See for instance USBM-FIRESTONF {Sheet no 1) 

•• Slightly higher than for simple thermal cracking processes for 
the sulfur content is lower. 
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As for simple thermal cracking processes, the economics are closely 
related to carbon black price. 

6 - OVERALL EVAWATION OF '!HE PRXESS 

Catalytic hydrogenation generates higher yields of carbon and oil 
product ( and oil product is of better quality) than simple thermal cracking. 

However, the economics remain closely related to the carbon residue 
price. 

The investment are high because of relativly high temperature, high 
pressure, and catalyst. 

The operating cost is also high, partly because of hvdroQen con$um~tion. 
Both are probably highen than annonced since very smal 1 sized feed ls requ1re~. 

The fact that Hydro carbon Research Inc. has stopped working on this 
process shows as an evidence that market price of char black is far from the 
theorical maximum indicated above. 

Hydrocarbon Research Inc. is actually studying and trying to developp 
another kind of process, the "H - Oil' process which will be discussed in another 
sheet. 
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SHEET n° 8 

FIRESTONE DSR 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

D.S.R. stands for Depolymerised scrap rubber-Tires are heated in 
an aromatic oil which is both usefull for heat transfer, for rubber dissolution 
and as a chemical intermediate for chains transfer pentachlortiophenol 
used as a catalyst. The aim is to get black carbon in an oil suspension and 
to use the whole suspension as an ingredient to make new rubber compounds. 

2 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- particle size : - 35 mesh 
- temperature 250 - 275 o C 
- rentention time : 12 to 24 hours 

3 - OBTAINED PRODUCTS 
I 

The DSR suspension is unfortunatly not of good enought quality to be 
used in the rubber industry. The resulting vulcanisates would have bad performances. 
Various other applications have been proposed but they correspond to lower value 
recovery. 

4 - OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS 

The value of the products is not higher than for simple thermal cracking 
processes and the required size reduction and the long retention time are heavy 
disadvantages. 
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SHEET n° 9 

H OIL 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

This technology has been studied by HYDROCARBON RESEARCH INC since 
1975 and is considered as an improvement on the H - rubber process. It is still 
at the research stage. 

The aim remains the recovery of high quality black carbon and liquid 
fuel. 

The following data have been given by H. R. Inc to M. GELUS of the 
University of Compiegne in 1975 but H. R. Inc have given the information their 
research program that they have stopped. 

The process would include the following step : 

- grinding 
- oil slurrying and dissolution 
- dep.o lymeri zat ion 

- black carbon recovery (and purification ?) 

2 - OPERATING PARAMETERS 

- temperature 200 o C 
- pressure 3 bars 
- no catalyst, no hydrogen needed 

3 - OBTAINED PRODUCTS 

Per metric tonne of processed scrap tire, the yield should be 

0.34 t of black carbon 
0.49 m3 of fuel oil 

4 - FINANCIAL BALANCE 

An hypothesis has been proposed for the figures related to a 180 ton 
a day plant : 

investments 3.5 x 106 $ (1975) 

operating cost 55 $/t (1975) 
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According to the methodology, the roughly calculated processing cost would 
be 

3.5 x 106 + 55 = 66 $/ processed ton (1975) 
180 X 350 X 5 
Of course, as long as the process is not commercially available we should be 

suspicious about these estimated figures, but it is not surprising that investment are 
rather low since the technology involus low temperature and low pressure apparatus. 

To calculate the market value of the recovered products are has to use 
the same figures as for other processes : 

yield per value ~/ton product value $/processed ton 
processed ton 
of rubber Mini Maxi Mini Maxi wast 

Oil 0.45 t 80. 180 • 36 81 

Black 0.34 t 30. 300. 10 102 

TOTAL 46 183 

• See USBM - FIRESTONE process {Sheet n°1) 

So, even with low investment, the financial value of the process remains 
uncertain until a high market value has been found for carbon char. This is probably 
why all research has been stopped now. 
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SHEET n° 10 

X. 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

x. has started in 1976 a 4 year research program, the aim of 
which being the definition of an industrial process for partial depolimerization 
of vulcanised rubber. 

This company has been kind enought to provide some details about its 
research program : 

Depolimerization occurs when heating rubber waste for about one hour 
at 200 o C. Depolimerized rubber can be recovered from the vulcanizate by solvent 
extraction. The blend of non-depolimerized rubber, carbon black and other jnextrac
table components of the original compound can be pyrolised in order to recover 
the necessary energy for carrying out previous steps. 

2 - OBTAINED PRODUCTS 

The approximate following materials balance can be draw per tonne 
of processed tires waste : 

- depolimerized rubber = 200 kg 
- carbon black = 200 kg 
- pyrolysis oil and gas = 200 kg 
- iron scrap = lOO kg 
- energy consumed = 100 kg 

in processing 
- final waste = 200 kg 

At the present stage of the work, it can only be stated that the 
recovered rubber can easily be compounded with raw and vulcanized rubber. 

3 - EVALUATION 

It is too early to set a judgement on this class of process we 
can just notice that it seems more attractive than high temperature pyrolysis 
since it is possible to obtained depolimerized rubber having a rather high 
value and since industrial energy requirements might be low. 
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SHEET n° 11 

UNIVERSITY OF COMPIEGNE (FRANCE) 

This process is still at a research stage. The research program 
has been financed by the french 11 Ministere de la Qualite de la Vie 11 and has been 
carried out by the Chemical Engeneery Department of the University of Compiegne. 

The technology under study is low temperature (less than 300°C). 
low pressure. short retention time and pyrolysis is conducted in oil. We have not 
been allowed to mention further details since the project is at a critical stage 
of development. We can however tell that this way is of high interest for it 
might lead to low energy consumption and low investments plants compared to 500°C 
pyrolysis. 

According to M. GELUS. who manages the research program. the 
products are similar. or of better performances than those obtained by previously 
described technologies. 
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SHEET n° 12 

WARREN SPRING LABORATORY 

1 - ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS 

This process results from a project which has been under investigation 
in the pilot scale since early 1975, at Warren Spring Laboratory and on behalf of 
Batche1or Robinson Metals and Chemical Ltd. 

Limited information is available since the investigati~n will be complete 
in September 1977 and Batchelor Robinson Metals ans Chemicals Ltd whishes to be in 
the best position to make a commitment in 1978 to a full scale tyre pyrolysis plant 
in the United Kingdom. 

The process consists of destructive distillation of tyres in an oxygen 
starved atmosphere and as expected produces an oil, a carbonaceous char and steel. 

Presently, test periods of 1500 tonnes are performed to define the 
operating parameters and provide design data for a 50 000 tonne per yeartire 
pyrolysis plant. 

Technical feasibility has already been demonstrated. 

2 - OBTAINED PRODUCTS 

The average expected production is the following 

oil 370 kg per metric ton of rubber waste 
char 300 
steel 140 

Oil is planned to be used as a replacement product for Heavy Fuel Oil 
and char for coal. Their main properties are summarized below: 

Oil Char 

Heating value 10 000 6 500 (kcal/kg} 

Sulphur content 0.5 2 
(%) 
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Both are told to be suitable for burning on existing convential 
equipment. 

Steel scrap seems to be a low value since the copper level is 
higher than allowed by specification. 

3 - ECONOMIC BALANCE 

The process sponsors are quite optimistic on the economics. 
However pilot experiments still have to be carried out to allow economic 
assessments to be made under conditions of reduced uncertainly, and to 
test market on a realistic scale. 

The stated energy consumption would be of80 kWh per processed ton and 
labor requirement of 0.6 man x hour per processed ton. 

4 - OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS 

Such an evaluation is impossible since there is a lack of information. 
The originality of the program is that oil and char are not expected to be recovered 
except as fossil fuel equivalents . So the finantial balance is not related to the 
market value of the products which is probably quite well known, but to the processing 
costs. 
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Rubber, Raw Material - Containing no fabric or bead 

Particle size: -30 + 45 mesh* 

Oil and liquid content: 60% by weight+ 

Ultimate analysis~ 

C: 
H: 
N: 
0: 
S: 

Ash: 

-;;::69% by wt. 
-;:::;7 

0.3 
~17.5 by difference 

1.5 
~4 .4 

Char, Product - Yield:~33 to 40% by wt. of raw material 

Particle size: 

..:loO mesh: 
-140 mesh: 
-200 mesh: 
-250 mesh: 

Tar and Liquid Content: 
Ash Content: 
ZnO Content: 
Sulfur Content: 

92% by wt. 
83% by wt. 
69% by wt. 
57% by wt. 

1% by wt. 
~9.6% - includes ZnO 
~1.5% 

1.5% 
Heating Value: 11,000 to 15,000 Btu/lb** 

Oil and Liquid, Products - Yield:O to ~so% by wt. of raw material** 

Heating Value: 
Specific_ Gravity: 
Moisture Content: 
Ultimate Analysis: 

C: 
H: 
N: 
0: 
S: 

Ash: 

~ 18,000 Btu/lb 
1.0 

~1% 

83% 
9% 
0.7% 

~4% by difference 
1.1% 

<tl% 

I 

* All data indicates considerably larger particles can be used. 

+ Determined by Fischer assay. 

** Depending upon severity of te~perutures used. 
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SHEET n° 13 

FLASH PYROLYSIS 

This process is also described in sheet no 15 as an urban re
fuse pyrolysis process. But in the early days of OCCIDENTAL RESEARCH CORPORATION 
research program. shredded tires have been pyrolysed alone to produce a high 
heating value liquid fuel and carbonaceous char. According to ORC. the char has 
been tested by two tire companies in the U.S. and found to be an acceptable 
substitute for carbon black in the compounding of new tire material. 

The released data concerning these experiments have been 
summarized as follows : 
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SHEET n° 14 

I~ 

An answer to the questionnaire has been received from the 'tNSTUTUT 
NATIONAL DES RADIO ELEMENTS 11 of BELGIUM in which it was indicated that this 
institute is carrying a two year research program on the pyrolysis of pieces 
of tires. Tests are performed on 400 - 500 g samples and consist of pyrolysing 
pre-treated materials. No further information on the type of treatment was 
available in the answer. 
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SHEET n° 15 

PYROLYSIS OF RUBBER WASTE MIXED WITH 

URBAN REFUSE OR OTHER WASTES 

It semms difficult to recommend such a way in a study which only deals 
with rubber waste as far as urban and industrial waste pyrolysis technology~ 
does not tend to develop spontanneous by or quickly. It should not be a reasonnable 
scry tire policy to wait for this specific class of processes far solid wastes to 
develop and the evaluative comparison of theses processes with other classes of 
municipal waste treatment process is not part of the present work. 

Moreover few data are avaible on the consequences on plant design and 
on the quality of the recoverable products of treating rubber together with other 
solid waste in a pyrolysis plant. 

However, are should mention three urban waste pyrolysis processes which 
might treat rubber wastes easily : 

- the FLASH PYROLYSIS process 
- the ANDCO-TORRAC process 
- the DESTRUGAS process 
- the PYROGAS process 

1 - The FLASH PYROLYSIS process has been developped by OCCIDE:HAL RESEARCH 
CORPORATION in the United States (Formerly this company was GARRET RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY). 

The technology seems suitable for pyrolysing scrap tires alone or as 
a constituent of municipal solide waste. In the presently developped municipal 
solid waste process, the scrap tires which are present in waste are shredded, 
dried and pyrolysed as part of the mixed refuse. 

A simplified flowsheet of the process is given on the following page. 

2 - The ANDCO-TORRAX process is applied at the BUFFALO municipal waste pyrolysis 
pilot plant, in the United States. 

Heat is provided by 1000° C preheated air, solid residue is water 
quenched and eliminated by a slurry pump. Pyrolysis gas is burned to fuel the 
process and to produce 3 kg of steam for 1 kg of average municipal refuse. 

3 - The DESTRUGAS process is presently developped by POLLUTION CONTROL in DENMARK. 

Since the start in 1971, the company has operated a demonstration plant 
in KALUNDBORG and is preparing a detailled project for a 90 ton/day plant. 

The materials are pulverized, fed into vertical indirectly heated retort 
tubes where the refuse is decomposed by pyrolysis in the absence of oxygen at a 
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temperature of 900 - 1000 o C. The process produces a gas the composition 
of which is quite similar to ordinary coal gas. Just like in the FLASH PYROLYSIS 
technology, part of the gas is fed back to fuel the system and the surplus is 
used for other energy purposes. 

According to the answer that has been received, the char 
could be used as a soil improver after mixing it with sludges from sevage 

treatment plants. 

4 - The PYROGAS process, on which it has not been possible to collect sufficient 
data, seems to have been applied by AB MOTALA VERKSTAD in GISLAVED in SWEEDEN. 
This plant would treat the 27000 inhabitants town municipal waste together with 
the GISLAVED rubber manufacture waste. The fuel consumption of the rubber plant 
would be reduced by 25 per cent. 
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4. 3. 1fJC1fJERATIOfJ WITH HEAT RECOVERY. 

4.3.1. CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROCESSES. 

Incineration without heat recovery has not been studied during the 
enquiry since it is obviously not a way to same anything. On the opposite inci
neration with heat recovery is often considered as a easy way to recover values 
from scrap rubber and scrap tires. It seems a easier way to save fossil fuels 
than pyrolysis, which has been shown to be attractive only if recovered products 
can be recycled, in the rubber industry for instance, but not used as fuels. 

Incineration of tires or rubber waste can be performed either in speci
fically designed furnaces or in traditionnal coal furnaces. The advantages of 
the first class of processes is that incinerators are designed in.such a way 
that they can be fed directly with whole tires and that steel scrap can be 
easily and often continuously, removed. Its disadvantages are that these inci
nerators require heavy investments, specially if a high thermal efficiency is 
asked for. 

The main disadvantage of the second class of processes is that scrap 
rubber or scrap tires has to be prepared by grinding, blending, steel removing. 
If the preparation of tires were not done the plant would have to be stopped 
once a day to remove steel scrap. 

The following table summarizes the classification of the processes 
which have been studied in the present work. 

Specific furnace Feed size 
Mixture with 

Process Sheet number design other fuels 

LUCA 1 

yes whole tires no UHDE 2 

CEC-CEA 3 

whole tires coal HBNPC 5 

shredded tires coal HBA 6 
no 

centimetric coal MICHELIN 4 

rubber pieces 
coal+oil HBA 6 

These processes are described and technical and economical data are 
given in sheets 1 to 6 (green pages) . 
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4. 3. 2. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 

First o~ all it has to be pointed out th~t the sulfur content of scrap 
tires is abo~t 1.2 toJ.8 pe~ cent, that is much less than tnat of most fossil 
fuels. 

More oye~,as tires contain zinc oxide, part of sulfur is combined after 
incineration as zinc sulfate lZn$04) • 

Zinc oxide is not released into the atmosphere, but it forms deposits 
in the boiler, where it generates some technical problems ; it can sometimes 
be recovered as a by-product. 

High temperature (1 000 - 1 400° C) and also generally high excess of 
air (80 to 120 per cent) are required to have complete combustion. These 
conditions are fullfilled by all processes now available and pollution cheks 
have been made around tires incinerators in Germany, United States, England, 
France, and always with positive results (i.e. nopollution). 

4.3.3. ECONOMICS. 

Cost of incineration is rather low if it can be performed in an existing 
old-fashioned grate coal boiler. The only cost is then that of shredding 
or grinding, eventually steel removing, but for a grate boiler, this last 
step is not always required. More over, according to obtained data, it seems 
that when rubber is b~rned with coal, less excess air is required and a high 
thermal efficiency is obtained. 

In such a case the cost should be around 20 to 30 $ per tonne of scrap 
tire with fossil fueJs savings around 45 to 60 $. 

On the opposite, incineration of whole tires in modern power plants, 
as has been investigated by the French Houillieres du Bassin du Nord et du 
Pas-de-Calais (HBNPC), is a bad solution which leads to considerable losses. 

When incineration of whole tires is performed in specially designed 
furnaces, high investments are required <$ 500 000 to 2 000 000 for a capacity 
of one tonne per hour). These investments are of the same order of magnitude 
and even higher than for pyrolysis, the reason being that temperature in these 
furnaces is very high. Overall processing costs are between 30 and 110 ~ per 
tonne if a 20 per cent of the investments depreciation + financial costs is 
used, and 20 to 80 ~ per tonne if a 10 per cent rate is used. 

Steam produced is the equivallent of steam produced by a fuel or coal 
fired boiler, the cost of which, on a one tonne scrap tire basis should be 
around 60 to 80 $. By products such as steel and zinc oxide would only have a 
small impact (about 1.5 ~per tonne of tire). 

So a small positive cashflow can appear if the plant is large enough 
and not too sophisticated. 
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4.3.4. CONCLUSION ON INCINERATION ANV RECOMMENDATIONS. 

-Incineration of scraptiresis technically feasible, either ground 
and burned with coal in old grate coal boilers or in specially 
designed installations. 

- It is economically more attractive than pyrolysis if pyrolysis is only 
considered a~ a way to produce fuels. Economics can even be very good 
in some specific cases where it can justify keepin~ alive old coal plants. 
In other cases economics are such that a 10 to 20 'lF per tonne 
positive cashflow can appear, sometimes only if long enough depre
ciation time is considered. 

- Incineration with heat recovery can be quickly applied and provides 
much better economics and savings (of energy) than dumping. But the 
savings are done with low efficiency and small positive cashflow, 
so that this process cannot on a general point of view be considered 
as the best solution for the future to recover values from scrap 
tires. It can only be considered as a solution either for immediate 
application waiting for the development of other techniques, or in 
some very specific cases as a way to avoid expenses for building new 
installations by reusing old grate coal incinerators. 

- The recommendation is not to spend funds on research about incinera
tion. However, it should be useful! to study and perhaps promote 
some experiments of reconversion of old fashioned power plants, such 
as La Taupe in France, the design of which is suitable for scrap 
tire incineration. 



4.3.5. SHEETS 1 TO 6. 



SPECIALLY DESIGNED INCINERATORS 

FOR WHOLE TIRES 

SHEETS no 1, 2 and 3 
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Sheet no J - LUCAS 

1. ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS. 

This type of incinerator has been designed by LUCAS FURNACE DEVELOPf~ENT, 
Ltd, of England and most of the following information have been provided by 
two companies which have ordered and are using LUCAS furnaces : AVON Rubber Co, 
Ltd, England and GOOD YEAR Tire and Rubber Company, Ohio, USA. 

The incinerator is a tire fired boiler which uses whole tires without 
previous size reduction. It operates on the principle of cyclonic combustion
principle relies on the creation within a cylindrical furnace body of a spiral 
gas flow pattern initiated by a number of high velocity air inlets directing 
the gas flow tangentially into the furnace at a slightly descending angle. 
The kiln has a rotary hearth which is sloped to a central ash discharge point. 

One of the advantages of cyclone combustion is that it allows a rela
tively low temperature of outer walls and in the mean time high temperature in 
the center of the kiln. 

2. SGffi.'vJA.TIC DRAWING OF THE APPARATUS. 
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This drawing is related to the AVON Rubber Co furnace, which has been 
described by this company : 

"The plant start up is initiated by the firing of four 
oil burners to bring the system up to its design operating 
temperature. When this temperature is achieved after around 
2 l/2 hours from cold condition, the tyre feed conveyor 
system is brought into operation and remains in continuous 
use providing internal incinerator temperatures are within 
a preselected temperature range. Outside the control range 
of 150° C tyre .feed is halted until the temperature is 
corrected either by oil burner operation in the case of low 
temperature or natural cooling with high temperature. It is 
found in practice that the need for boosting temperature 
with the oil burners is very rare. 

Tyres are fed at regular intervals through the furnace 
charging door by means of a pushing ram. As the solid 
hearth of the incinerator is rotating slowly the tyres are 
transported around the outer periphery. The revolving speed 
is so designed that 17 feedstock batches are on this outer 
section undet varying stages of burning. After t revolution 
half burnt material is transferred to a point midway 
towards the hearth centre thereby leaving space for the new 
feedstock. At the completion of a further revolution in 
this area of the hearth, all combustion has been completed 
and the ash residue from the tyre is forced further into 
the centre by the action of the ash pusher and the following 
tyre. The ash now falls into a water cooling tank and is 
removed by scraper conveyor. 

Combustion gasses are drawn by means of an induced 
draught fan through refractory lined ducting to the boiler 
and gas cleaning plant and are finally emitted to the atmo
sphere from a 60 ft. high chimney 11

• 

A main problem is raised by the behaviour of zinc. During the initial 
furnace operations of the Good Year Tyre and Rubber company, analyses showned 
that the ash was extremely low in zinc. It has been concluded that the tempe
ratures reached in the presence of the tire hydrocarbon componants were high 
enough to reduce zinc compounds to metallic zinc, distilled from the burning 
tire and reoxidized by excess air to zinc oxide. This zinc oxide forms a 
deposit of very low thermal conductivity in the boiler which has to be cleaned 
once a week in the AVON Rubber Co. 

This zinc oxide can be recovered as a by-product suitable for metal 
1 urgy. 

Air pollution does not see~ to be a major barrier to tire incineration. 
Nevertheless, the sulfur content of tires, less than 1 to 2 %, is not higher 
than that of fossil fuels which can go up to 4 ;~ in heavy fuel oil. 

The Good Year company can run a 2 t/hour incineration using only water, 
not caustic solutions, in the desulfuri2er system. Sulfur dioxide emission 
remain 10\ver' than those locally permittE:d. The majority of solid matter carried 
over fro~ the furnace in fact separates out in the boiler. The colour of the 
chimney plume is usually light grey. 
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3. OPERATING PARAMETERS. 

The temperature in the central vortex area is about 1 450° C, while 
the outer walls are at around 850 - 900° c. Gas temperature at the furnace 
outlet is 1 000 to 1 200° c. 

Retention time within the incinerator is about 35 minutes. 

In the boiler, gas temperature is lowered to 250° C. The thermal effi
ciency of the plant is rather low (40 - 60 %) and depends of the cleanlines of 
the boiler. It cannot be raised since an excess of combustion air (80 - 100 %) 
is required to achieve complete combustion and to prevent smoke ans smell. 

4. RECOVERED PRODUCTS : YIELD AND CARACTERISTICS. 

The average steam production is about 4 300 kcal in steam by kg of 
scrap tire, that is for instance 6.75 kg of steam with a 6.1 atm pressure or 
6.53 kg of steam with a 17 atm. pressure. This range of temperature and 
pressure is typical of the needs of rubber plants. 

Considering that oil and coal fired boilers efficiency is 0.9 (in fact, 
the efficiency of oil fired boilers is higher than for coal fired boilers), the 
fuel savings are about 4 750 kcal in the form of fossil fuel per kg of incine
rated scrap tire. 

Zinc oxide as a by product of this process probably has a commercial 
value, but no information has been released about it. 

This value should he around 60 $ per tonne of zinc oxide that is about 
1 $ per tonne of scrap tire. 

5. ECONOMIC ASSESMENT. 

Financial balances can be drown up for the t\~o plants. Information has 
been obtained by using our own economic calculation method. 

B~Q~-8~~~~8 

Capacity 680 kg/h x 120 h/week~: = 4 200 t/year 

Cost of 4 300 Meal in steam, produced from 1 tonne of scrap tire . 

.. The capacity cannont been increased by increasing the running time since cleaning 
and maintenance is needed once a week. 
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Processing cost/t of 
scrap tire 

Investment about 340 000 $ 16 $ 
Labour 2.2 man x hour 13.2 $ 
Oil for start up and 0.02 t 2.4 $ maintaining temperature 
Miscellaneous (including 

10 $ p 1 ant maintenance servi·ces, 10 $ 
supplies) 

TOTAL 41.6 $ 

GOOD YEAR ___ , .. ____ _ 

Capacity 16 800 t/year 

Cost of 4 300 Meal in steam, produced from 1 tonne of scrap tire. 

Processing cost per tonne 
of scrap tire 

Investment about 1.8 x 106 ~ 21.4 
Labour 4.7 
Miscellaneous 5.8 

TOTAL 31.9 

This processing cost can be compared with the cost of oil and coal fined 
boiler producing the same amount of steam. 

Oil Coal 

Investment 4.6 11.4 

Fuel 57 35 

Labour 3.6 4.7 
Miscellaneous 1.7 4.2 

TOTAL 66.9 55.3 
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One ~ore ti~e, we have to point out that these figures are only orders 
of magnitude, but they are suffi.cient to conclude that incineration with a 
LUCAS furnace lead to a saying of about 15 to 25 $ per tonne of scrap tire 
compared to a coal fired boiler. Of course, saving is a function of plant 
capacity. Co~pared to oil fired boilers, saving is about 25 to 35 $ per tonne 
of scrap tire. 

Incineration with this type of furnace leads to fossil fuel savings 
on average equiyalent to 0.475 t of fuel oil per tonne of scrap tire. 

6. GENERAL EVALUATION OF 1HE PROCESS. 

Some technical difficulties such as zinc oxide deposits do not seem 
to be solved and involve rather high maintenance cost. However, this kind of 
incinerator seem actually to work and is one way to solve the scrap tire 
disposal problem, to save energy and to generate a small profit from scrap. 
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Sheet n° 2 - UHDE 

1. ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS. 

The first industrial plant for tire incineration with energy recovery 
has been built by the G~MMI MAYER Company in LANDAU 
(German Federal Republic). The plant which has been visited during the enqui
ry has been designed for disposal of scrap which mainly consist of whole 
used tires which are not suitable for retreading. 

2. SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE PLANf. 

Before starting incineration, the kiln has tc be preheated for about 
10 hours with fuel-oil so as it reaches 
800° C. Then, oil burners are stopped and group of two tires are fed in the 
furnace. As soon as tires are in the hot atmosphere, hydrocarbon gas is gene
rated and starts burning. Temperature then reaches 1 400° C. 

A special grate composed of three moving parts automaticly moves burning 
tires through the furnace. 

Problems related to wall and grate quality seem to have been solved by 
using appropriate materials. 

The following pages show a flowsheet of the plant and photographes of 
the building and of the feeding system. 

3. OPERATING PARAMETERS. 

Plant capacity is 0.9 t/h of scrap tire, or 138 passenger car tires 
per hour. The incinerator has to be stopped for cleaning four times a year and 
a yearly 3 weeksstop is needed for general maintenance. On the average it works 
45 weeks per year, so that its annual capacity is of 6 800 t. 

The highest temperatures in the kiln is 1 400° C, and gas entering the 
boiler is at 1 000° C. 
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4. RECOVERFD PRODUCfS : YrELD AND CARACfr.RLST ICS. 

Of course the main product of the plant is steam which is partly used 
to produce electric power and partly to supply the retreading plant. 

According to released figures, the efficiency seems better than in 
LUCAS furnace since it is possible to produce 7.5 kg of 56 atmosphere over
heated steam from 1 kg of scrap tire so that fossil fuel savings should be 
about 5 400 kcal in fossil form per kg of scrap tire. 

By products are iron slag and zinc dust. Their production and caracte
ristics are surnnarized by the following table : 

Iron slage Zinc dust 

Production per tonne 75 kg 15 kg of scrap tire 

Typical chemical Fe203 30-40 % ZnO 60-70 % 
analysis FeO 50-60 % ZnS04 20-30 % 

Fe 1 % H20 0.3 % 

Si02 2- 6 % miscellaneous 8-10 % 
Zn <1 % 
Cu 0.15 % 

Estimated commercial 0-6 $ per tonne about 60 $ per tonne value 

5. ECOro1IC ASSESSMENT. 

Just like for the LUCAS furnace, it is possible to calculate the 
processing cost of one tonne of scrap tire, and to.compare thi~ cost ~o the 
cost of producing equivallent amount of steam by 011 or coal f1red bo1lers. 

Processing cost ~ 1977 
per tonne of scrap tire 

Investiment 2x106 $ 5000 t/year 80 

Labour 2.7 man x hour/tonne 16 

:-.1aintenance 50 000 $ per year for 1('1 

5 000 tonne per year 

Miscellaneous 8 

By-products -2 
recovery 

TOTAL 112 . 
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Using the same figures that for LUCAS furnace, but considering that the 
efficiency of the UHDE furnace is better, the cost of an equivalent amount of 
steam would be about 80 ~- However, this does not mean that the process is 
actually a way to a financial lo~ since investments are very heavy and if it is 
possible to amortize on 10 years or more, the financial balance becomes positive. 

The GUMMI MAYER Company built the plant because it allows them to make 
a profit, compared with waste dumping.Of course we have considered no dumping 
cost in our comparison. 

6. GENE.IW. EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS. 

There is no dcubt that this class of incinerator works well, and is 
able to produce high pressure overheated steam with good efficiency on an 
industrial basis. The plant has been visited during the enquiry and the visit 
has been a confirmation of this point. 

However, compared with other incinerators with heat recovery processes, 
it has higher investment cost, which can only be recovered after about 10 years. 
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Building containing incinerator and boiler. 

Feeding system. 
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Sheet n° 3 - CEC - CEA 

1 • ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS. 

This process for tire incineration had initially been designed for 
radioactive waste incineration. This application is now developped in France 
and in Japan. 

CEA {French Commissariat a l'Energie Atornique) and CEC {Carbonisation 
Entreprise et Ceramique) are now able to sell up to 600 kg per hour incine
rators for used tires. A pilot plant used to work a few years ago and according 
to engineersof these organisations, it worked very well, with no negative envi
ronmental impact. The interest of the process is that post combustion chamber 
allows a complete incineration {CEA patent). 

2. Srn:EMA.TIC DRAWING OF THE APPARAWS 
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1. Grid 
2. Feeding syst ~ em 
..,. Ash container 

4. Waggo n for a~h t 5 C ~ ransport · 
· ombust· at1on lon chamber 

6· Burners 
7. Post combust" 8. Fan lOn chamber 

9. Post combustion 
10. Gas d"l . chamber 

1 ut1on 
11. Fan 
12. Chimney 

Automatic f conveyor 
or the feeding sy~tem 
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3 • RECOVERJID PR,ODUCTS. 

5 to 6 tonnes of 15 atmosphere pressure steam are expected to be 
produced from one tonne of scrap tire. 

4. ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT. 

Processing cost for one tonne of tires processed on a 600 kg per hour 
basis : 

Investment 1. 2 X 106 ~~: 60 ~/tonne 
Electric power 20 kWh/t 1 

Fuel oil 90 1 i ter/t 10 
Labour 6 man.t 36 

Miscellaneous unknown unknown 

TOTAL 110 ~ per tonne 
.. 5 700 000 FF for a 600 kg per hour, including incinerator, boiler, .. 

cooling system, fabric filter, and fan, but not including building5 

5. GENERAL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS. 

The process is technically attractive and very different from other 
processes for incineration of whole tires since oil burners are used to 
perform complete incineration. Overall thermal efficiency is not high, consi
dering that about 800 Meal are provided by oil burning for each tonne of scrap 
tire. 



OTHER TYPES OF INCINERATORS 

OF RUBBER WASTE AND SCRAP TIRES 

SHEETS no 4, 5 and 6 
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Processes described by sheets 1, 2, 3 dealed with incineration of whole 
tires. Another way to burn tires and to recovery energy is to incinerate them 
in traditionnal coal fired boilers. This is particularly attractive when existing 
boilers can be used since no new investment is required for incineration. 

Several approaches are possible : 

incineration·of whole tires or large pieces of tires. This 
approach raises the problem of eliminating scrap iron 
remaining after steel belt tires combustion ; 

- incineration of small pieces of rubber after magnetic 
separation of steel components ; 

- incineration of rubber scrap alone or mixed with coal or 
other solide fuels. 

During the enquiry, we met several very interesting realisations or 
investigations on these approaches : 

- the MICHELIN Company in France is now carrying out 
incineration of all fabrication plant wastes in an old 
coal-fired boiler. Rubber waste is ground and mixed with 
coal ; 

- the "Houill~res du Bassin du Nord et du Pas-de-Calais" 
are investigating on a 1 000 ton basis incineration of 
whole tires in a existing coal fired power plant. This 
research is sponsered by French Ministry of Culture 
and Environment ; 

- the "Houill~res du bassin d'Auvergne" are investigating 
incineration of pieces of shredded tires in an old power 
plant and incineration in a fluidized bed ; 

- the MITRE Corporation, METREK division (Me LEAN, Virginia, 
U.S.A.) is thinking in burning scrap tire alone or mixed 
with coal in a fluidized bed reactor. 

We had the opportunity to visit and to see operating MICHELIN and 
Houill~res d'Auvergne plants. 
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Sheet n° 4 - MICdELIN 

1. ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PROCESS. 

MICHELIN started looking for a way to solve the problem of rubber 
waste in its plants in 1971. The aim was to stop open-air incineration at the 
lowest cost possible. 

Until 1974 the problem seemed almost impossible to solve since commer
cially available incinerators were considered as badly designed and not able 
to provide constant quality steam required by the plants. After the energy 
crisis it appeared economically reasonnable to use old grate boilers which can 
be fed with a mixture of coal and 10 % or more rubber. 

Rubber waste has to be ground to a centimetric size and carrefully 
blended.Moreover steel has to be removed from it. About 100 kWh/t is required 
for grinding. 

One tonne of a mixture of 90 % 7 500 kcal/kg coal and 10 % 9 000 kcal/kg 
rubber can produce 9 to 9,5 tonne of 22 atmospheres steam, that is about 
6 500 kcal in steam per kg of mixture. 

The furnace has a traditionnal grate. It seems that there is no 
pollution problem. Rubber suflur content is not higher than that of coal. There 
are some zinc oxide deposits in the boiler, but Zn is also helpfuTI in fixing 
part of the sulfur in the form of ZnS04 

2. EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS. 

According to coal price (about 50 ~ per tonne) and size reduction plus 
blending cost (our estimation is about 20 to 30 $per tonne of tire), there 
is not doubt that the solution applied by MICHELIN (which does not only burns 
tires but all kinds of scrap has good economics since no new heavy investment 
has been done. It is an example showing that, on an economic point of view, 
this kind of problem can find interesting solutions in specific places. 

But of course, to solve the problems of old tires, this cannot be 
considered as a general solution. 
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Sheet n° 5 - HOUILLERES du BASSIN du NORD et du PAS-DE-CALAIS. 

1. ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

The investigation has been sponsered by the French Ministere de la 
Culture et de l'Environnement, and the prefectures du Nord et du Pas-de-Calais 
(France) and its aim is to incinerate 1 000 tonnes of old tires in an existing 
electric power plant, designed for coal incineration. 

Tires must be able to self feed ; they are carried to the plant by an 
elevator and then run into the ash compartment of the furnaces by themselves. 
The main fuel of the plant is still powdered coal. 

Firing is generated by radiating heat. Steel scrap is removed when 
the furnace is stopped. The process is not really continuous and the plant has 
to be ~pped once a day, that is not really compatible with electric power 
supply. 

2. ECONOMIC EVALUATION. 

2 kWh of electric power plus 8 man hours of labour are required to inci
nerate one tonne of tyre. The cost is then more than 50 $ per tonne, plus the 
investment in the feeding system. 

According to the engineers of the Houilleres du Bassin du Nord et du 
Pas-de-Calais, heat recovery only pays fifty per cent of running cost. 

3. OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS. 

lhe aim of the investigation was to destroy quickly 1000 tonnes 
of scrap tires in the North of France without pollution, and not at all to 
study a convenient process for incineration. So, this very specific approach 
cannot be compared with the other processes. 
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Sheet D
0 6 - HOUILLERES D I AUVER-GNE 

ORIGIN AND PRINCIPLE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS. 

The power plant of La Taupe (Puy de Dome, France) has been designed 
in 1953 to burn unmarketable coal. It is obviously an absolete plant, old 
fashioned and with low thermal efficiency (more than 4 thermies per 
produced kWh) . 

But it is the only point ofthermal power production in this part of France 
and it provides work for several tens of people. So it has been thought that 
instead of closing it for ever, a better idea would be to use it to investigate 
incineration of various classes of wastes, such as oil residues and scrap 
tires. It is equipped with a grate boiler and a fluid bed boiler 

the design of which is attractive for waste. 

Two kinds of incineration of scrap tire have been investigated 

incineration of shredded tires, mixed with coal, in a 
furnace equipped with a mobil grate ; 

- incineration of centimetre size ground rubber \>Jaste, 
as part of a blend containing 10% rubber, 10% oil, 
80% coal, in a fluidized bed furnace. 

This program is t:1e result of a cooperative agreement between Houilleres 
d•Auvergne, Michelin and Babcock. 

During the enquiry, it has been possible to see an experiment of 
incineration of shredded tires and it is a fact that it actually works. Qf 
course it is not possible to give consistentdata about economics and environ
mental impaets, but it is true that this plant can usefully be used as a pilot 
plant to test incineration of various kind of waste. 
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OTHER TYPE OF INCINERATION EXPERIMENT ON WHICH LIMITED 

INFORMATION HAVE BEEN COLLECTED 

- SUddentsche Kalkstickstoff-Werke Ak tiengesellschaft : 
coke subtitution by rubber in a lime oven has been 
investigated in 1975. The time oven was fed with 64 tonnes 
of lime and 5.6 tonnes of shredded old tires. Thermal 
efficiency was only 50 per cent and pollution by zinc 
oxide was so impressive that all research has been 
stopped. 

- The Good Year tyre and rubber Company in Great Britain 
is now building a new high temperature incinerator to 
produce steam with high efficiency. 

- Watts Tyre and Rubber Ltd in England has an incinerator 
with heat recovery. 
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4.3.6. SOME REFERENCES ON INCINERATION. 

- MICliELIN - Demande de brevet d' inventicn fran~s n°74-20055. 

- SHAN:; JER-YU1 CliR)tnVS!<I R.A. - r.ryre disposal by fluidized bed canbustion1 June 
1977 1 Whash.ingtoo syrt1?0sium en rubber waste disposal. 

- SMERGLIA J .M. - '!be tire fined boiler 1 the EPA spcnsered oc:nfe:renoe oo. envi
ronment aspects of chemical use in rubber processing operaticns1 Akra11 

cm:o u.s.A. 1 march 13, 1975. 
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4.4. ROAV ANV RECREATIONAL APPLICATIONS. 

4.4.1. ROAV BUILVING. 

4. 4. 7 • 7 • PILe.& ent ~.i.:t:u.a,Uo n. 

Over the past 40-50 years, there have been extensive researdl progranmas 
ocnducted an the potential use of rubber scrap in <XIlbination with bitunen in 
either road ocnstructian or maintenance er l] ' [ 2] ) • 

Full scale field tests have been ccnducted in Arizooa since 1960 for rub
berized seal coats in street resurfacing and, today, the proress is applied in
dustrially in the city of Phoenix ([ 3] ) • 

Another process, derivated fran the previous ooe, called stl:ess-relieving 
interface process (SRI), has been suooessfully tested in 'lexas, since 1972. This 
~:rvious film has the property of oontrolling sm:::x:>th. propagation of soil nove
nent to the uwer layer and generates a better durability of the road ([ 4] ' [ 6] ' [ 9] ) • 

The use of an asphalt-rul:i:ler mixture for crack sealing is ncM ext:emively 
used in many U. s. states for the maintenance of high ways and ccncrete pavem:mts ([ 1] ) • 

Finaly tests have been inplelrented in many OOW'ltries in Europe for using 
scrap rubber in replaoemmt of a part of stcne andgravel. In that case, rubber is 
not heated and partly disolved in bitunen ([9]). Adlitiooa.l tests would be required 
to detennine the exact relatiooship between rubber and bituren at the interface 
in oroer to assess cohesion of the rubber particles in the mix. 

4.4.1. 2. Ec.onom-i.c6. 

The application in roads of 'WOrn tyres in the fo:rm of reclaim or crutb hea
ted and partly disolved in bitunen is accepted by several local authorities in 
the U.S.A. 

An econanic survey of the tllfferent processes has been implenented by the us. 
Envirauren.tal Public Authority ([ 1] ) • This survey indicates substantial savings 
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(naley, tine, Safety, etc ••• ). Table n° 1 gives a figure for this saving. J;n cx:m
paris:m with the other processes reviewed by the present study, these values seem 
to be over evaluated. 

Our recx:mrendaticn is that these eccnani.c calrulaticns should be perfonred 
by several ~ oountries within their local cx:ntraints :in order to confinn or not 
EPA' s :results and to have an cbjective basis of jud.gnent. 

I$ 1972/t 

Seal ooat 1 370 

Jo:int and crack filler 640 

St::ress relieving interface 

TABLE N°l : Relative net benefits per ton of scrap ([1]) 

4. 4. 1. 3. ReAeall.C.h Jr.ee.Otmlerula,tion. 

'!be three processes : seal ooat, stress :relieving interface and rubber mix 
for joint and crack fUler , give an app::reciable cost savings and substantial tech
nical :inprovenents. 

Field tests should be encouraged as soon as possible in order to ccnfi.l:m 
the ecx:nani.cs of seal ooat and to dem:nstrate the eccnanical and tedmical in!>ro
venent due to a st::ress relieving :interface :in the classical procedure of road 
building. 

On the other hand, our reccmrendation is that fun.dalrental research in the 
field of scrap rubber use ea; a substitute for stooe :in road :r:esurfac:ing would not 
be sdled.ul.ed as urgent. 

'!be description of the main processes are presented in the ~ts n °1 to 4 : 
-seal coat 
- stress reliev:ing interface 
- joint and crack filler 
- scrap tyre used as replaarent for stone. 
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4.4.1.4. She~ 1 to 4. 

SEAL CDAT 

Rubber seal coats have been most extensively tested in the city of Phoenix, 
Arizma. The experilrents and industrial applicatims are -well knONl'l new and the 
studies done by Charles H. MAC OONALD and the Phoenix Materials Testing Secticn 
have been fully demonstrated by field application since 1966. 

These seals are placed over existing streets to rover cracking and prevent 
the propagation of elastic vertical moverrent under traffic of scree parts of the 
street substructure. 

TEX:HNIQUE USED 

The process starts by heating as:t:halt at a temperature of l77°C to 204°C. 
Ground tire tread rubber, 0, 7 rrm to 1, 2 rrm diarreter, is added in the prq>ertian 
of 25 % to 30 % by weight. Within 30 min to one hour a gelling effect occurs be
tween the two canponents and the t:ert;erature is la.v enough to pennit the crlditicn 
of 5 % to 7 % of kerosene so as to reduce the viscosity sufficiently for spraying. 

Fesearchers note that rubber only partially disolves, so that the particules 
themselves serve as units of elastic interference to the propagation of crack fran 
the road base. 

2 
In 1971, 174 (X)() m of streets have been overlaid by the follcwing procedure 

ECONCl1ICS 

One or two days before the application of the rubberized asphalt, 
a light tack coat of diluter asphalt enulsion is applied en the 
clean street surface. '!he hot kerosene - diluted asphalt - rubber 
mixture is then applied follaNed by spreading prewated 10 rrm stcnes, 
at a specific rate of 20 kg/m2 • The surface .is then ralled. One 
night later, excess chips are swept and the street is OJ?61ed to 
traffic. 

Data are extracted fran two references : C.H. MAC OONAID's publication in 
Public Works - 1972 ([ 3]), and GODDARD' s review U.S. A.P.A. deoember 1975 ([.lJ) • 
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C.H. MAC OONAID-has written in 1972 : "Reconstruction of a major street in 
our city (PhoenixJ

2
will often cost $24 000 per one city block by four times (ap

proximately 3100 m). The cost of an asphalt-rubber overlay is approximatively 
$2 400 for the same area." 

On such ecananic base, GODDARD has done in 1975 an eccnomic evaluation of 
this process and precisely evaluate the increrrental renefit of the rul:::berized seal 
coat. Scm: assumptions were made mainly for the equivalenCE of the expected life 
of the seal : 

8 years for rubberized seal 
3 years for non-rubberized seal. 

The cost of each seal is respecti v11 y : 2 
$ 2 400 for 3100 m (0, 77 $/m ) 
$ 1 920 for the sane area (0,62 $/m2 ). 

Savings are substantial and average 2 050 $ for a city block by four lanes 
area in tenns of rubber about 1 370 $/ten of scrap. 

Canpared with various proresses reviewed along the present study, the po
tential benefit seems extrerrely high and probably further ecananical studies, 
accounting local contraints, would be needed to cx::nfi.nn this evaluation. 
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STRESS RELIEVING INI'ERFACE (S.R.I.) 

This prooedure, rather than new process, has been designed by D. BYNUM 
and B.M. GAI.liJWAY (U.S. Recla:iming Co) as a crack arrester in highway constructim. 
A rubberized asphalt films is overlaid between the tmderlayers and the new road 
surface to prevent transmission of moverrent fran the base structure to the ripper 
layer. 

TEDINIQUE USED 

Approximately equal volurres of grOtmd scrap rubber, sand and emulsified 
asihal t are blended in a mixing tank and a film of the mixture is applied by a 
slurry-seal machine. 

A classic stone chip seal is then overlaid and rolled. 

The film is 6,3 to 9,5 nm thick and alla-.sto reduce by three to four tin's:i 
the required thickness of the last layer. Bench scale tests have been carried out 
to simulate rcoverrents of the substructure of a road : on two netallic plates, a 
classic asphaltic concrete mixture is overlaid with and without an intemediate 
film of rubberized-asphalt mix. After appropriate rolling, the plates are separa
ted progressively tmtil cracks appear. With a 6 nm thick film, cracks appear for 
a distance between the plates of 6 nm,. without film and 2,5 an with the film. The 
cohesion force is increased by a factor of four. 

No precise eoonanic evaluations have yet been dcne but this proredure would 
be helpful for heavy traffic roads by la.Jering the maintenan.re of the upp:rr surface. 
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JOINI' AND CRACK FILLER 

Joint sealing is perfonred on the New-Yerd thruway sinre 1968, tested by 
19 U.S. states and 6 states have adopted it for routine use. 

TEOINIQUE USED 

Hot poured sealauts for filling cracks and joints are made on the site of 
utilisaticn by mixing devulcanized crumb or grotmd rubber (20 % by weight} to hot 
liquid asphalt. 

The addition of rubber to the filler reduces both asphalt bleeding out in 
hot days and enbrittellrent in cold VA8ather and thus increases the skid resis
tance of the surfare. 

OCONCMICS 

GODDARD in his evaluation has written that the service life of the joint in
creases by lOO % using the mixture ; the labor costs are reduced. 

The net savings should be about $ 13 r:er km and the use of scrap would be 
advantageous at any rubber price up to $ 640 per ton. 

In his evaluation : 

• Labor cost is taken at $ 56/km. $ 28 are served because of the lmguer 
service life of the filler. 

• Increased materials cost is evaluated at $ 5, 6 /km • 
. increased labor cost for filler preparation at $ 9,3/km. 
Fran their econanic evaluation of seal coat applicaticn, potential benefits 

seems extrerrely high. 
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SCRAP TYRES USED AS REPLACEMENI' 

FOR STONE AND GRAVEL 

Tests have been iroplerrented in many countries (U.R.S.S., Poland, France .•. ) 
to investigate the possibilities of using rubber chips in replaCEIIEnt of stone 
and gravel in asphalt mixes. 

Sare bench scale experilrents with recla.i.Ired crumb have been carried out 
in France by the Laboratoire Central des Pants et Chaussees in 1975-1977 and ne
gative conclusions were drawn fran the insufficient cohesion of the rubber chip 
in the mix. Better results would be obtained with fine crumb (80 ~ - 1 rnn) for 
a 4 % by weight mixture. 

Field experiments have been done in Poland but due to the difficulty of 
canpacting, results were negative. Exper:i!rental test roads were ccnple-
tely destroyed unless than 6 rronths. 

A focus of research in this field will be the determination of the asphalt 
rubber interface reaction in order to assess better cohesion of the rubber par
ticle in the asphalt mix. 
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4.4. 2. RECREATION/JAL APPLICATIONS. 

The feasability of using shred:led scrap rubber as a canponent in synthetic 
grOtmd material for play ground areas, out door tracks, all-weather sport grmmd 
has been fully investigated all armmd the world because of the various advantages 
of this surfacing. 

The rubberized surfaces require, mainly, only little maintenance and offer 
high levels of safety and comfort for the users : SJ;X)rts rren, children and pedes
trians in carparisan of the canventionnal asphalt surface or earth-rolled surface 
( 4 , 7 , 8 ). 

4.4.2.1. Technique ~ed. 

Two main procedures of laying are used 

1. A 13 to 20 rnn thick rronolayer of crumb (d.ilrension 1 to 10 rnn) 
bonded with an organic resin, for exarrple, is overlaid on an 
appropriate structure i.e. : sand, gravel or concrete. 

2. 15 rnn to 20 rnn thick nn.1ltilayers are successively overlaid : 

- black layers of bonded crumbs · are used as an elastic underlay. 

- The upper layers give the aspect, the toughness of the surface 
such layers can be made of plastic material. A coating or a 
painting can be overlaid for additionnal wear resistance, 
water proofing or for the final coloration of the surface. 

Nurrerous kinds of binders are used : polychloroprene latex, natural an 
synthetic latex, ep::>Xyresin .•• , their applications depend of the final result 
wanted : in door or out door areas, water proofing or not, toughness ••• 

Laying of the material can be done by hand or nechanically or by adjusting 
prefabricated blocks. 

4. 4. 2. 2. Ec.on~ a.nd Jtec.owrnend.a.;Uon6. 

No precise data was available fran the different companies questiamed by 
the enqui.I:y since there are a lot of different kinds of surfaces which could be 
built and also, because infonnatian infonnatian is kept ccnfidential. 
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A wide m:u:ket could be foreseen if public administration opened the market 
of school play grounds, :pedestrians paths and all recreatiannal areas for ex.arcple, 
taking account of the main qualities of such surfares : principally safety, can
fort, maintenance. 

As the process is widely industrially applied, and saretirres canbined with 
expensive cryogenic grinding of rubber, there is no doubt that its eccnanics is 
very good. But several processes seem to be fully investigated and so, there is 
no opportunity for a go"Vernrcental aid for research in this field. 
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4.5. ARTIFICIAL REEFS. 

4.5.1. VESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE. 

Many natural shelters for marine fauna exist along the shores of 
Europe, but they ha"ile often been destroyed. Fishe:rm:m and di'Vers recently cbser'Ved 
that wrecks are heavily populated and the creation of artificial wrecks therefore 
seems to be a rreans for counteracting the depopulation of the sea bed. Artificial 
reefs were first constructed about thirty years ago and ha'Ve been used rrethodi
cally .in Japan since 1959. In the u.s., large quantities of old tires have been 
sunk and this succeeded in multiplying sea bed productivity by a factor of ten 
(wild fatma only). 

The Federal Sport Fisheries Laboratory at Sandy Hook (New Jersey, 
U. s. ) published a detailed work containing a report en the sinking of tires and 
recorrrrends that large quantities of tires be sunk in the high seas 

- 2,6 million tires for a small bank, 
- 6,4 million tires for a rredium sized bank, 
- 12 million tires for a large bank. 

4.5.2. APPLICATIONS. 

4.5.2.1. U.S. and U.K. 

In the U.S.A., grants have been made to individuals and professional 
fisherrren for the sinking of banks off the coast of Maine in order to repopulate 
this zone with lobsters. This will make it possible to sink ~ reefs, one at a 
depth of 7 :neters and the other at 30 meters, each consisting of about 100 000 tires. 
The tires will be arranged as follows : 
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@) ~ ®]) 
S:r.gle Concrete - 3 Rod- 3 

Band - 4 Rod- 8 

Band- 8 Rod and Band - 12 

Basic building blocks for artificial reefs. 

- Either individually with blocks of stone as ballast ; 
- or in the fonn of 30 to 150 neters long ch.aines, after the tires 

have been cut up and the pieces linked together ; 
- or in the fonn of pyramids 1, 20 neters high. 

Since 1965, studies have been made for the developrent of this 
technique by the Depa.rtrrent of Sp:::>rts Fisheries and ~'lildlife. Experts estimate 
that it is p:::>ssible to sink 1,6 billion scrap tires off the Atlantic coast of 
the U.S.A. 

Sore experirrents were made in the U.K., but only a small anount 
of data has been available for the present study. 

4.5.2.2. F~anc~. 

Testson sinking tires in the sea beg\m much more recently in France 
and there have been many administrative obstacles. In addition, the excellent re
sults in the u.s. and Japan involved species different from the local ones and 
their experirrents cannot be repeated unchanged in the vestem European climate. 
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4. 5. 2. 2. 1. The. Me.dileJr...Jt.a.ne.an Coa;.,:t o6 FJta.nc.e.. 

The first experiment apparently took place in 1968 at Palavas-les
Flots, in the Mediterranean. Scrap autarobiles were sunk with the tires (D. '!'REO 
197 4) and the results over three years ~re as follCMs : 

- 1st year : 80 % covering of sunken structures ; ~ fish and 
shell-fish population was small. 

- 2nd year : total covering of the habitat with various incrus
tations and associated fauna ; fish and shell-fish observed in 
larger number. 

- 3m :l~ar : definite developrent of the JX>pulation with appea
rance of econanically interesting species : hog-fish, spiny 
lobster, capelin, conger-eel, picarel, sea-bream, squill-fish, 
rrolluscs, oysters, scallcps. 

4. 5. 2. 2. 2. The. A:tiA..rr:li.c. and Cha.nne.l. Coa;.,:t6 o6 Fl!.a.nc..e.. 

In this survey, special attention was given to ~ settlercent and 
devel~t of fauna on the Langrurme-sur-r.Er reef (calvados, France), which was 
visited during this study. 

INsmLIATION OF 'lHE REEF 
A site for tire deposit was sought which would satisfy the follCMing 

three :requirements : 
- the location must be pranising fran a biological point of view ; 
- the activities of professional fishemen must not be hanvered ; 
- it should be possible for divers to follCM the operation without 

taking too many risks. 

'llle tires ~re stmk one mile off Langrunne-sur~r at a depth of 
12 rreters and are arrangerl in a vertical band linked by 12:X> kgs of chain. 'lhe 
reef is marked by a buoy. 

The administration authorised the deposit of only 52 ti:res, ccn
sisting of truck and farm machinery tires. 

The deposit took place from a barge at the beginning of Noventler 
1975 after the state of the sea bed had been explored by divers. 'llle sea bed 
consisted of fine sand over hard IIDJd and the population was s:nall. 

DEVEIDPMENI' OF 'IHE POPUlATION 

At the tine of the first dives two rocnths after the deposit, Hy
droida (Cbelia Geniculata) and various sponges ~re already fixed on the ti:res. 
Crabs (Portunus Puber) and a school of small godes (Gadus Puscus) had found shel
ter there. Traces of blennies ~re visible on the sahd :inside the circle of tires. 
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The reef was rapidly colcni~. It should be stressed that while 
nobile a.nilnals were able to travel fran neighboring zones, the fixed species, Hy
droida and SJ;Xnges were able to establish themselves cnly because of the presence 
of larva in the plankton. The smrrer of 1976 prd:>ably cxntributed to the developrent 
of the plankton on which the main species feed. Many dive were made and this made 
it possible to indicate the diversity and richness of the population. 

Fixed ~ies : Aloo.g with, the Hydroida and sponges many algae 
(Ulva Lactuca, Dictyota Dichotana, Laminaria Fle

xicoulis, Ceramium Mubrum, etc ••• ) , many barnacles (Balanus Bala
noides) and several ascidians fixed themselves. It is inp:>rtant to 
d.etennine whether the flora-fauna equilibrium will remain the same 
during next years or whether certain s~cies are caq;:eting stron
gly with others for space and food. It would also be interesting 
to find out why sare tires do not seem able to fix algae and 
barnacles and stay bare in the middle of tires which are covered 
with organisms. 

M:>bile ~cies : 'lhe species encounte:red are as follcws in order 
of inp:>rtanoe : 

- Gades (Gadus puscus) including nmerous young spec:im:!ns. This 
point is of interest since it makes it ];X)ssible to suppose that 
the reef has really acted as a shelter for the developnent of fry 
and that the fish found there are not s.inq)ly migrants 
- M:>re than CJ'le hundred crabs (Portunus Puber) ; 
- Several dozen labrus (Labrus Bergylta) and blennies (Blennuis 
Phopis) ; 
- Yella-~ J;Ollock (Gadus Polladlyus) mixed with gades ; 
- Sate yellON gw:nards (Callicnymus Lyra) ; 
- Sare Galatheidae ; 
-On the other hand, the sea~rc:h (Mo:rhua Labrax) whidl have 
been observed in varying numbers are probably transient although 
this should be verified. 

At the end of a year it appeared that the reef populatioo exceeded 
forecasts in quantity and variety. 

'lhe reef is located m a plateau at a shallcw depth ~re cunents 
are relatively strong and has been m:xlified and taken m a ~ar-shaped fo:on with 
the point directed ta-~ards the current. 

FI$JNG ON THE REEF 

Fishing tests were made on the sunken reef at Palavas-les-Flots. 

- Hand-lines : as a distance of approx.i.nately one hundred meters 
fran the habitat fishing is practically unproductive. On the 
habitat, the average yield for two hooks is 10 kgs/day ; 

- Trawl-lines : many conger-eels are present so that fishing is 
regularly carried on with trawl-lines and the yield around the 
habitat for a 25 hook unit is 50 kgs par day (the weight varies 
frcm 3 to 22 kilogramnes) ; 

- Drag-net fishing : the yield at the habitat is three tines 
greater and includes nore rock fish. 
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4. 5. 3. IMMERSION COST. 

According to arrerican figures, up-dated i.rrrrersion oost wc:ul.d be 
about 0. 4 to 6 $ per truck tire, or about 10 to 150 $ ~r tonne. In France, the 
OTAM report indicates costs of about 2 $ per truck tire or about 50 $ per tonne. 
These costs do not include collecticn and transportation ·costs. 

Costs remain very high and can be minimized only by building large 
reefs, not too far fran shore and no too deep. 

4.5.4. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

Artificial reefs building with scrap tire cannot be considered as 
a cheap way to dispose waste. HCMever, it is of interest to provide new areas for 
wild life and fishing alcng sea costs and so sare new artificial reefs could be 
built and our rec<l'Citeildation is that sare rooney could :reasormably be spent to in
vestigate this field. 

HONever, care IIUlSt be taken not to enter the field too quickly : 
- environrrental inpact of these reefs is cnly :partly knCMn and 

it would be a pity to build too many reefs too quickly and then 
to disoover that they are another source of sea polluticn. 

- There is a real danger that tires may just be tl1rc:Mn into the 
sea anywhere and anyhow with the results of this tmcantrolled 
dmq:>ing bei.n;J called an artificial :reef. 

Research programs could concern the follCMing : 

- Detennining whether the various carp:ments entering :into tire ma
nufacture are liberated into the enviranrrent in the long run • This phenarencn 
should be studied before beginning the large scale developrent of artificial tire 
reefs ; 

-An analysis should be made of tires which_ are not covered by 
organisms in order to dete:rmine the :reason for this sterility. It seems that the 
tires of fann tractors are better oovered than truck tires. It is difficult to 
detennine whether it is the external tire structure or its chemical canpositian 
which favors or hampers biological developrent. Analyses should be made in oroer 
to clarify this problem in order to construct reefs which will be as biologically 
receptive as possible ; 

-Competition between the settled species Should be follONed by 
catpn"ative studies of th£! surface at regular :intervals. It may be necessary to 
slCM da.vn the settlerrent r)f a species which has a snall :interest for the biolo
gical cycle of the reef fo as to favor more :inte:resting species ; 
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- Certam organisms should be marked so as to determine whether 
or not the reef has becccce their prmcipal, or even exclusive, habitat ; 

- Tests should be developed with tire pieces or with tires parti
tioned with bricks so as to create cells .in which crustaceans can develop better ; 

-Tire surfaces should be inspected m order to detennine whether 
the liming and scraping of the tires has .increased settlerrent for the various 
species ; 

-New and larger reefs should be sunk so as to obtam further data 
on this relatively new rubber-fauna system. 
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4. 6. SORPTION OF OIL, HEAVY METALS 

ANV OTHER PO LLUf ANTS. 

4.6.1. ABSORPTION. 

4. h. 1. 1. Ab.6oJtp:Uon :teA;U wli.h dU.ute. meltc.Wty J.Jo.fu:t.i_on. 

Absorption tests with dilute rrercw:y solutirn en old tire pieces 
-were made in the u.s. by researchers of Du Pont de Nerrours (Russell 1975) : 

"In initial tests, one gram of rubber filings was added to 200 ml 
of O.OOlM HNJ.3, ccntaining 1.53 In3' Hg2+ jml. The soluticn was shaken 
for 30 minutes, and a sample was taken for atanic absorption analy
sis. The product contained 1.35 In3' Hg2+ /ml. AllCMing the solution 
to stand in contact with rubber for one -week with intennittent 
shaking reduced th3 rrercm:y concentratirn to o. 9 mg Hg2+ jml. The 
rubber was not carpletely -wetted in the first 30 minutes, but ap
peared to be so after cne -week standing. 

The relatively sla.v uptake of nercury apparently results from in
carplete wetting of the rubber. In order to dem::mstrate that the 
nercury was tightly absm:bed, the rubber was thoroughly washed with 
water and analyzed for nercury content. The washed :rubber ccntained 
75 mg Hg/g of rubber, or about half of the total nercury originally 
added. 

Hard :rubber (ground ebonite) was also tested as an absm:bent but 
was difficult to wet. The maximum absorptirn of rrercury en this 
material was only about 8 ~g/g :rubber, and no further tests were 
made. 

COLUMN OPERATIONS. 
Since batchwise ccntact with rubber reroc>ves only a port on (10 % 
to 50 %) of the rrercury fran. solution, a multistage process is re
quired for quantitative rrercury removal. 'Ihis is :most readily achie
ved by column techniques. While the reaction between rrercuric ion 
and the organic sulfide is fast, the overall rate of reaction is 
limited by inCCitlplete wetting and perhaps aise by diffusion into 
crevices. As the results of exploratory batch experirrents indica
ted, wetting and pore penetration after the initial rapid uptake 
of rrercury are rather sla.v. 
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MEIOJRY ABOORPTION AT VARIOUS ACIDITIES. . + 
Since the acidity of waste waters ccnta.inin.g Hgz can vary ccnsi
derably, absorption of Hg2+ fran dilute acid and neutral solutions 
was carpared using the batch cxntact nethod. The data in Table 2 
indicate that more nercury is abso:rbed fran very slightly acidic 
solutions (lo-3 .H) than fran neutral solutions or those higher 
in HN03. 

RElX)VER.Y OF ABOORBED MER:URY. 
Several unsuccessful attempts were made to elute absorbed nercury 
fran shredded rubber. No xoore than 66 % of the abso:rbed mercury could 
be :rem:>ved fran rubber with ZM HN03-2 % H20z .Elution by other rea
gents such as 0. SM sodium polysulfide, 7M HN)3, and IM Na2<X>3 wet:e 
less catplete. 

Destructive distillaticn of rubber ccntaining absorbed ne:rcw:y was 
tested as a nethod for improving me:rcury J:ecx:>very. Heating the ma
terial to 250 - 300°C in air yielded oils, a disp:>sable white ash, 
and approximately l00°C of the mercury in elenental fonn. in 
several tests the volatile fraction was collected by bubbling 
tlu:ough water ; nercury sank to the bottan of the vessel as small 
droplets, and the oils floated. Suche a prc:xEss could t:ecover both 
nercury and the potentially useful oils in a t:elatively pure fonn. 

ncREASED MEIOJRY REM)VAL CAPJlCITY. 
As described in the introducticn, natural rubber is ncnporous arrl 
very resistant to wetting. Consequently, few active sites (S-H 
and s-s bonds} at:e e:xposed to the soluticn. The possibility of an 
expensive wash or tt:eatm:mt that would enhance the wetability or 
capacity of the rubber was thet:efot:e investigated. 

This investigation dem:nstrated that tt:eatment of slu:edded :rubber 
with a sodium :polysulfide solution slightly inct:eases its nercury 
rerroval capacity. Rubber tt:eated with hot IM Na2s ccntaining 10 
grams of pc:1Ndered sulfur per liter, _fter a wash to renove excess 
sulfide, absorbs 10 to 25 % most Hg2 than untt:eated rubber. The 
increased capacity could t:esult fran several effects, singly or 
in carbination : better wetability of the rubber, deposition of 
sulfide in the rubber :pot:es, or incorporaticn of sulfide into the 
structure. Thet:e was no consistent t:elationsh.ip between the in
ct:eased aroc>unt of Hg2+ absorbed and the duration of expoSUt:e of 
the rubber to the :polysulfide solution." 

4.6.1. 2. HydJwc.aJtbon. a.b.60Jl.ption. te6:t6. 

Hydrocarbon absorption tests were made at the Institut Fran~is 
du Petrole (I.F .P.) , which was visited for the survey, whet:e for tht:ee years 
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attempts have been made to find a way to replace mineral absorbants where results 
were relatively satisfactory but whose applications were limited while the problem 
of elimination after absorption had not been solved. 

The first tests were intended to reduce organic I_X>llution fran 
refineries. At first, the replac:errent systems for absorbants were cellulose pro
ducts but these had to be specially manufactured. Research on other prcxlucts was 
directed tc:Mards scrap and especial! y rubber crumb. 

The latter was at first used reM for the recovery of dispersed 
hydrocarbons. It seems that particle size a'1d operating techniques and teclmiques 
of rollection after use have an enormous effect on hydrocarbon absorption capacity. 
The I.F .P. has develcped an activation teclmique which increases rubber crumb ab
sorption pc:Mer two tirres. 

Experirrental tests were made at sea in order to a:>tmteract the ef
fects of accidental displarerrent by dredging with pranising results although Irnlch 
study is still necessary conoeming crumb activation, and del_X)sition and rollection 
teclmiques at sea. 

In this technique many factors seem to affect the absorption capa-
city of rubber crurrb such as : 

- Particle size of the rubber crurri:>, ranging fran lOO ].JIIl to 5 rrm 
- The type of hydrocarbcn to be eliminated (heavy, light, old) ; 
- Working ccnditions (dei_X>sition, collection) ; 
- The environrrent (fresh or sea water) ; 
- The mode of dispersion of the prodUcts to be collected. 

This tedmique should be operaticnal in 1978 for decanted hydro
carbon residues. 

'lhe cost price of activation processing for rubber crurnb should be 
about 150 to 250 $ per tonne of crumb. 

4.6.2. USE AS ION EXCHANGE MATERIAL. 

•m u. s .A. , rubber has been ccnverted to an icn exchange material 
by several techniques. In one rrethcd, the rubber was treated with 
ooncentrated sulfuric acid to produce a sulfonated ion exchanger. 
Alternatively, the rubber was degraded and Cc.nverted to an ash 
that had ion exchange p~s. Another nethcd for fanning a 
rrercury-absorbing ion exchanger involves chemical additicn of 
(-c-SII) groups to I_X>lyrrer structures. 'Illese processes all involve 

chemical process:ing that adds to the cost and process canplexity. 
The process described here makes use of tire rubber as discarded, 
with min.imal pre-treatrrent. n 

Similar stuili.es were made in Gennany (Sdmecko 197 4 and Dunlop pa
tent) and several problems were pointed out concerning the various el.errents en
tering into tire manufacture. Tests were made with reagents such as acids or 
oxidising products but these produced superficial reactions. Several examples of 
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active groups ru:e given in the follaving table 

Type Reagent Ca:p,:lcity 
(meqv/g) 

Cation{ 
so3 4,6 
HS03Cl 3,9 ••• 5,3 

PCl~, o2 1,8 

Mien { so2 12 ; NEt3 2,6 •.• 3,2 
SO&'il2 ; tMe3 4,9 
Cl 2~2 ; NMe3 2,7 

Encouraging capacities were reached in cx::mparison with carmercial 
products whose exchange capacity is closed to 2 neq/g. The figure belav shON's that 
regeneration stability is also satisfacto:ry : 

j 6 

Ei 

!! 
;;; .. 

~ 2 

____ ,... 

___ ,.._ 

~:~'l--
~ 0 --~~2--~·~--~~6--~~8 

Anzat)l der Rpgenenerungen 

When rubber crumb is used as an ion exchanger the constituent pro
ducts should not enter the solution. This is to be avoided in industrial use for 
exarrple in seawater desalting. 

4.6.3. CARRTEt. IN GAS CHRO~~TOGRAPHY. 

'Ihis is a ve:ry special use. Approximately 0.2 nm dianeter, pcwder 
can be used without previous preparatim as a carrier material (Scimecko 1971). 

I 
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The follo.ving table gives elerrents for the ccrt'lparison of the pro
perties of rubber crumb and sare comnercial products and polyurethane I_XMder. The 
values "n" and''IIETP" are the usual values characterising separation capacity in 
chromatography or gas chraratography (Kaiser 1960), and the carriers improve as 
"n" rises and HEI'P falls. 

Ether Chlorofonn Xylol 
n HEPl' n HEPI' n 

Di-n-Decylphthalat 148 13,5 475 4,2 1330 

Porapak 0 (150°C) 735** 2,6 660** 3,05 -
Porapak Q (250°C) 346 5,8 535 3,7 815 
Silikonol oc 2CX:> 30 66,6 92 21,7 460 

Pcl }1ITEthane lOO 20 280 7,1 410 
Rubber crumb 0 ,2mn 249 8,05 520 3,85 880 

HETP : He1ght Equivalent of a Theoret1cal Plate 
** =Tailing 

Rubber crumb gives very satisfactory results. 

HEPI' 

1,51 

-
2,45 
4,35 

4,85 
2,37 

Tests have been made using rubber crurnb as a carrier for gel 

4.6.4. CONCLUSIONS ANV RECOMMENDATIONS. 

No detailed financial infonnation is available nON, but it is pos
sible to state that the oost would be relatively high (several hundreds $ per ton) 
since it must include grinding to a very small size, specific t:reat:nent, and for 
hydrocarbons removal fn:m polluted water, transportation and placing in water, re
noval of used crumb and disposal of the latter {by incineration for exart1?le). 

The roost pn:mising application of sorption seems to be hydrocarbon 
adsorption for polluted rivers or seas, but the market would prcbably not exceed 
10 OX> t/year for Franre. The econanics and the specific advantages of this :nethod 
for the solution of such an inp:>rtant pollution problem still have to be discussed, 
but our reccmrendation is that sc::m= research could be encouraged in the following 
fields : 

- Applicaticn in water containing NaCl {sea water) of the I.F .P. proaess, 
which gives a very good result in river water. 

- Collection of used crumb fn:m water surface and incineration teclmiques 
for hydrocarbon ccntaining wet crumb with the possibility of heat rec:Overy. 
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4.1. MICROBIOLOGICAL VETERIORATION OF RUBBER 

Microorganisns are living organisms which attack a large variety 
of substances in order to extract elenents neoessacy for synthesizing protein. 

Fonn any years, researches have studied this problem and its appli
cations to the deterioration of polyrrers. 

Micrd::>iological attack can be applied to various classes of rubber 

- Natural Rubber : This is the main type \\hich has been stuii.ed for microorganisms 
deterioration. The main types of microorganisns which are being developed 
are myre.lia of the aedynanyoetes and streptar¥oetes family. 

- Butadiene~ene SBR : Microorganism attack m these ~ presents many 
prob ~ the presence of polysulphide joints {Heap 1968, I.eeflang 1963, 
Blake 1949, Blake 1955) , which increase the stability of the c:arq;x:>und, may 
be respcnsable. 

-Neoprene : Two types of neoprene are manufactured, cne of Which contains sulphides. 
In reality, the two polyrrers are very resistant to all kinds of bacterial 
activity. The presence of chloride may~ the microorganisns {Cundell 1973). 

- BLltyl-Nitrile : 'Ihese are very resistant to microbiological attack. 
- Silicon : These rubbers are considered resistant (Heap 1968) • 
- Polymethane : 'Ihis polyrrer has amide functicns of the peptic type which can be 

attacked microbiotically (Roup 1968). 
-Tires : Under the appropriate ccnditions it would be possible to fenrent scrap 
-tire by rreans of yeast. Fungi would attack various kinds of rubber but the 

effects of sate additives which are used in tires should not be under-
estimated. 
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Research is nc::w under way in a Laboratory 
whic.,_ has been visited for "b.1e survey. Cultures VJere collected and de

termined and then selections VJere maee. One of the cultures attacks oil in the 
presence of an elastarer containing oil. 

tmte natural rubber becares black after attack and the mycellium 
even penetrates into the interior of the piece of rubber. The viscosity as well as 
analysis of the fragrren.t by one dilrensional and gel chranatography shc::ws that the 
long chains are cut up into c~nents with latl rrolecular ~ight. 

The microorganisms are fed not only by the rubber supplying carbon 
but also fran the nitrogen point of view by arrmonium salts 'Whim are necessa...ry for 
protein synthesis. 

'Ihis research still see.us to be in its first stages. Best results 
v.rere obtained with natural rubber alone, 'While any addition of a synthetic product 
seems to slc::w dc::wn or stop microorganism activity. It also seems to be true that 
nitrogen nust be supplied in the fonn of arrmonium salts. Lastly, certain patho
genic types of microorganisms am::ngst those rrenticned transmit thrush. 

In conclusion, it is relatively difficult to transfonn tires into 
proteins with the microorganisms used and, according to Schnecko (1974), the dete
rioration is due first of all to aging. In addition, certain microorganisms of the 
funguns type have a relatively low yield for protein production, 3 per cent by 
weight of humid matter, while the higher plants give 5 per cent. In addition, the 
proteins obtained are of relatively low rrolecular v.reight and lastly the deterio
ration phenarenon requires a relatively high relative temperature with a high 
energy cost. 

OUr conclusion is, therefore, that microbiologic conversion of 
scrap tire is probably not a possible future solution for scrap tire disposal and 
our reccmrendation is that no research program in this field should be encouraged 
by EEC or governrrents. 
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4.8. AGRICULTURAL USES. 

'lbe use of scrap tires in agriculture has sh0N11 relatively unsa
tisfactory results in soil ircproverrent which vary a great deal depending upon 
whether the rubber is mixed in bulk in the soil. 

In Gennany, (Schnecko 197 4) added rubber in varying p:t"'p)rticns to 
soil in order to gruw parsley. 'llle results were presented during a visit and they 
were not very oonclusive. Parsley will gra-.r badly with 10 % rubber crumb admixture, 
with 20 % crlmi.xture grc:::Mt:h is very sickly and with 30 % there is no grCMth at all. 

In Canada, rubber crumb was spread in orchards (Teskey 1975). The 
main ooservaticns are the folla-.ring : 

- Heat is v.Jell retained and the soil temperature in full sunlight has a 
tendancy to be too high i 

- In case of frost, a thick coat of rubber crurrb reduces the effects of 
excessive tenq;Jerature differences. Soil t:enperature fell to - 3 1 9°C and 
frost reached a depth of 5 an under the rubber crurrb while with the bare 
soil it reached a depth of 25 an ; 

- Results for humidity retenticn are equivalent to those obta.ired with 
straw (hay) ; 

- Sunlight and ultraviolet rays have a very ircportant effect on this mate
rial. 'lbey seem to favor and develop oxidaticn, hydration and often the 
nitrification of synthetic polyners and also to alter stability. After 
6 years of tests the rubber crumb mass has decreased to such an extent, 
that it can no longer be considered as t:erfonni.ng the functicn of straw. 

Another use for old tires is to ballast silo covers in the fields. 
Several millions of tires are used in this way in :EEX;, but this application will 
not require many nore tires in the future. It should haNever be ccnsidered as 
reuse and should not, as sate p.rg:><?se, be gohibited as pollution. 
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4.9. OTHER APPLICATIONS. 

Old tires are recycled very ingeniously in quantities which have 
not been evaluated during this study for llml.Y applica.tic:ns sare of which will 
s:inply be listed belON : 

Shock absorl::>ers : 

G:ODYEAR began their investigatic:ns into the crash attenuator ap
plication in 1968. Since then work has been done at the University of Cinci.nnati 
and the Texas Transportation Institue (T.T.I.) at Texas A & M University to deve
lq:> a final design similar to that sh:Mn in figure. This design and various rncx:li
fications developed at T. T. I. have stopped vehicles traveling at speeds of 96 km/h 
with deceleration "G" loadings well belON the rnax:i..'11UI!l figure specified in the 
Federal Instructicnal ~randum 40-1-71 (Marquis 1973). 
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Insulation aaainst noise : 

'Ihe Firestone Tire and Rubber Canpany has sb.cMn that grOlmd scrap 
rubber in var~o~aints a'1d coatings can significantly reduce sound transnission 
of substrate coa with the mixture (Bec"l.wan 1974). Goodyear, Uni:royal, and u.s. 
Rubber Reclaiming have been investigating the use of gretmd scrap rubber with 
binders of asphaltic type substances to make artificial playing surfaces (Anderson 
1972). 

Erosion limitation : 

Tires deposited on the roas'c can reduce erosion by t."l.e sea by 
limiting wave action. 

Embankrrent reinforcerrent : 

'Ihe incorporation of tires especially in strip fonn during the 
constru.ction of road embankrre.nts makes it possible to increase embankment slopes 
and to create what amamts to real reinforced earthworks. Experinents have already 
been made in Germany and France. 

?iller for special o:::>ncrete (after shredding or grinding). 

Playgrounds for children, decorations, rn.inig:olf, etc •.• 

Cutting: various kinds of ~, such as making sh~s. 

In scree cotm.tries of South Anerica, all worr. out tires are used 
to make shoes. 

·•:.NGING SCULPTURE ent1tled "T~red after a Good Year" IS composed of 
, 1,,JS of d1scarded 1nner tubes Art 1st Bonme V1erthater washes. cuts. bonds and 
.-e .vPs the scrap rubber mto res11ient art works explor~ng the theory of tens1on 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

L'association nationale des industriels qui, alL'< U.S.A., touchent de pres 

ou de loin au marche des pnetunatiques - c a d. The National Tire Dealers; 

Retreaders Association - a organise en Juin 1977 a WASHING1'0N tm symposit.un 

de trois demi-journees pour tenter d'apporter tme rcponse au probleme pose 

par le devenir des pneus uses. 

Les participants cmanaient des milieux les plus divers : agences federales, 

representants de !'administration de certains etats, grandes firmes prodt~

trices de pneus, tmiversi tes,.. . des corrnmmications presentees, tme ving

taine, et les discussions qui ont suivis, ont permis de faire le point sur 

l'etat d'avancement des diverses solutions preconisees ou experimentees. 

Si on voulait, non sans tme certaine hardiesse, restnner la tendance actuel

le, on dirait la chose suivante : il faut aujourd'lmi organiser la collecte 

des pneus uses' trier ceux qui sont rechappables et les rechapper' et reduire 

les autres a l'etat de morceaux. Avec ces dcchets broyes, plusieurs traite

ments sont possibles : le simple stockage, la mise en decharge, !'incineration 

la pyrolyse ... le choix du procede dependant des circonstances locales. Afin 

d'eclairer cette conclusion lapidaire, i1 y a lieu de presenter avec plus de 

details les connrnmications les plus importantes. Apres avoir examine 1 'inte

ret du rechappage, je continuerai par les articles insistant sur !'aspect 

technologique, et notamment les precedes thermiques de traitement des dechets. 

Ces differentes technologies etant connues, quelle peut-etre !'incidence de 

la legislation, quels sont les probH~rnes administratifs, quelles tentatives 

ont ete realisees au niveau local :voila l'objet des deux chapitres suivants. 

Enfin, il sera necessaire de revenir sur quelques articles generatlX, faisant 

le point sur la question. 
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I- LE RECHAPPAGE 

L'interet du rechappage n'ecr,appe ~ persmme. Par exenple, on estime qu'1m 

pneu neuf exigc, pour sa fabrication~ 7 gallons d'huile ( 1 gallon~ 3,79 

litres ) ,alors que le rech.1.ppage fou:-nit 1m pneu pour seulement 2,5 gallons. 

Ces estimations sont citees par T. ROHLA, .-\'rf TIRE ECXJIP!If£.\'T DIVISION, 

SAJ'...'TA A\!...4., CALIFOR\'L\ (21).Le rcchappage est 1me technique deja bien repan

due aux U.S.A. D'apre~ J.F. HLJDS-..11\ et E.E. LAKE, URB..;..\ SYSTP.lS RESFARCH and 

E..XJGH·IEERING, Inc., OOffiRIDGE, H4.SSACHUSETI'S(10), sur 226 millions de pneus 

de tourisme mis Sur le marche en 1976, 35 millions, soit 15%, etaient des 

pne1~ rechappes. Cette proportion, on le sait, est moindre en BJROPE. Cepen

dant il est pratiquement impossible de prevoir comment la part des pneus re

chappes va evoluer sur le marche. 

Les raisons principales qui pousseraient au developpement du rechappage sont 

connues. Elles ont etE~ rappelees par T. ROHLA (21), par P. R. CASAVINA, ~LID 

CONVERSION SYSI'B1S, Inc. , ~1DE..\J, CO:!\r;-..;'ECTICliT (14) , egalement par E. YAKONITZ 

du N.B.S. (22) et par R.R. WESI'ETh\1·\N, Dpt of Ht\1'\AGEHL\Tf, UNI\'ER.c:;rTY of 

CALiffiRNL-\, SACRA~l'JD (8). Cependant, les obstacles qui s'oppoSent a cede

veloppement sont nombre1~.0n peut citer le manque de carcasses rechappables, 

ce qui est lie a l'extensicn de la carcasse radiale-, la mauvaise image de 

marque des pneus rechappes reputes moins surs ( il est vrai que la bande de 

roulement d '1m tel pneu a tendance a se decoller plus facilement que dans le 

cas d '1m pneu neuf), la trop grande variete des types de pneus, ... 

Pour augmenter !'importance du rechappage, il apparait necessaire de 

- faire des progres au ni veau des techniques pour obtenir 1m rechappage de 

tres grande qualite; 

- promouvoir le marche des pneus rechappes, plus surs qu'on ne le dit gene

ralement; 

- standardiser mieux la fabrication des pneus neufs, afin de ne pas nul ti

plier les types de carcasses. 

Tous ces differents elements font qu' il est tres difficile de prevoir dans 

quelle direction la situation va cvoluer, meme si des efforts locaux ont 

montre, au ni veau de la collecte par exemple ( T. ROHA a organise avec des 

scouts le ramassage des pneus uses rechappables) que l'on pourrait rechap

per plus de pneus. 
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Une autre solution a ete proposee : fabriquer des pneus supportant 11)().CX)() miles 

et les consequences d 'lille telle eventuali te ont ete etudiees par R.R. WESfERMA.\1 

(8). 

Il est done difficile de conclur~, si ce n 1 est en soulignant que le rechappage 

est lille bonne solution, mais que prevoir son developpement est lill pari audacieux. 

I I- LES D I FFERHITS PROCtDES DE T RA ITEMENT 

A en croire ce qui a ete dit, les techniques sont nombreuses, et peu de progres 

marquants ont ete faits clans ce domaine clans lill passe recent. I1 semblerait qu' i1 

soit necessaire, avant d'aller plllS avant, de faire des experiences et des ana

lyses economiques plus fines pennettant de decider. 

a- La technique qui consiste a immerger des pneus entiers ,assembles selon tm 

reseau hexagonal pour s'opposer aux vagues et realiser ainsi des jetees, lestes 

pour en faire des recifs artificiels afin de proteger les berges et favoriser la 

peche sportive est connlie largement et ne merite pas lm long commentaire car elle 

restera toujours marginale. Elle a ete evoquee par lm representant de CDODYFAR 

( 4) et testee clans 1 1 eta t de M\RYLAND par C. R. ALBRECHr, .ANNAroLIS, HARYLAND (3) 

b- L' addition de fX?udrette a 1 'asphalte reste lill debouche serieux ( H. G. LANDSON, 

SAHUARO PETROLEUM AND ASPHALT Co., Pl-DENIX, ARIZONA ) (15). On sait que la pou

drette melangee a 1 1 asphal te donne \ill liant de qualite pour realiser des reve

tements routiers. Le procede, developpe initialement a PI-DENIX est largement 

connu, et sa presentation au symposium n 1 a pas apporte d' element nmweau. Une 

evaluation economique a ete realisee par GODDART ( E.P.A. ) des 1975, et conclu

ait a lille bonne rentabilite du procede. Cependant, les nombreuses experiences 

real isees n' ont pas encore montre qu 'lill tel emplo i des dechets de caoutchouc 

avait des avantages techniques et economiques evidents. 

c- L'incinihation des pneus,entiers ou non, est lille possibilite evoquee par 

CDJDYEAR (4) et UNIROYAL (11). Tout le monde s'accorde pour dire que !'incinera

tion n'est pas le procede destn1ctif le plus interessant et de loin . 

GJOD'YFAR a constnlit lille installation d 1 incineration de pneus entiers a JACKSON 

consommant 35 tonnes ( 2SOOOlb) par jour et fournissant 12 tonnes de vapeur sous 

18 hai ( 250 psi ) . La rentabilite d'lm tel procede demande lille analyse economi

que poussee qui est en cours. 
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ill\IROYAL ( 11) a eA.--pcr:iJnentc 1' incineration de pneus broyes, et par la, acquis 

tme benne experience Ju broyage et de la manipulation des dechets broyes. L'in

cincration de morccatLX suffisamrncnt fins ne pose pas de probleme, notarrcnent au 

niveau de l'cmission de SO, . Par cant-re, c'est la reduction des pneus 8 l'etat 

de rrorceaux qui i:r.flue le plus sur la rentabilitc du precede et qui pose les pro

blemes techniques les plus difficiles. Pour rcsoudre cette difficul te, t~IROYAL a 

teste plusieurs broyeurs; till " Rawls Tire Chopper ", till " Siso Rasper !bdel 800 " 

qui en deux passages, fournit des mordeaux de 1 'ordre de 3 cm, till moyen " Saturn 

~bdel 52-32 H/100 hp ", dont les tests vont corrnnencer. I1 y a la till travail in

teressant, qui aidera certainement celui qui doit broyer des dechets de caout

chouc. 

La combustion de ces dechets en lit fluidise est egalement possible; ce fait est 

connu et tous les avantages de cette teclmique ont ete soulignes par JER-YU 

SHI\J\JG et R.A. CHRO;-.DWSKI, HITRE CORroRATIO\ r,r: LFA~, VIRGINIA 22101, (5), qui, 

cependant, n'ont pas apporte d'elements nouveaux clans ce domaine. 

d- La Thermolyse, qui vi se a detnlire le materiau polymerique clans des conditions 

rnenagees de temperature et de pression a ete evoquee par E.L. KAY, FRESI'ONE TIRE 

A"'D RUBBER, AKRON, OHIO (9) .• Il s'agit du precede D.~.R. ( Depolymerised Scrap 

Tire) qui a fait l'objet anterieurernent de plusieurs publications de FIRESTONE, 

et notamnent d' tille " Defensive Publication " tout recerTJTlent. Cependant la dis

solution du caoutchouc clans les conditions decrites necessite till temps de reactior 

tres long, fonction de la taille des morceaux, ce qui enleve beaucoup d'attrait 

au precede. Le noir de carbone obtenu contient beaucoup de cendres ( fV 10\ ) et 

son extraction est tres difficile. Ses proprietes sont voisines de celles d'tm 

noir G.P.F. 

e- La Pyrolyse est tille technique attrayante car c'est celle qui, a priori,pour

rait conduire a la recuperation la plus rentable. 

E.L. KAY de FIRESTOt-.'E a s:implement evoque la distillation des dechets, selon tme 

technique developpee i1 y a quelques annees avec le " BUREAU of t-UNES ". La pyre

lyse en lit fluidise, proposee par les Japonais, ainsi que celle mise au point 

par l'Universite de CALIFOR\JIE ont ete simplement citees par quelques auteurs. La 

pyrolyse clans till bain de sels a fait 1 'objet d'tme corrummication par G.C. 

FRAZIER UNIVERSITY of TEN:'\TESSEE, OOXVILLE, KENTIJCJ\1', (20) mais les essais et les 

resultats ne permettent pas d'apprecier ce precede qui, on le sait, avait deja 

ete etudH~ par ailleurs ( INSTinrr BATTELLE ) .A priori' il est sur quI tme telle 
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technique n<kessitera des investissements elevcs et que la purification des 

produits sera cornpliquee par la presence des sels. 

Le precede TOSCO, mis au point primitivemcnt pour pyrol_yser les schistes 

bitumineux , est utilise, au stade pilote, pour traiter les dechets de caout-

chouc, a !'initiative de IDiiROYAL. L'etude est en cours, et il n'est pas possi

ble d'affinner que l'usine projetee, qui detn1ira 10 millions de pneus par an, 

verra le jour. Une autre tentative interessante a ete presentee par W.W. 

GOTSHALL, President, CARroN DEV. CORroRA.TION, \\1\LLED LAKE, MICHIG.f\N (6). Apres 

tme reduction en morceau, les dechets sont pyrolyses dans tm four rotatif a 

~°C. Les gaz produits fournissent sur place de la vapeur, utilisee pour trai

ter le noir de carbone. Le noir de carbone, dont les partictlies sont enrobees 

d'tm produit pour eviter 1 'o.xydation de surface, est agglomere en grantlies et 

vendu . L'auteur part du principe que la pyrolyse est d'autant plus avantageuse 

qu 1 elle est realisee a haute temperature. En effet, plus la temperature est 

elevee, plus la quantite relative de noir de carbone obtenue est importante et 

meilleure est sa qualite. Ce deuxieme point d I ailleurs meriterait d 'etre eclaird 

Comme le noir est le produit le plus cher, il est evident que le bilan economi

que sera d 1 autant plus avantageux que ce produit sera fabrique en grande quantitl 

a partir d 1 tm poids donne de dechets de caoutchouc. W.W. aJTSHA.LL estime que 

pyrolyser a 500°C permet d 1 obtenir des produits valant, a la vente, 1,26 g par 

pneu , alors que tme temperature de ~°C pennet de porter ce prix de vente a 
1, 57 g par pneu. Pour tme installation de 2 .CXXU:X:)() pneus par an, ceci corres

pond a 620.000 g de plus. Ce raisonnement est interessant' mais i1 y a trop d I in

connues encore : le prix de vente suppose du noir est de 13 cents/lb soit 1,40F/l 

ce qui est peut-etre optimiste, ce noir contenant encore 6 a 8% de cen.dres. 

Cependant, i1 s 1 agit la d 1tme etude tres positive, et le developpement du pro

cede merite d'etre suivi de pres. 

A 1 1 issue de ce bref paragraphe consacre a la pyrolyse, i1 apparait que les pro

blemes poses et les incertitudes demeurent. En effet, tout converge pour demon

trer que la rentabilite est liee au prix de vente du noir de carbone, et done 

a sa qualite. Si W. \1!. OOTSHALL fait le bilan economique avec tm prix de 13c/lb, 

par ailleurs H. YAK0\\1TZ, du National Bureau of Standard (22), proposait au 

meme congres, till prix de 8c/lb, soit 0,86 F/kg, tout en mettant en doute 1 1 existe 

ce d' till large marc he pour ce type de produi t. On peut done pens er qu 1 tm effort de 

recherche visant a ameliorer la qualite du noir de carbone ne serait pas tm ef

fort inutile, ce qui suppose llllC etude des precedes, chaque etape influen<;ant 

la qualite des produits. 
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Les techniques de ,.3-lori sat ion des dcchcts J.e caontchouc sont mmbreuses, ce qui 

a amene certaines administrations locales ~ mcttre sur pied des solutions usa.'l.t 

a supprimer la decharge sam·age des pnens uses. 

III- LES SoLUTIONS LOCALES 

Quelques solutions locales ( H.\R11 .. A.l\TI, CO\"\"ECfiCUf, CALIFOR\'IE ) ont ete evoquees, 

et il est interessant de les presenter rapidenent. 

1 °)- Le H\RYL.A. .. \'D a cree tres tot tm sen'ice - ~·t\RYL-\,\ID Environmmtal Service -

charge de resoudre les problemes poses par les dechets solides et les pollutions 

diverses. Le senrice a corrnnence a promouvoir le broyage des pneus avant de les 

mettre en dccharge et a acquis ainsi tme experience certaine clans ce domaine- Il 

a publie tm article en Hai 1977 clans la re\1Ie " Puhlic Work " .- La politique 

quI il preconise semble poUVOir et re reStnTICC ainsi : broyer les dechets I et les 

utiliser au mieux selon les possibilitcs locales, la pyrolyse etant a priori la 

technique la plus avantageuse. Le H.\R)l..L\ND a cgalement utilise des pneus entiers 

pour renforcer des berges ou creer des rccifs artificiels pour developper ::..la 

peche sportive. Cette experience fut presentee par C.R. ALBRECI-IT, ANNAPOLIS, 

MARYLAND. 

2 °)- Le CONNECT ICliT a, des 1965, mis sur pied tme agence pour trai ter les dechets 

solides ( C. k11RKER, CONN. SfATE DEPARTNE.\T of EWIRON'ffit'ITAL PROTECTION,Ho\RTFOR D, 

CDNNECTICliT ) (7), dont les pneus uses au nombre est:ilne de 1, 7 million . Initia

lement, ces pneus etaient incineres, ensuite ils furent vendus a UNIROYAL, qui 

avait tme installation de recuperation. Vers 1974, cette usine fut arretee, si 

bien que le debouche pour 80% des pneus uses dispan1t. A la meme epoque, 1 'Etat 

de CO~~TICUT decida la constn1ction, en collaboration avec la GENERAL ELECTRIC, 

d'tme installation de traitement des ordures menageres : les dechets organiques 

combustibles sent separes, et on peut a ce moment la,y ajouter les dechets de 

caoutchouc. 

Coll11le dans la plupart des cas, les pneus sont broyes, ce qui reduit leur vohune 

d'tm facteur 7. Le stockage est grandement facilite, quelque soit la destination 

ultime des dechets broycs. Des essais ont ete faits pour ajouter de la poudrette 

a l'asphalte ou utiliser des pneus entiers pour rcaliser ainsi des barricres de 

protection. 
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3°) DANS L'OREffiN , C. ROTP.E.~, SCRAPf nru; DISPOSAL, HITRO!'JLITAN SERYICE 

DISI'RICT, IDR11..AJ\D, OREOON, a mis au point un systeme permettant lm controle 

rigoureux du devenir des pneus uses. Par cxemple, toute persoru1e transportant 

plus de 30 pneus doit avoir lme licence deli\rree par 1 'Administration. On peut 

retenir egalement qu 'lm centre de trai tement des pneus demande 25 (l (1, 25 F ) 

au particulier qui veut se debarrasscr d 'lm pneu de tourisme et 85 i pour lm 

pneu de poids lourd 

Cette experience qui relate la mise en place d'lme politique, souffre rnalheu

reusement d'etre isolee et les resultats obtenus sont trop partiels pour pennettre 

d' en tirer lme conclusion. 

4 °) LA SITIJATION EN CALIFOR.~IE a ete evoquee par D.L. STRAUGI, CALIFORNIA. STATE 

SJLID WASTE MA.\JAGEJ.tEt\1' DEPAR'D1E.t-.'T, SACRAJ-.1E~1f0 (19) • Dans cet etat, 1 'lill des plus 

vastes des U.S.A., le- probleme est aigii: la " production " annuelle de pneus 

uses s'eleve a 20 millions d'lmites environ, et lme quantite analogue est stoc

kee. 

Actuellement , auctme solution globale n'a pu etre apportee. La mise en decharge 

controlee absorbe les 2/3 des pneus uses, rnais, cornme liD broyage prealable est 

necessaire, le cof.it devient dissuasif ce qui favorise ainsi l'abandon des pneus 

uses dans des lieliX sauvages, le long des routes. . . Une taxe sur les pneus neufs 

a ete instituee, afin de recolter des fends pour traiter le probleme ; apres de 

nultiplesreformes, elle a ete abandonnee. 

Des solutions locales ont ete tentees. L'utilisation cornme combustible, la pyre
lyse- mais i1 reste, au niveau de l'Etat de CALIFORNIE, beaucoup a faire pour 

resoudre le probleme. 

De ces quatre experiences locales, on peut retenir tm fait essentiel : les pneus 

uses sont broyes, et le cof.it du broyage est supporte par le particulier. Ce 

broyage facilite le stocl~ge, le transport et les traitements ulterieurs. 

IV- l'EvOWTION DE LA LEGISLATION ET LA COMPARAISO~! DES DIFFtRENTES 

TECHNIQUES D'UTILISATION DES PNEUS UStS 

La legislation et la tecrnologie evolt1ent parallelement. Les differentes techno

logies et les solutions ont ete comparces par E.E. LAKE et J .F. HUDSJN (10), dans 

lme synthese remarquable, basee sur tme doetnnentation tres complete. P .R. CASAVINA 

(14) propose aussi le schema deja vu : collection
1
tri avec rechappage si la 

carcasse le pennet, traite:nents thermiques dans le cas contraire. A.H. PURCELL, 

TECI-L'HCAL Il\IJDPJ·1\TIO~ PROJECT, \tL\.SJ-11?\GTON (12) a analyse tres rapidernent les rai-

sons qui s 'opposent a la mise en place d 'tme politique globale. 
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Il semble que, au niveau federal, on considcre que les technologies sont suffi

samment a\·ancees, mais que les problcmes importants sont au nive;!u pal itique 

c.a d. au niveau de !'organisation du rar.ussage et du traitement, du choix des 

incitations necessaires 3 la mise en place d"un s:·stcr.1e de recuperation, des 

equilibres financiers. Au niveau administratif, la loi denorrmee " Resource Con

servation & Recovery Act of 1976 "aura des consequences importantes, corrme l'a 

expose C. PITERSD:\, ENVIRO~fEl\l'AL PROTECfi0:\ AGE\'CY, \~\SHit\GfON (2), en donnant 

le JX>uvoir aux administrations locales d'organiser la solution du probleme pose 

par les pneus uses. Ainsi 1 'E. P.A. pourra soutenir la fonnation de personnel 

s'occupant de dechets solides, developper des etudes de marche pour les produits 

recl~eres, rcaliser des operations pilotes ... 

Ainsi cette loi renforce le pot1voir des administrations locales et federales. Cet 

aspect est important, car il met en evidence qu'tille simple economie de march€ 

n'est pas \ill systeme qui permette de traiter ~'"ec :'_<; ;-~.us ~b :':~cili-<:.§ 1es pro

blemes lies a la JX>llution. On debouche la sur des considerations d'economie po

litique, qui depassent les limites de ce simple compte-rendu. 

L' impact economique de cette meme loi est etudic par H. YAKO\\'ITZ (22). Certains 

alineas de cette loi donnent des possibilites d'agir a l'E.P.A. Par exernple, 

1 'Agence pourra soutenir tille analyse complete du probleme des pneus en tenant 

compte du ramassage et des technologies actuelles. Elle pourra subventionner par

tiellement ( 5% ) 1 'achat de broyeurs pour pneus, mobiles ou fixes. Parall€lement 

le Secretariat au Corrunerce JX>urra, toujours dans le cadre de la loi PL 94-580, 

stinnller les marches, prom:mvoir certaines technologies, dont le rechappage. 

Cette corrammication a tm autre interet, car elle contient tille bonne an.a.lyse eco

nomique, basee sur des hypotheses raisonnables. ~1elles sont les principales 

estimations : le broyage 40 i/pneu, le noir de carbone obtenu par pyrolyse se 

vendrait 0,~ F./kg, la fabrication de la JX>Udrette reviendrait a 2,50 S/pneu, 

soit 6 fois plus qu'1m broyage grossier. Cependant, trop d'inconrmes subsistent 

JX>Ur definir 1me strategie. Mais, la encore, il est souligne que c'est lill non

sens economique que de broyer des carcasses rechappables. 
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Ce symposilnn, tres brievement presente, a pennis de fa ire le point sur les pro

biemes poses par les dechets de caoutchouc. Si la decharge controlee reste 1me 

voie peu onereuse, chac1m a conscience qu'il s'agit d'1m pis-aller, alors que la 

necessite de recuperer energie et matieres premieres devient de plus en plus evi

dente. Les technologies basees sur 1m traitement thermique sont nombreuses ; elles 

restent cependant cofiteuses dans leur etat actuel, et les bilans economiques rester. 

a faire. 

On peut cependant degager quelques le~ons de portees suffisamment generales pour 

qu'elles puissent etre transposees en EUROPE sans difficult€. 

La premiere est que la recherche d'1me solution unique, valable en tous lieux, 

est illllsoire, les circonstances locales intervenant largement dans le bilan 

technique, economique et ecologique final. 

La deuxieme est qu' i1 faut rechapper les pneus rechappables, done, au niveau du 

ramassage, i1 faut trier les carcasses. 

La troisif~me est que, pratiquement dans tous les cas, 1m broyage prealable est 

necessaire, !'utilisation des pneus entiers, restant difficile, est marginale. 

La quatrieme est qu '1m effort de recherche reste a faire au niveau des precedes 

de traitement bien que ceux-ci scient deja nombreux, la degradation thennique 

demeurant la voie la plus prometteuse. En effet, la qualite des produits est 

tres liee aux differentes etapes d 1 \ffi precede et des etudes pour mieux connaitre 

!'influence des teclmiques sur la qualite sont encore necessaires. 

Ces efforts de recherche sont certes necessaires, mais i1 faut parallelement 

prom:mvoir quelques experiences avec des tedmologies existantes mais pas encore 

suffisamment developpees afin d 'a voir des elements essentiels pour fa ire 1me 

analyse economique sure. 
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PART 5. SIZE REDUCTION OF SCRAP TIRES 

5. 1. STATEHE1JT OF THE PROBLEH. 

It is necessazy to reduce the size of tires either for storage or 
in order to use scrap tires as a reM material for various applications. 

For storage, it is necessary sinply to reduce the large tire vo
l'l.Jit'e for rrore cnrrpact storage and there are no requirerrents as to the d.inensions 
of the prcduct. 

On the other hand, when scrap tires are used as ~ reM material 
for an industrial awlication the required dirrensions will der:end l.l£X!1 the type of 
the planned awlication. 

The reduction of scrap tire size is therefore the key to a large 
number of scrap tire uses and without making recormendations as to the choice be
tween these uses, it is evident that research directed tc:Mards la-Jerinq oosts for 
this reduction should be encouragE;<i. 

Our reccmrendation in this field is therefore to help in realising 
the research programres suggested in the conclusion presented in the last part of 
this chapter. 

Two processes exist : crushing by neans of traditionnal shredding 
or crushing machines at arrbiant -t:eitperature, and c:r:yogenic crushing. 

\\hlle the forrrer rrethcxi is usually used industrially, the second 
seems to be theoretically less profitable fran the econanic rx:>int of view and re
search is still being done on it. 
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Again, :=ram the theoretical point of view, it seems evident that 
size reduction at ambiant temperature will, since rubber is uuctile, prcxluce lamina 
shaped par-J.cles while cryogenic size reduction will produce cube shaped particles. 
Ha.vever is the shape of the particles of imp:>rtance for the industrial applications 
in which the crumb is used ? 

In certain industrial applications, it is recessary to separate 
the textile part fran the rubber part of the fragrrented rubber crumb. 'Ihis seems 
relatively easy for the cryogenically crushed particles and this point deserves 
further study. 

It also seems to be true that several stages of crushing in series 
will be necessary in order to reduce the tires to the several hundred microns range. 

The ccnparison between the two processes will therefore be based 
principally on econanic data but it should be rerrembered that cryogenic crushing 
is still at the research stage and that there are certain special p::>ints which need 
further study. 

5. 2. CONVENTIONAL SHREVVING ANV CRUSHING. 

The processes used are principally of the rotary shears type, with 
one or two shafts, each of which has blades of various shapes. It is not possible 
to use the usual rreans for solid scrap size reduction for large quantities of 
tires and this is, in particular, the case for ha:rrrrer mills of all types and ver
tical shears. 

These shredders nrust be robust, and as they are often integradted 
into continuous pyrolysis processes, they should not cause stoppages. The en vi
ronrrent of the apparatus requires that it be very solidly built and maintenance 
\IIOuld be easy and inexpensive. 

Existing units function industrially and supply rubber crumbs which 
are nON sold on the market, which is not the case for cryogenic plants. 

prices 
(netal, fibres) • 

Plate I sh.aNs a shredding apparatus. 

The prices given for rubber crumb produced in this way are sales 
for rubber crumb fran which impurities have been removed 
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Plate I. Shredding apparatus 
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Exanples : 

- Sales price for rubber crumb : 70 to 400 $ ~ tc.rme (per 30 kg sack) for par
ticle sizes ranging fran 8-10 nm to 400 micrcns ; 

- The cost of rubber crurcb prcduaed by shredding to 40 mn particle size is 29 $ 
per torme, with an invest:rrent of $ 400 <XX), a production rate of 1 tjhr and an 
electrical consurrption of lOO kWh/t ; . 

-A manufacturer is selling a shredding machine without peripheral equi.r:m=mt for 
$ 146 CXX> and the cost of rubber crumb reduced to 60 % of < 50 nm is approxima
tively 12 $/t for a production rate of 12 t,lhr ; 

- 'lbe cost of rubber crumb reduced to approximately 60 mn is 15 to 16 $/t for a 
production rate of 10 - 15 t,lhr with a production staff of 11 perscns. 

'these prices are still relatively high but they give a general view 
of the problem since rubber crurrb is produced :in order to be sold as such and not 
for use as reM material :in an industrial process. 

5.3. CRYOGENIC CRUSHING. 

When the terrperature of materials is lc:Mered, there is a threshold 
at which certa:in changes take place rapidly :in sarce of their properties especially 
:in the nech.anical properties. Materials such as rubber and plastics lose their duc
tile character and beccrne brittle and this embrittlenent makes it :E;X>Ssible to break 
up scrap rubber and to produ:!e rubber crumb for industrial use by neans of necha
nical crusb.:ing. '!his ccnstitutes ccyogenic grinCling. 

M.W. BIDDULPH (1) presents the problem as follc:Ms : 

"When a body at rcx:m tsrq:lerature is cooled, either by contact with cold gas or by 
dipp:ing into liquid nitrogen, unsteady-state heat tJ::ansfer takes place. The rate 
at which cool:ing occurs is of primary :importance in equi:r:nent design, and is de
tennined by a number of factors. 'lbe t.enp:rature difference is very :important, as 
is the material and physical size of the d:>ject." 

"S:ince the primary concem of this study is the cryogenic embrittlenent of rubber 
tyre material, two pieces of a large rubber tyre were studied.. These sections were 
cut in the fonn of slabs, one with a thickness of 3,5 an and the other a thickness 
of 2,3 cm. The thennocouple was inserted into the centre of the slab and then the 
slab was dipped into liquid nitrogen taking care not to imrerse the thennocouple 
leads. The terrperature/ti.ne relationships for these pieces are shoNn in : 
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1 ~0~--~---200._ __ ~---4~00----._---~~--~ 

Time, s 

:::'c>oling curves fnr rubber tyre sl.lbs. 

cuties. 
The proress does not, in general, seer.t to present great diffil-

Professor N.R. BRA'ION (2) of the University of ~VISOONSIN states 

"Cryogenic processing of rubber tires is a simple operation and the :resulting pro
duct is in the fom of particles which predominately fall in the 20 (0 ,83 rrm) to 
10 mesh (1,17 rrm) size when screened. The fiberous reinforc:errent is :readily se
parated." 

The important points are as follONs 

-The detennination of the cooling temperature 'Which should be lo.v enough so that 
the rra.terial will not loose it brittleness when it heats up during. crushing 

- Exchange cmditions for an efficient use if cooling energy ; 
- The crushing machine itself is in all cases a harmer mill. 

For this proress the conventional crusher should be equi~ with a 
specially designed feed system making it possible for it to absorb tires very ra
ptdly so as to avoid ~eating leading to a reduction in brittleness. 

Because of the "selective" ernbrittlement of the tires, the rubber 
itself is reduced to relatively fine particles while the steel :reinforrenents and 
belts which have been practically removed fran the vulcanized rubber becare entan
gled and can be removed either by magnetic drum, scrap remover or manually depen
ding upon the case. Ra:yrrond LE DIOUIDN (*) gives the follo.v.ing fla.<1sheet : 

(*) Engineer at AIR LIQUID:C:: (France). 
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\Vhole tires are roughly cut up. Corrposition 
- Steel reinfo~cerrent and belts 
- Fibrous reinfo.ccerrent 
- Rubber. 

• Cooling to - l00°C, - l20°C 
- Einbrittl.errent of rubber 
- Steel reinforcerrent little affected by 

cooling. 

• rC~g 
- Harnrer mills 
- Roll crushers. 

• 'l11e crushed product : 
- Rubber particles (fran lOO 1Jin to several ~ 
- M=tal reinforcenent relatively catplete 
- Fibrous reinforcerrent shredded • 

• Separation of oonstituants 
- Magnetic separation 
- Screening + blONing 
- Elimination of fibres 
- Recovery of rubber • 

• - Recycling of steel reinforrerrent 
- Recycling of rubber crumb (material for 

tire manufacturing) 
(various uses for recl.ai.m:rl rubber). 

l 
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At the present t:iY.e the proble.r:1 seffi.s to have been r10st carefull v 
studied in t.~e U.S., especially b~r Professor N.R. BRATON (2) and hit team, whose
work made it ;;ossible to develop a portable c~·ogenic processing plant. Donald 
MlliOVK (3) presents this work as follONs : 

"One of the pioneers in applying cryogenics to recycling is Professor Norman R. 
BRA'ION of the J.l.1echanical Engineering Dept. of t.~e University of viTSCONSIN (tM) in 
Madison. Students and researchers at UW exr:eri.nented with cryogenics and scrap 
tires and found t.'iLat it could be done, but in laboratory conditions. A work.L'1g unit 
that could be put into day-to-day praluction was the next order of business. L'ea
lers who attended last year's NIDRA shc:w in Minneapolis heard Dr Rcbert KISIEIEWSKI 
of LaCrosse, His. describe the gryogenic technique and say that a portable unit 
was bei.!lg developed. Today, this tmit is canpleted and being Ot:erated regularly. 

"The financial angel for this first unit is Harry B. LOCKEI'Z forrred Cryogenics Re
cycling International, Inc. of AllentOtm, Pa. '!his finn has a good deal of knc:w
ledge in c:ryu~nics and is a major SU!?plier of liquid nitrogen which does the 
freezing. 

"The unit itself is a self-contained, portable machine designed to travel over most 
roads including interstate highways. It has its ONn ~r plant (diesel) and can be 
operated by one man. Operation is quite simple. The op=rator picks up the materials 
to be processed (cryogenics is not restricted to tires - it has been used to recycle 
steel, electric wires and plastics) using the crane. He, t..~en, imnerses it into a 
holding tank of liquid nitrogen, a clear liquid 'Which is about - 3l9°F and gives 
off clouds of steam 'When in contact with tlJe atmosphere. The material stays in the 
tank until the "brittle point" is reached, then it is dropr::.ed in to the hanmennill 
where it is pulverized. A tanker of liquid nitrogen is hooked into the lU'lit to pro
vide a oonstant level in the holding tank." 

The existence of this portable unit presents the problem of carpa
ring the latter with the stationary unit. Tires are very widely disp=rsed geogra
phically and it is both expensive and illogical to transport them intact. On the 
other hand the stationary unit has the advantage that since no particular geogra
phical position has any advantage fran the point of view of tire supply it could 
be located near a source of supply for the cooling agent, or could have it ONn 

production plant. Another advantage of the stationary unit is the possibility of 
"recovering" calories and this point should be studied. 

Under the present circumstances this recovery of calories does not 
seem to be planned and there would certainly be problems since the h.am:rer mill acts 
as a large fan. Recovery of gases (generally nitrogen) seems to present fe~r 
problems. 

Because of the enormous expense in refrigerating agents involved, 
(see Table II belc:w) techniques are nc:w being develop=d for using crnventional coo
ling techniques. 

An example has been supplied us by the "le Froid Industriel York" 
ca:npany of LYON (FRANCE) which user a r..ixed plant with conventional shredding for 
the production of 10 - 20 cm fragw..mts, and thP...n a oontinuous air bla.-~er machine 
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at a temperature of - 60°C and then - l00°C, se as to bring the tire fragments to 
- 90°C. The air is cooled by refrigerating machines and the product size distri
bution is as follows : 

0 - 0,5 mn 5 ± 2 % 
0- lnm 15 ± 3 % 
0- 2nm 30 ± 5 % 
0- 4nm 50± 5 % 
0- 9rnn 71± 10% 
0- 10 nm 80± 5 % 

with a capacity of 1 t/h or 6 000 t/y and a total cost of 4G to SO g per tonne ; this 
capacity can be increased. 

This is a pilot plant and the design was based upon a study of coo
ling by :rreans of liquid nitrogen and rn.ixed liquid nitrogen + conventional :refri
geratirn, then the ccnventional cool:ing design alrne was finally chosen because of 
its lONer cost. 

Table I below is based upon data supplied by various carpanies. It 
should be noted that the costs sham in the last colunn are estimated 

- Either roughly given by the manufacturer or the :research laborato:ry ; 
- Or calculated according to the :rrethod presented at the beginning of Part 4. of 
this report. 

These results are therefore not always C<ltq)arable and, in particular, 
it is often difficult to know the sizes of the products s:ince cnly the limits of 
the particle size distributions are given. 

The nitrogen costs :in this table are based lJFOI1 cost price estima
tes for a plant linked to the crush:ing unit (including axrortization) • This cost is 
higher if the c:ryogenic processing plant does oot include or is not linked to a 
liquid nitrogen manufacturing plant. 



NA'IURE OF 
COANlTI'Y 

I.AOOR IN OPERATING COST 
NAME OF <Xlo1PANY OF ENE:R;Y POODUCriON ProDUCT 

INVFSIMENT PER 'IONNE OF TIRES 
RE:FRIGERATION Nrl'RJGEN IM1 MAN /Hr RATE OBTAINED PK>CESSED 

vn.t ERZ und srAHL Energy 6 $ 
{R.F .A.) Labor 12 $ 

NITroGEN 600 150 4 5 - 6<XX) t 1-3,5 rrm Nitrogen 45 $ 

(pilot plant) kg/t of tires/y and Arrortizaticn 3 $ 
< 0 1 4 rrm (estimate) -

66 $/ 

CRYOGENIC REC.Y- 44 a 46 $/t for 
c:LIN:; INIEmATIQ-

NAL (U. S.A.) NITRJGEN a:xx:> t 0,84 to approx. this 

(};X)rtable tmit) of tires/y 2rrm 240 (XX) $ particle size 

o to 50 rrm Energy 1,3$ 
APPAREILS DRAOON rubber Labor 4 $ 

(France) NITroGEN 600 42:X> t crurrb of approx. Nitrogen 36 $ 
(pilot plant) kg/t of tires/y various pa 85 (XX) $ Amortization 4 $ 

ticle sizes 46$/t 

BELIAIR HYDRAU- 20 (XX) kg Energy 5 $ 
LICS (U.S.A.) 

NITroGEN 11375 t 
of < 6 rnn Labor 4 $ 

(equiprent on the 
of tires/y 

7 (XX) kg Nitrogen 45 $ 
market) of fine 

approx. Amortization 1,5$ 
7 (XX) kg 

80 (XX) $ 
63$/~ 

scrap steel 

OOCIEI'E HAZEM\G 
NITroGEN 1820 t 0 to 25 rnn 154 $/t (pilot plant) 

of tires/y 

Table I Ec:xnanic data on cryogenic processing 
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The figure belat~ shat~s an example of cryogenic processing (HAZDIAG). 
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1. Liquid nitrogen tank 
2. Cooling system 
3. Harmer mill 
4. Belt cmveyor 
5. Sieve drum 
6. OVersize conveyor 

(reinforcerrent) 

7. Container 
8. Conveyor for 0-35 rrm particles 
9. Novorotor mill 

10. BlONer 
11. Separation cyclone 
12. Container for o-1 mn rubber crurrb 

Plate II shavs a pOrtable unit (Cryogenic Recycling International, 
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Plate II : Portable cryogenic processing plant 

(Cryogenic Recycling International, Inc.) 
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Cryogenic crush:ing of tires seems therefore still at the research 
stage. Existing units are still pilot uni.ts even if all industrial canditicns are 
satisfied. Nitrogen costs are extJ::emely high. 

5.4. RECOIJMENVATIONS FOR RESEARCH ON CRYOGENIC PROCESSING. 

Research should also be carried an feeders for cooled tires. 

Frcm the ecmanic point of view the carparison bebeen the portable 
uni.t and the staticnaxy uni.t involves an estimate of tire transport costs (which 
was not made for this study) and the tires could be shredded before transp:>rt. The 
coupling of ccnventional shredding with cryogenic processing requires a double in
vestment and research would be necessary in order to detennine exactly the cost of 
this operatim .in relation to a purely cryogenic or purely cawenticnal plant. 

It is necessary to detel:mine the effects of particle shapes an 
treatments or uses .involving rubber crumb prcxluced by crushing and if this shape 
has an effect it should be studied in camection with the various crush:ing cmdi
tians. 

Lastly, it will be necessary to detennine in ma:rket telltle the 
optilrum particle sizes for crushed products and to stuiy the particle size distri
bution curves for various processes. Obviously rubber crumb suppliers using ccn
ventimal shredding machines and offering rubber crumb with sizes en the order of 
44 micrcns can obtain than by screening after crush:ing large quantities of tires. 

This research could shed light an a problem which, at the present 
ti.rre, prevents difficulties since it is :i.rrpossible to make any kind of canparison. 
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